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Abstract

nfrastructures are the foundations of modern societies. The most important ones
are the so-called critical infrastructures: mobile networks and electricity networks.
If these networks are damaged or otherwise unavailable, the functionality of the whole
society is at risk and can result even in public safety hazards. Furthermore, people expect
all the time ubiquitous access to internet through mobile networks as many services rely
on these wireless networks. The dependence is growing all the time as the number of
worldwide subscriptions has already exceeded the world population and the amount of
internet of things (IoT) and other connected devices continues to increase exponentially.
This thesis focuses on the critical communications aspects of mobile networks during
disturbance scenarios. These are defined as situations where, e.g. there is a power
blackout in the electricity network, which affects the functionality of the mobile network.
The contributions of this thesis can be divided into three main themes. The first
one is the actual functionality of mobile networks during disturbance scenarios. This
includes finding out how the behavior of subscribers changes when there is an uncommon
disturbance scenario in the mobile network and how to prolong the disturbance time
functionality of the existing networks. The results show that subscribers utilize mobile
networks more than usual already before the power blackout starts when they try to
find out information about the status of an upcoming storm. Immediately after the
disturbance scenario starts, the subscribers within the blackout area are more active
as the statistics show 73 % increase in the number of new calls and 84 % in the amount
of short message service (SMS) messages. The results show also that the majority of
mobile network availability is lost after 3–4 hours from the start of the incident. In order
to prolong this availability time, simulations are performed to find out how utilizing
only a portion of the available base station (BS) sites affects the service coverage. The
results show that around 20 % of BS sites would be enough to cover 75 % of the original
service coverage. Therefore, the operational time of the so-called mobile network backup
coverage could be increased several times given that core network (CN) and backhaul
network are also operational.
The second main theme in this thesis presents a new developed situation awareness
system (SAS) that combines the outage information of both mobile and electricity
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networks. This is an important tool for monitoring the networks and performing disaster
and disturbance management. The user interface of the developed SAS is a map view
showing the outage information, i.e. the faults, in both networks. It utilizes operational
data from both networks such as the coverage outage areas of the mobile network and
the outages of transformers in the electricity network in near real-time. The developed
SAS helps to prioritize maintenance and repair work to the most critical areas as well
as help to form a better overall situation awareness that fire and rescue services and
authorities could utilize for improving public safety actions.
The last main theme in the thesis considers innovative solutions in order to find out
methods to improve the performance, i.e., to mitigate the outage of mobile networks in
disturbance scenarios. The three different approaches presented are the indirect guidance
of subscribers, the concept of a temporary low altitude platform (LAP) network with the
help of drones, and the concept of a macro sensor network (MSN). First, the energy and
capacity aspects of mobile networks can be improved when the subscribers are indirectly
guided to self-optimize their location in the serving cell area. This can result in serving
more user equipment (UEs) within a cell or to decrease the amount of energy needed for
transmissions. Next, the coverage aspects of a LAP system are studied in order to find
out the suitability of forming a temporary emergency coverage with a wireless local area
network (WLAN) equipped drones. The results show that this kind of approach could
provide a suitable emergency coverage for a limited area with a reasonable number of
drones. Finally, a framework for MSN is studied to investigate the possibility of bringing
wireless sensor network (WSN) functionalities into mobile networks. The results show
that the concept of MSN could remarkably improve the resilience of mobile networks
in situations where the backhaul connection is broken. However, implementing and
further developing this kind of functionality will require changes in the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) specifications and self-organizing network (SON) features
within the network.
Overall, this thesis provides insight on how to develop the current and future
mobile networks toward more resilient infrastructures. It highlights the importance of
critical communications as a fundamental part of modern societies. Thus, securing the
functionality and performance of mobile networks in all situations is crucial. As a result,
the contributions in this thesis can be utilized as a starting point in the future research
to develop new functionalities for mobile networks. One of such approaches can be a
safety mode, which would improve the mobile network resiliency during disasters and
disturbance scenarios.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

ll the time ubiquitous mobile networks are the foundation for wireless networks
in modern societies. People expect that they can access the internet and other
services from everywhere and at any time. Nowadays, many services such as subscriber
services (phone calls, instant messaging, internet browsing, etc.), resilience infrastructure
maintenance and repair work (mobile networks and electricity networks), and emergency
services rely on wireless communications access provided by mobile networks. Thus, the
majority of services within a society require a working wireless connection.

A

1.1

Background and motivation

The worldwide amount of mobile connections has already exceeded the population with
over 7.4 billion subscriptions [27, 38]. Besides connecting people, the internet of things
(IoT) will further increase the importance of cellular networks with the emergence of
new fifth generation (5G) mobile networks within a few year, i.e. already before 2020 as
expected in the industry [4, 27, 69]. Moreover, it is estimated that currently there are
over 400 million IoT devices utilizing only mobile networks and it is forecast that by
2022 it will reach already 1.5 billion [27]. Thus, societies rely and continue to depend
more and more on the availability and functionality of these networks.
The reliability of cellular networks has improved greatly during the 21st century, to
some extend as a result of the Tampere Convention on the Provision of Telecommunication
Resources for Disaster Mitigation and Relief Operations treaty [49] negotiated and
adopted on June 18, 1998 [48], which officially came into force on January 8, 2005 [50].
Many countries have improved the resiliency of mobile networks to some extent, but few
countries in the world have prepared for the worst possible outcome.
Since the majority of modern technologies utilize electricity as their power resource,
the functionality of critical services is directly related to the availability of electricity.
Without it, e.g. the whole communications network would not work. Thus, the resilience
of mobile networks usually translates to how long it can maintain its functionality
without electricity from the main grid by utilizing some other power resources. These
include mostly backup batteries and aggregates or the utilization of renewable energy
1
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resources directly at the base station (BS) sites where they are needed (given they are
sufficient enough, i.e. they are a suitable option for that particular location).
The main cause of not having electricity from the grid to power other infrastructures
is a power blackout, which can result from a simple hardware failure or in the worst
case some (natural) disaster scenario. Naturally, given a normal utilization of the
communications networks, the backup energy resources are dimensioned to last some
predefined time period. However, if the cellular network has to rely on backup power
this usually means that a power blackout has also occurred, and that the behavior of
mobile network subscribers has changed. This translates into more demand for mobile
network services, which results in the lack of capacity and shorter time period for the
backup batteries to maintain operation.
This thesis focuses on the problems that occur with disturbance scenarios in mobile
networks. How do subscribers change their mobile network service behavior during
disturbances? How to prolong the operational time of mobile network services during
a disturbance scenario? How to improve disturbance management and the overall
situation awareness? What kind of innovative methods could be utilized for critical
communications in order to mitigate mobile network service outages?

1.2

Objectives and scope of the thesis

The main objective of the thesis is to investigate innovative methods to improve the
performance and restoration of mobile networks in case of disturbance scenarios. This
includes studying the effects of disturbance situations in mobile networks and their
effect on the mobile network subscriber behavior, new methods to monitor the network
functionality in order to improve the overall disaster management, and finding out
different innovative approaches to improve the performance (i.e. to mitigate service
outage) of mobile networks.

1.3

Thesis contributions and structure

In short, the main contributions of the thesis are the following.
• Providing information on the current mobile network subscriber behavior during
disturbance scenarios by analyzing operative cellular network service demand
caused by a power blackout in the electricity network [P1].
• Prolonging the “disturbance time availability” of mobile networks by utilizing only
a portion of BS sites within a disturbance area during a power blackout [P2].
• Improving disaster management by developing and studying a combined situation
awareness (SA) system for mobile and electricity networks [P3–P4].
• Proposal and analysis of indirectly optimizing mobile network energy and capacity
usage with the help of mobile network subscribers [P5].
• Analyzing the coverage possibilities of a temporary low altitude platform (LAP)
system deployed into a disaster area with the help of a wireless local area network
(WLAN) equipped drones connected to a cellular network [P6].
2
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• Investigating the applicability of a wireless sensor network (WSN) functionalities
for cellular networks in disaster scenarios [P7].
Publications [P1–P7] provide more details and examples compared with what is discussed
in this thesis summary. In order to provide a fluent reading experience, the notation of
the thesis and the visual appearance of some figures differs slightly from the associated
publications.
The thesis is organized into three different main parts. The first part includes Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 provides insight into the background of critical infrastructures,
whereas Chapter 3 presents the contributions of the thesis on how mobile network
subscribers behave during a disturbance scenario and how to prolong the disturbance
time availability of the networks. The second part discusses in detail the developed
SA system in Chapter 4. The last part in Chapter 5 presents innovative approaches to
improve the performance of mobile networks especially during disturbance and disaster
scenarios. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.

1.4

Author’s contributions to the publications

The base for this thesis topic was formed in the context of a Tekes-funded project
called “Joint planning and monitoring for mobile communication and electrical networks”
(referred to as “TELE4SG” later on). This project inspired the author and Prof. Jukka
Lempiäinen to device the actual topic together regarding the aspects of mobile networks
as a critical infrastructure.
In general, Prof. Jukka Lempiäinen has contributed to all publications [P1–P7]
by mainly initiating a discussion about a possible idea for a publication, providing
support with discussions during the research phase, and giving feedback for the written
manuscripts. The final topics of the publications were mainly finalized by the author,
except for publications [P3–P4], which were formed together with M.Sc. Heidi KrohnsVälimäki and publication [P7], which was formed together with M.Sc. Dipesh Paudel.
The author is the main contributor to the majority of the publications [P1–P2,
P5–P6]. In [P1–P2], the author performed all the simulations, analysis, and manuscript
writing leading to publications. In [P5], Prof. Jukka Lempiäinen performed the required
measurements and initiated the writing process, but the author did all of the analysis
and the majority of the actual manuscript preparation. Likewise, the simulations in
[P6] were performed by D.Sc. Syed Fahad Yunas, but all of the writing process and
simulations scenarios planning with the analysis of the obtained results were prepared
by the author.
Publications [P3–P4] were written in cooperation with M.Sc. Heidi Krohns-Välimäki
as the first author, with co-authors M.Sc. Jussi Haapanen and Prof. Pekka Verho from
the Department of Electrical Engineering in Tampere University of Technology. The
topics for these publications came from the TELE4SG project, where the author was the
main researcher for wireless communication field and H. Krohns-Välimäki, J. Haapanen
and P. Verho were responsible for the topics related to electrical engineering. In practice,
the author contributed to these publications by refining the ideas for the manuscripts,
writing the parts of the publications related to wireless communications, performing
the required simulations from the wireless communications part of the manuscripts,
3
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suggesting and applying changes to the manuscripts, and finalizing the papers. Prof.
Pekka Verho provided similar support for these publications as Prof. Jukka Lempiäinen
and J. Haapanen programmed the SA system. H. Krohns-Välimäki presented the work
of [P4] in Bangkok, Thailand in 2015.
M.Sc. Dipesh Paudel is the first author of the last publication [P7]. The author
of the thesis served as the supervisor and examiner for D. Paudel and gave him the
topic initially for his master of science thesis. The author helped D. Paudel with the
calculations, the writing process and the forming of the operational framework for the
manuscript. The author also participated in the writing process and finalized the paper.
D. Paudel and the author presented the work of [P7] in Aalborg, Denmark in 2014.

1.5

Methodology

This thesis utilizes several different methodologies, or more precisely methods, in order
to study the topic of this thesis. Understanding the merits and limitations of these
chosen methods help to evaluate the accuracy of the results and possible sources of error.
The utilized methods in different publications are shortly described in the following.
Empirical methods (measurements) are utilized in [P1, P5]. Measurements provide
data, which can be analyzed and utilized to draw a conclusion from the measured
properties. Thus, existing measurable phenomena can be modeled with the help of
empirical methods. Possible errors can occur e.g. due to errors in the accuracy of the
measurements. As a result, the grade of possible errors should always be taken into
account.
The situation awareness system (SAS) developed in [P3–P4] follows the proof of
concept methodology. In other words, this methodology is a realization of a prototype
and the target is to determine its feasibility. This method can present and verify that
the suggested idea functions in real life. The limitations of this methodology are related
in taking account all possible situations available. Therefore, the feasibility of, e.g., a
tested system depends on how thoroughly the new system has been tested.
Computer simulations are the approach utilized in [P2, P6]. Simulations offer a
relatively inexpensive way to test real-world processes with the help of models. Thus,
e.g. the suitability of (expensive) complex systems are easier to implement and test.
The drawbacks of utilizing simulation methods are the limitations related to models and
accuracy. As such, the results are only as accurate as the models are and how well those
models can match real-world characteristics.
The last utilized methodology is a type of constructive framework, an algorithm, in
[P7]. It provides a logical array of connected elements as a self-contained sequence of
operations to be performed. Like in (computer) simulations, the accuracy of algorithms
or the actions they perform are limited to the elements included in the algorithm. Thus,
all possible states and their interconnections in the algorithm should be defined precisely
for it to function without any errors. As a result, the outcome of an algorithm is
well-known.

4

CHAPTER 2

Critical Infrastructures

ocieties depend heavily on infrastructures; the technical structures or the underlying framework that provides the foundation for a working nation. The design,
construction and maintenance of infrastructures are usually categorized as tasks in civil
engineering and moreover in municipal engineering. They are in charge e.g. of streets,
sidewalks, bridges, water supply and sewer networks, and street lighting.
Modern societies, i.e. the majority of current societies, rely specifically on the so
called critical infrastructures. These are the most important infrastructures, known as
level 1 infrastructures [60]:

S

• information and communication technology (ICT): mobile networks;
• electricity generation, transmission and distribution: electricity networks;
• water supply.
Thus, in order to maintain the functionalities of current societies, it is very important
for any nation to secure the operation of these fields in all situations. This chapter
introduces first disaster and disturbance scenarios and then shortly two of the most
important critical infrastructures: mobile networks and electricity networks and the
interdependencies existing between them.

2.1

Disaster and disturbance scenarios

Disaster scenarios usually occur without any warning. The cause of these incidents
can be earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes or other (natural) weather-based storms or
man-made disasters, such as accidents, cyber-attacks or sabotage. The effects can be
devastating and prevent the normal utilization of the networks.
In recent years, there have been many cases of large disasters scenarios around the
Earth. For example, a powerful earthquake struck off the Pacific coast of Tohoku, 400 km
northeast of Tokyo, Japan, in March 2011. This caused a tsunami that damaged the
infrastructure very seriously [8]. Another large example occurred in the United States
of America when Hurricane Sandy caused widespread disaster scenarios in the East
Coast from Florida to Maine in October 2012 [30]. The devastating earthquake that
5
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struck Nepal in April 2015 [37] also destroyed a large part of the existing infrastructure.
These examples show that even modern societies are very vulnerable to extreme weather
conditions and solutions to improve the resilience of the infrastructures have to be
developed.
A milder version of a disaster scenario is a situation, where the functionality of the
network is partly limited but not directly and immediately life-threatening. Disturbance
scenarios can be considered to be e.g. electricity network blackouts from the mobile
network point-of-view. These power blackouts are usually caused by strong weather
phenomena, like storms and strong winds, which cut down trees that will break power
lines. This will eventually stop the functionality of mobile networks and the whole
society is at risk to be halted, which can eventually result in a public safety hazard.

2.2

Mobile networks

The current mobile networks, i.e. the widely existing second generation (2G), third
generation (3G) and fourth generation (4G) networks, or ICT in general, are one of
the key parts of societies. The societies depend more and more on mobile networks as
everything starts to be connected to the internet and this dependence has grown fast in
the past few decades especially with the remarkable growth in the number of connected
devices like (smart) phones, tablets, and IoT equipment.
In fact, there are already regulations on how to prepare for disturbance scenarios
and power blackouts. For example, Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority
(FICORA) has instructed that cellular network BS sites in Finland must have backup
power for at least two to four hours. This depends on the type and environment of
the BS site, i.e. whether the equipment are located inside a private property in an
urban area or a mast in a rural area [31]. This regulation should guarantee that mobile
networks continue to operate at least few hours after a power blackout, but again it
depends on the condition of the backup batteries or other reserve power at the BS sites
and the service demand as high load translates to higher power consumption [62].
Mobile networks consist of a core network (CN), a backhaul network and BS sites.
Mobile networks in this thesis concern mainly the BS sites and the actual service coverage
they provide. Usually, mobile network operators (MNOs) have their own infrastructures
although the majority of BS site locations and masts are shared among different operators.
This thesis concentrates on providing service from only one MNO infrastructure in the
studies.

2.3

Electricity networks

Electricity networks are also categorized as level 1 critical infrastructures. The reason for
this is quite obvious: the majority of modern society’s functionalities require electricity.
Electrical networks consist of electricity generation, transmission and distribution. This
thesis limits electricity networks to the distribution network: the network that delivers
electric power to the end users. This is because the majority of the faults that end users
experience occur at this part of the network.
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Distribution system operators (DSOs) are roughly the electricity network equivalents
of MNOs. They operate the electricity network distribution with the help of a distribution
management system (DMS) and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
control system. DMS is utilized to monitor and control the distribution network with
SCADA, which provides means to remotely access a variety of control modules located
e.g. in electricity network substations and transformers.

2.4

Interdependencies between mobile networks and
electricity networks

Mobile networks, like any other electronic devices, require electricity in order to work.
Thus, the operation of mobile networks depends heavily on electricity networks although
reserve power resources and alternative sources of electricity like solar panels and wind
turbines provide some alternative possibilities.
The operation of electricity networks would not first seem to depend on the availability
of mobile network services. However, modern electricity networks begin to have more
intelligence with them in a concept known as the smart grid. This means that the
conventional operation of just distributing electricity from one place to another has
changed so that electricity distribution can be guided in several directions, where
ever it is needed. Besides this advanced delivery, smart grids have e.g. advanced
metering and monitoring and is more closely dependent on different communication
technologies [14]. For example, the so-called remote-controlled switches have been
installed in the distribution networks in order to improve the restoration process. These
remote-controlled switches utilize mobile networks for the communication part and if
mobile networks stop working the repair teams need to be dispatched to close them
manually, which will slow down the restoration process. In fact, remote-controlled
switches can improve the reestablishment time with several hours [12, 23].
Nowadays, many parts of electricity networks utilize mobile networks as a mean to
establish a connection to SCADA and DMS. The most critical connections are backed
up with satellite connections, but e.g. connections from the remote-controlled switches
in transformers utilize mostly mobile networks for the communication. Furthermore, not
so critical, but still important part is the remote automatic meter reading meters, which
send information about the electricity usage from the end customers to DSOs.
One more interdependence between these critical networks is the availability of mobile
networks in the restoration process, i.e. after a disturbance has occurred. The repair
teams need communication access to receive instructions, mostly by utilizing smart
phones, tablets or laptops, on how to proceed with the situation. The teams need to
change location without this information, i.e. drive to another area, in order to regain the
connection. Thus, a lot of time is wasted without a connection. This further highlights
the importance of backup power at the BS sites and the overall functionality of mobile
networks during a disturbance scenario.
The authors in [45] have evaluated the interdependencies between mobile communication and electricity distribution networks in fault scenarios. They list also ensuring
power supply to base stations as one of the most important solutions to improve the
resiliency of both mobile and electricity networks.
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CHAPTER 3

Mobile Networks in Disturbance
Scenarios

his chapter is the first main part of the thesis and is based on the results provided
in publications [P1–P2]. It focuses on the subscriber behavior and the functionality
of mobile networks during disturbance scenarios. First, data from an actual operative
network is analyzed [P1] to express how an up-to-date modern cellular network functions
during a disturbance situation and what kind of impact it has on the behavior of
subscribers. This chapter also analyzes how to maintain the cellular network disturbance
time functionality, i.e. how long the network could function without electricity from the
power grid by utilizing the existing, limited reserve power [P2].

T

3.1

Impact of disturbance scenario on mobile network service demand

Mobile network traffic follows a certain routine day after day. This includes normally:
some high service demand hours, the so-called busy hours, that occur usually during
lunch time or after work hours when people make calls to their friends and families;
other mediocre network usage time periods during the day; and a very low network
usage time period during the night. This daily routine repeats day after day and has a
specific profile which can be noticed from the statistics for each of the evolved Node B
(eNB) cell. The profiles for working days, i.e. from Monday to Friday, are very similar
with each other, but the profiles are clearly different for the weekends.
These mobile network traffic profiles also tend to repeat similarly week after week.
Moreover, the change of the season can be observed from the (weekly) traffic profiles,
e.g. from spring to summer as people have summer vacations that break the normal
routine. Major changes or uncommon events can also be noticed from the statistics. For
example, a large gathering of people is visible in the statistics with increased traffic and
blocking rates as the mobile network capacity is not dimensioned for such events. These
can include, among others, music concerts, sports events or festivals that gather massive
9
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amounts of people. Thus, the network at these locations can not meet the demand
requirements set by the temporarily increased number of subscribers. This results in the
lack of service for the portion of the demand that exceeds the planned service capacity
for that specific geographical area. However, usually information for these kind of events
is available in advance. Therefor, mobile operators can set up temporary extra capacity
with transferable BS trailers for these areas in order to increase the capacity to meet
the expected service demand increase.
This is not the same for sudden, unexpected disturbances in the network or major
disaster scenarios. These can include, among others, storms that eventually cause power
outages. This relates back to mobile network BSs since their operation depends on the
availability of electricity. Should a power blackout occur, the continuity of the cellular
network service depends on the availability of reserve power, which in turn depends
usually on national regulation and the preparedness of mobile operators. However,
even reserve power does not guarantee the availability of mobile network services in
disturbance areas. This is because the service demand usually changes as the subscriber
behavior changes, which can result in the cellular network not being able to handle all
the (increased) traffic, i.e. the capacity is not planned to cope with the extra traffic
caused by the disturbance or disaster scenarios. It should be noted that the behavior
of the subscribers can be dissimilar in different environments, i.e. the subscribers in
rural areas might be more used to or prepared for power blackouts than users in urban
or suburban areas. The cause of the disaster scenario also affects the behavior of the
subscribers as large natural disasters will result in more panic among the citizen than
an uncommon blackout, e.g. in the electricity network.

3.1.1

Random service access

The capacity dimensioning of cellular networks is based on the potential number of
subscribers and the expected network resource utilization. This includes e.g. how often
subscribers utilize services of a different kind and how much these services require
capacity. In general, the target is to offer reasonable capacity to subscribers and still
consider the overall costs. This way mobile operators can secure cost-efficient network
operation.
The available mobile network capacity depends heavily on the subscriber behavior
(e.g. data usage) and the offered services. In modern societies, subscribers are assumed
to have freedom such that they may move around and utilize services independently
and access the network anywhere and at any time. This kind of behavior is based on
Poisson distribution, which can be utilized e.g. for traditional speech users. In a Poisson
distribution, users have a random length of a call and follow the negative exponential
curve [53], [13], i.e. the probability density function is defined as
p(t) = µe−µt ,

(3.1)

where t denotes the time of the arriving call and µ is the amount of calls over time, i.e.
1/µ is the average call duration. In addition to the random length of a call, subscribers
have random time between the calls, also following the negative exponential curve. The
probability density function is likewise defined as
10
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p(t) = λr e−λr t ,

(3.2)

where λr is the amount of inter-arrival incidents over time, or 1/λr is the average interarrival time. When both the length of the calls and the arrival time of the calls are
random, the most interesting value is the probability of a user not being able to make a
call. Thus, the well-known Erlang-B formula (without queuing) [13] defines the blocking
probability pm as
 m
λr
/m!
µ
pm = m  l ,
(3.3)
X λr
/l!
µ
l=0

where m is the number of busy channels and l is the channel index. Thus, with the
help of (3.3) the (speech) traffic capacity can be defined for a know configuration with a
predefined blocking probability target.
In [53], a comparison between operative network and equation 3.3 is shown for a
traditional one transceiver (TRX) BS having 7 traffic channels (1 channel reserved
for signaling, 8 channels in total) in global system for mobile communications (GSM).
Equation 3.3 results in 2.0 Erl capacity with 0.3 % blocking probability and measurements
from the real network give 2.0 Erl traffic and 0.4 % blocking probability, i.e. practical
values follow the theoretical calculations quite well. The theoretical maximum capacity
(7 traffic channels, without blocking) would be 7 Erl if callers are not able to access the
network randomly and no gaps exist between calls. Thus, 4.5 Erl of capacity is missed
in order to have freedom for users to make calls randomly and with random call lengths,
and simultaneously to keep the blocking at the level of 1 %.
Erlang-B formula is a good way to approximate the normal capacity need in the
network. However, when a sudden change, like a disturbance scenario, occurs the
behavior of subscribers most likely changes. Usually, this means that the randomness of
users accessing the network changes as well. During such events, it is more probable that
arriving calls start to correlate, i.e. subscribers are more likely to access the network
simultaneously and usually in batches. In queuing theory, this can be modeled with the so
called batch arrivals model [13]. When comparing this ideology with the Erlang-B model,
the capacity need will be greatly higher for batch arrivals model. Thus, if the mobile
network capacity demand would be dimensioned based on this model, the operation
of the networks would be far of from being cost-efficient as disturbance occasions are
relatively rare in the networks. As a result, MNOs are not planning their networks with
the help of the batch arrivals model. A more suitable option would be to try to influence
and control how mobile network subscribers will behave during disturbance scenarios.
In order to increase the available capacity in disturbance or disaster scenarios, the
randomness of call lengths and times could be temporarily disabled and specific time
slots could be reserved for different users in the disturbance area. The randomness
of call lengths is easy to control by forcing the ongoing calls to disconnect at desired
call length, but the randomness of accessing the network will require strong guidelines
for the subscribers. These could be sent beforehand to the subscribers and as a text
message with short message service (SMS) at the beginning, or in some cases even
11
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before a possible disturbance scenario, to notify the users that the network is not able
to handle normal operations at that moment and that call durations are e.g. fixed
to a certain maximum duration with a predefined time slot. For example, in 1 TRX
GSM case, capacity could be increased from 2.5 Erl theoretically up to 7 Erl (with
0 % blocking) meaning a notable capacity increase in this very limited configuration.
The same 7 Erl capacity would be achieved with 24.9 % blocking if the randomness of
accessing the network and the call length would remain the same as in normal scenarios.
The emergency calls should be prioritized so that they will get through in all situations,
but for the not-so-time-critical-calls this method should provide some fairness among
the subscribers, e.g. subscribers can not reserve the channels for themselves for too long.

3.1.2

Measurement results and analysis from the real network

Description of the power blackout area
The analysis in publication [P1] was performed to a certain area in Finland with the
statistics of one MNO. The geographical area was roughly 1500 km2 with a population
around 7000 people, in which the MNO had roughly 39 % market share. The GSM
network of the MNO had a total number of 19 BS sites having 58 cells and correspondingly
the total number of universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) sites was 14
with 62 cells. The raw data of the GSM and UMTS network consisted of key performance
indicator (KPI) statistics. This data was gathered before, during and after a power
blackout that lasted for several hours. As a result, the backup power ran out from most
of the BS sites. The power blackout started at 15.30 on Thursday, when roughly half
of the regional electricity network of the studied area went down, and at 15.55 already
87 % of the area was missing electricity as seen from Fig. 3.1. The effects of the blackout
started to decrease after this as repair teams progressed in reconnecting the outage
areas back online and around 1.00 in the next day, i.e. after nine and a half hours
50 % of the area had been reconnected to the electricity network. It then took 11 hours
more to reach 90 % availability in the electricity network around 12.00 on Friday. The
last remaining 10 % of the outage areas still took around 12 hours to fully restore the
electricity network.
Besides electricity, also the outage of GSM and UMTS mobile network technologies
are shown in Fig. 3.1. The shape follows that of the electricity network version as
expected. One of the GSM mobile network BS sites did not manage to reboot itself
automatically, thus a zero percentage outage for GSM network was not achieved even
though electricity was restored. The time resolution for the electricity network data is
five minutes, and one hour for mobile network data, correspondingly. Furthermore, in
Fig. 3.1 the mobile network outage seems to start before the electrical network blackout,
but this is indeed because of the time resolution and the way the performance data is
collected and stored. Events in the mobile network, that have occurred e.g. between
15.00 and 15.59, are shown in the data at 15.00.
Mobile network outage analysis
Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 show the GSM and UMTS mobile network statistics before, during
and after the blackout in the electrical network. The green, orange, and blue bars show
12
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Figure 3.1: Outage percentage for both electricity and mobile networks. The time resolution
is 5 min for the electricity network and 1 h for mobile networks. The date / time format is ’ddd’
refering to the first three letters of a day and ’HH:MM’ for a time presentation with two digits
for both hours and minutes.

KPIs for Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, respectively. The solid, dashed, and dotted
lines present the availability of the electricity network for Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday. A numerical summary of the data is given in Table 3.1 after the figures.
Fig. 3.2a shows the number of new calls. Normally, the KPI profile for each weekday
is similar, but when the availability of the network drops at 15.00 on Thursday, there
is a spike in the number of new calls. The increased amount of new calls continues for
the whole Thursday evening, which indicates that the power blackout has activated
subscribers to call more than usually. The same effect is visible in Fig. 3.2b; the number
of new standalone dedicated control channel (SDCCH) seizures in uplink (UL) peaks
when the electricity blackout began. This effect is also visible during the night between
Thursday and Friday, i.e. in the early hours of Friday, most likely due to network
maintenance workers. It should be noted that besides call setups SDCCH also includes
location updates and SMS messages. The actual call traffic has increased when compared
with the profile on Wednesday in Fig. 3.2c. Table 3.1 shows that the call traffic has
increased from a total of 376 Erl to 471 Erl (from Wednesday to Thursday), resulting in
a total traffic increase of 25 %. Finally, the packet switching (PS) data traffic allocated
to GSM in Fig. 3.2d seems higher than the reference day (Wednesday), but this is partly
because the availability of UMTS network had decreased, which results in part of the
data traffic falling to GSM network. Overall, the KPIs values in GSM network have a
noticeable change caused by the electrical network blackout.
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Correspondingly, Fig. 3.3 shows the situation in UMTS network statistics. First,
in Fig. 3.3a, the amount of circuit switching (CS) traffic is shown in Erlangs. This
amount is slightly higher before and right at the time when the power blackout begins.
The amount of CS traffic is reduced after this as the availability of the UMTS network
degrades, however, the reduction is caused by the lack of service availability, not from
the reduced CS traffic behavior, since the CS traffic increases notably as the availability
increases. In Fig. 3.3b, the amount of downlink (DL) data is shown; a similar effect
as in CS traffic is noticeable, i.e. the availability is reducing the amounts of data. On
the other hand, the traffic amounts are greatly higher before the power blackout starts,
most likely due to subscribers trying to search for information about the storm that
eventually caused the electricity outage. Fig. 3.3c shows the number of SMS messages in
UMTS network. The power blackout causes a clear spike in the chart and the amount of
SMS messages in the entire Thursday evening is clearly higher than in the reference day.
Finally, in Fig. 3.3d, the number of radio access bearers (RABs) has a very noticeable
spike at the time when the power blackout started. RAB is used for information transfer
between a user equipment (UE) and the CN.

3.1.3

Discussion on subscriber behavior in disturbance scenarios

The observed results presented in the previous Section 3.1.2 show how the mobile network
subscribers behave in the case of a small and uncommon disturbance scenario in the
form of an electricity network blackout in rural area. The statistics from the GSM
and UMTS networks show how the subscriber mobile network service behavior changes
when a disturbance scenario occurs. This behavior can already be noticed before the
actual disturbance began from the amount of DL data, as subscribers e.g. try to find
information related to the possible upcoming storm. When the disturbance (i.e. the
power blackout in this case) had finally occurred, especially the call traffic and the
amount of SMS messages had a noticeable spike in the network statistics. These include
73 % increase in the number of new calls and an increase of 84 % in the number of
SMS messages compared with the reference day (Wednesday) at the time when the
disturbance situation started. This increased service demand trend continued through
the majority of the power blackout, i.e. the subscribers continued to utilize the network
more than usual despite the lack of mobile network availability. In addition, the results
show that the largest mobile network outage occurred after 3–4 hours from the beginning
of the outage, thus meeting the requirements set by FICORA although some BS sites
run out of energy already before this.
In order to cope with the lack of mobile network services caused by the outages in the
electrical network, some possible solutions can be considered. One of these suggestions is
partially restricting the ubiquitous cellular network experience, i.e. instead of using the
network all the time and everywhere, some limitations for the services might be beneficial
from the overall network functionality and also from the subscriber point of view. These
limitations should not, however, prevent the real need in the case of life-threatening
emergencies, but instead help to prevent the cellular network (service) congestion. A
fairly simple solution would include guidelines, i.e. common rules, which would state
that if a power blackout should occur, the subscribers should avoid making unnecessary
14
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Table 3.1: GSM and UMTS network statistics before, during and after the electricity blackout. The mean and median values present the
values for one hour.
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calls and reduce the mobile network utilization in general. This solution, however, is not
easy to control since it is only a guideline. Nevertheless, instructions and guidance in
advance would increase the probability of unnecessary cellular network utilization. When
the capacity requirement could be lowered, some of the cellular network technologies
could be shut down immediately to spare more backup energy.
A more complex solution to increase the (speech) capacity during disturbance
situations would be to restrict the randomness of the call lengths and the randomness
of the subscribers to access the network by allowing only a certain set of subscribers
within the area to access the network. If applied to the configuration of the example
network analysis, an increase from 410 Erl (Erlang-B (3.3), 1 % blocking) to 435 Erl
would be theoretically possible although in practice this would be somewhere between
the normal and the theoretical value. This would need efficient algorithms to allocate
mobile network subscribers to specific time slots to access the network beforehand and
to restrict the customers to access the network outside this time slot. Emergency calls
should always be prioritized in these situations.
It should be noted that the results in this study are based on one disturbance scenario
and the reference day for the analysis is also from only one day, thus the generalization
of these results would require several other study cases. Nevertheless, this study offers
data from an operational mobile network operator, and shows how subscribers utilize
the network during an uncommon power blackout situation.

3.2

Maintaining mobile network coverage availability

Disturbance and especially disaster scenarios can happen without a warning. Whether
they are disasters caused by human, such as accidents or sabotages, or natural weatherbased storms, the effects can be destructive, which can prevent the normal utilization
of mobile networks. Typically, the major causes of blackouts in electrical grids are
storms [77]. Furthermore, they affect commercial mobile networks and public services,
thus yielding service and communication outages. Eventually, this can prevent emergency
help requests in these areas. In addition, rescue and maintenance teams can not
communicate through commercial mobile networks in these conditions and have to have
a separate communication system.
Coverage outages in mobile networks are mainly caused by (storm-related) power
outages. In order to maintain some service level in these cases, macro BS sites are
typically supplied with backup batteries. These reserve energy resources provide power
to keep BSs operational, but only for a very limited amount of time. For example, in
Finland BSs have to be operational for 2–4 hours, as required by FICORA [31]. This
helps to mitigate a majority of shorter power blackouts, however, the repair-work may
take even several days to restore the networks especially after some strong weather
phenomenon. This results in the unavailability of commercial cellular networks, which
may also endanger rescue operations. One alternative is to have power aggregates at
certain critical BS sites, to guarantee their electricity supply for a longer period of
time. Aggregates are slightly costly to be supplied and used at every site, thus some
optimization is needed in a similar way as in the case of battery backups, i.e. how many
aggregates should be enough to enable sufficient cellular network coverage from the
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location point of view. Moreover, in case of longer-term electrical cut-offs (i.e. over one
day), aggregates are eventually required to guarantee (cost-efficient) mobile network
communications in disturbance scenarios, given that the backhaul and core network are
also equipped such that the communication is still possible.
Besides coverage outage caused by power blackouts, other type of critical discontinuity
in mobile networks may happen due to (major) malfunctions in the CN equipment or
major damage in the core network elements. Besides pure technical malfunctions, these
problems can be caused by a cyber-attack or sabotage, thus potentially paralyzing the
whole mobile network. However, these are out of the scope of this study and the focus is
on optimizing the backup energy utilization.
Some solutions for mobile communications have been proposed to manage especially
disaster scenarios in order to improve the resilience of mobile networks. In Japan,
the so-called critical sites have been implemented in urban areas to durable high-rise
buildings [70] with at least 24 h backup batteries to give continuous service e.g. in case of
disasters. High-altitude platforms (HAPs) [57] have been discussed earlier as a possible
solution to provide service coverage in case the existing infrastructure has been destroyed
e.g. as a result of an earthquake, a tsunami, or a hurricane. This idea has been taken
further with Google’s project Loon, which targets to provide worldwide Internet access
through HAPs, which are implemented with balloon platforms [36]. Also Facebook has
utilized the HAP approach in the internet.org project [51], where solar powered drones
are utilized instead of balloons.
Nowadays, satellite communication services are also possible for disaster areas although these systems can be rather expensive. One example of these are the so-called
Medium-Earth Orbit (MEO) satellite systems, which are able to provide global service
although the service is limited to ±62◦ latitude [47]. Moreover, temporary, movable
networks, like mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), are a popular research area for
disaster scenarios as seen from many publications on the topic in [16, 55, 74, 75, 89].
Although MANET is a prominent technology for these occasions, they usually replace
the existing infrastructure with a new one instead of trying to improve it. Thus, instead
of implementing a new infrastructure, it would be more beneficial to enhance the existing
one towards a resilient network, which would be able to maintain its functionality as
long as possible.
In order to maintain even some services in a disturbance areas, publication [P2]
analyzes the effect of reducing the number of active eNB sites to save energy with the
remaining part of eNB sites. As a result, the cellular network will function longer than
conventionally.

3.2.1

Energy saving concepts in cellular networks

The two most common energy-saving concepts in mobile networks are: the so-called
green cellular networks and cellular networks with sleep mode techniques. The idea
of green cellular networks originates from utilizing sustainable energy sources and
taking into account environmental aspects in cellular networks. This usually relates to
favoring renewable energy resources to reduce the carbon footprint of cellular network
infrastructures or saving energy by reducing the energy consumption of base stations.
Nowadays green cellular networks are studied widely, and e.g. the authors in [41] present
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a survey on the state of green cellular networks and the possible challenges they currently
have. It is important to realize that the largest power consuming part of cellular network
infrastructures are base stations, as presented in [40]. Furthermore, the largest part of
base station power consumption comes from the power amplifiers (50 % to 80 %) [17].
The so-called sleep mode concept can be divided into three main approaches: saving
energy through actions in time, frequency, and spatial domain [66]. Thus, switching off
devices (BSs) for some period of time by taking into account the traffic amount helps to
save energy. The traditional sleep mode concept has been studied e.g. in [64], where the
effect of one or more base stations turned to sleep has been evaluated. A case study of
dynamically switching off base station sites is presented in [71], where the authors show
great energy saving in the cellular network during low traffic periods. One of the most
recent wide surveys on these energy-efficient base stations, i.e. base station sites with
sleep modes as well as green cellular networks, is presented in [94]. The authors present
an extensive list of recent publications on these topics and discuss the assumptions and
simplifications utilized in these papers to show the great effect they can have in the
achievable benefits in actual networks.
Most of the conventional sleep mode techniques are applied to normal network
utilization, i.e. the network is working normally without any disruptions or abnormalities.
As a result, sleep mode techniques can be utilized during low-traffic time periods, i.e.
certain times within a day and night, when the capacity demand is low. However, it
should be highlighted that the traffic load increases during disturbance scenarios [P1] as
subscribers access the mobile network in these areas to search for information regarding
the cause of the disturbance situation and try to e.g. call other people from these areas
(and vice versa) to make sure that they are ok. Therefore, sleep mode algorithms based
on low-traffic network utilization could not be directly utilized in these events.
One way to enable sleep mode techniques during disturbance scenarios is to ignore
the instantaneous traffic, i.e. to force BSs to sleep. As a result, energy is saved by
utilizing only a portion of the BS sites to provide the so-called backup coverage for areas
where the electricity supply from the power grid is (temporarily) cut off, because of the
abnormal circumstances. Thus, a modified sleep mode concept in cellular networks is
the main approach utilized in this study for the functionality of BS sites operating only
with backup power (i.e. during a disturbance scenario). However, during this sleep mode
BS sites only wait for their turn to power on, without broadcasting anything during
this time. Therefore, power amplifiers and air conditioning are not needed and signal
processing power requirements are very low as there is nothing to transmit or receive
during the sleep time. As a result, the power consumption of these sleeping BS sites is
very marginal. This is more effective in saving energy then having traditional sleep mode
techniques, where the BSs wake up to check the situation every once in a while. The
approach utilized in this study does not take into account traffic loads, instead the target
is to find out what would be the effect of selecting only a portion of the available BS
sites to the overall network performance it a specific area. Moreover, the study does not
include algorithms in how to actually select the usable BS sites (although the selection
of BS sites is based on choosing active BS sites evenly within a target area).
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Figure 3.4: Cloverleaf tessellation (layout) with seven three-sectored BS sites.

3.2.2

Radio network planning

Radio network planning is a process to design (the best possible) wireless communication
network such that coverage, capacity and the quality of service (QoS) meet (and exceed)
the set requirements in a cost-efficient manner. The requirements refer to providing
a certain level of service to the given amount of subscribers in a target geographical
area. In order to maximize these aspects, a radio network planner needs to pay careful
attention to some very important factors. These include the target area environment,
which defines the propagation slope, the model used to calculate the maximum path
loss to estimate the cell range, and the network layout in terms of base station locations
with respect to other base stations.
Network layout
The performance of a mobile network depends on many factors and one of the important
ones is the used network layout, also known as the tessellation. In the ideal case, it
forms a continuous network with raster-like properties, i.e. the layout has symmetric
shapes regarding the positions of the BS sites and the antenna directions. The halfpower beamwidth (HPBW) of the antennas also affect the choice of tessellation, but the
cloverleaf tessellation is the most optimal choice for a 65 degree HPBW antenna [54].
This is the most commonly utilized tessellation in Europe and an example of it with
seven BS sites is presented in Fig. 3.4. It shows that every antenna in a BS site is pointed
directly towards one of the neighbor BS sites. Thus, each beam from a directional
antenna is not directed towards another beam resulting in lower interference from the
neighbor BS cell.
Propagation model
Coverage of a mobile network generally defined as a geographical area, where a BS and
a UE can still communicate with each other. The exact coverage area of a macro BS site
would require perfect knowledge of the intended environment. Thus, coverage areas are
estimated with path loss models to achieve reasonable accuracy for practical networks.
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One of the most common practices is to utilize a well-known Okumura-Hata prediction
model (and its extended version, the COST-Hata-Model) [15, 43, 58]:

L = A + B ·log10 (fMHz ) − 13.82·log10 (hBS )
− a(hUE ) + [C − 6.55·log10 (hBS )]·log10 (dkm )

(3.4)

+ Cm ,
where
L is path loss in [dB],
A and B are parameters set according to Table 3.2,
C is a user-defined parameter for tuning the propagation slope,
fMHz is frequency in [MHz],
hBS is BS antenna height in [m],
hUE is UE antenna height in [m],
a(·) is a city size dependent function,
dkm is distance between BS and UE in [km], and
Cm is an area correction factor.

Table 3.2: Frequency dependent A and B parameters for the Okumura-Hata model.

A
B

150–1500 MHz

1500–2000 MHz

69.55
26.16

46.3
33.9

When Okumura-Hata model (3.4) is utilized, it should be remembered that it requires
tuning for different environments in order to achieve accurate results. For example,
the area correction factor, Cm , has to be set with correct morphological values defined
by the propagation environment. Correspondingly, the propagation slope, which is
defined by [C − 6.55·log10 (hBS )], can be tuned with BS antenna height (during the initial
radio network planning phase) and by tuning the C parameter to achieve the correct
propagation path loss exponent. As seen from Table 3.2, there are some limitations
to the utilization of Okumura-Hata model regarding the frequencies. However, these
limitations do not prevent the utilization of this model with other values, it just means
that the model will start to have some errors. Therefore, this has to be kept in mind
when analyzing the results for the utilized 2600 MHz band. However, the nature of this
study is to present the difference between utilizing a different, limited number of eNB
sites, thus the absolute values are not highlighted. Other restricting parameters are the
heights of the antennas [43, 58] although it is more important that the BS antenna is
above the rooftop level then the absolute value.
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Planning thresholds
Planning thresholds are also needed when calculating the maximum path loss with
propagation models. One of the most important planning thresholds is the slow fading
margin [59]. It can be calculated from the standard deviation of the slow fading, the
propagation slope and the coverage probability target for the required services in a target
area. Moreover, the values for slow fading margin are clearly different for indoor and
outdoor locations. When the target is to design a radio network with indoor coverage,
some additional planning thresholds are needed. First, the value for slow fading margin
needs to be updated from the outdoor version and then the building penetration loss
should be added to the link budget calculation.
Inter-site distance and coverage overlapping
The shortest distance (direct path) between the closest neighboring BS sites is usually
referred to as inter-site distance (ISD). These distances are clearly different for rural and
urban environments and for different type of cells, e.g. for macrocells and microcells.
One example of the magnitude of these ISDs is 750 m for urban and 7500 m for rural
environment, according to 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [1].
Coverage overlapping occurs when one (geographical) location has service from two or
more cells. Usually, the grade of coverage overlapping is smaller in rural areas compared
with urban areas because of large ISDs. Vice versa, the coverage overlapping is higher
in urban areas since BS sites are close to each other, i.e. the ISD is shorter. As a result,
the probability to have a service coverage with a reduced number of BS sites is higher in
urban areas compared with rural areas.
Practical capacity requirements
As mentioned before, mobile network (capacity) requirements depend on population
density with the potential number of subscribers and the requested services for a given
area. The serving mobile network cells for these areas are shared mediums, thus the
available capacity per UE depends on the total number of simultaneous users within
the same serving cell, the data throughput requests of each UE and the instantaneous
channel conditions. To expand this limited capacity of one channel, more channels,
i.e. additional frequency bands can be utilized. Thus, recent implementations include
several frequency layers (bands) and technologies at one BS site [68]. An example of this
would be a BS site, that has a GSM base station, a UMTS base station, and a long term
evolution (LTE) base station (eNB) and each of these technologies would operate on at
least two different frequency bands. These could be e.g. GSM operating at 900 MHz and
1800 MHz, UMTS operating at 900 MHz and 2100 MHz, and LTE operating at 800 MHz
and 2600 MHz. In order to minimize the required power, several technologies, e.g. GSM
and UMTS and several frequency layers could be switched off (e.g. only the lowest
frequency band of the remaining technology is utilized for service, such as LTE 800 MHz),
and still certain services such as short messages, speech, or limited data services should
be maintained (depending on the available technology and its capabilities). This results
in conserving backup power in crisis situations, but still enables services for a longer
period of time compared with a situation where BS sites would continue to operate
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normally and quickly consume the available reserve energy. This approach, for example,
is nowadays utilized in Finland.

3.2.3

Mobile network simulations

The analysis of prolonging mobile network availability was studied with link-level
simulations implemented with commercially available radio network planning software
called ICS Designer [10]. The chosen area was a randomly picked and relatively flat area
in France, which had a 25 m resolution digital elevation map. After the simulation results
were obtained, they were exported into MATLAB software [84] for further analysis.
Macrocellular cloverleaf tessellation with three-sectored eNB sites was utilized in the
simulations. A conventional grid of 19 eNB sites was the base for the network layout,
which has one eNB site in the middle and two tiers, first tier with six sites and second tier
with twelve eNB sites, around it forming a hexagonal grid. All eNB sites in the original
layout had an equal ISD of 500 m for urban and 4000 m for rural environment. Results
were analyzed from a circular area with 1.25 km and 10 km radii from the center eNB
site. Thus, the maximum amount of cells was 57 in normal situation. Three additional
tiers of eNB sites were placed around the central grid in order to take into account the
effect of eNB sites outside the target area. As a result, continuous coverage was formed
such that the selection of eNB sites was repeated around the target area.
The Okumura-Hata model was used for calculating the path loss values in the
simulations and the model itself is adjusted with topographical corrections. Moreover,
fading was taken into account with log-normal distribution having zero mean and 9 dB
standard deviation. LTE is utilized in the simulations with evolved UMTS terrestrial
radio access (E-UTRA) bands 3 and 7 (1800 MHz and 2600 MHz) for urban environment.
E-UTRA bands 20 and 3 (800 MHz and 1800 MHz) are utilized for rural environment.
All of the considered frequency bands are frequency domain duplex (FDD) channels.
All key parameters regarding the simulations are presented in Table 3.3 and additional
simulation information is available in [P2]. The selection of antenna gain and the
corresponding HPBW have been fixed in order to compare only the differences caused
by the wireless channel.
In order to study the performance of a mobile network with a limited configuration,
a set of eNB sites need to be selected from the total amount of 19 eNB sites in a grid. If
all possible combinations would be considered, the maximum number of
 different sets
(in any order), e.g. with nine eNB sites out of 19 eNB sites would be 19
9 = 92 378, and
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with just three eNB sites out of 19 eNB sites result in 3 = 969 different sets. Because
each set of selected eNB sites had to be defined manually for the commercial radio
network planning tool, the number of different sets was reduced considerably, down to
six different configurations per given amount of eNB sites. Nevertheless, this provides a
trend on how the performance of the network behaves as a function of available eNB
sites. In order to noticeably prolong the backup coverage time duration, the focus was
in cases, where less than half of the eNB sites per studied area remained. Moreover, the
selection of remaining eNB sites was chosen manually such that the coverage would be
sufficient, i.e. the set of eNB sites was chosen evenly from the grid of 19 eNB sites.
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Figure 3.5: Selection of different three to nine eNB site configurations that were utilized in
the simulations for a target area (and repeated in a similar way around this area to form a
continuous coverage). The selected eNB sites out of a grid of 19 eNB sites are highlighted with
blue color.
Table 3.3: Key simulation parameters.

E-UTRA band

Spectrum resources

Dimensions

eNB

UE

Parameter

Value

20 (FDD)
3 (FDD)
7 (FDD)
bandwidth
number of usable resource blocks
loading
calculation resolution
building height
ISD – urban
ISD – rural
antenna height (urban/rural)
antenna gain
antenna HPBW
additional losses
maximum transmission power
antenna height
antenna gain

800 MHz
1800 MHz
2600 MHz
10 MHz
50 pcs
75 %
25 m
8m
500 m
4000 m
20 m/40 m
17.22 dBi
65◦
3 dB
20 W
1.5 m
0 dBi
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3.2.4

Performance results with limited configuration

The performance of a limited network configuration is analyzed with a selection of
KPI values. The most interesting values are the mean reference signal received power
(RSRP) levels (Fig. 3.6a), the mean service probabilities (Fig. 3.6b), and the average
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) (Fig. 3.6c) with respect to the number of
eNB sites. The corresponding exact values are presented in Table 3.1.
Fig. 3.6a shows that when the number of eNB sites grows, the average RSRP levels
increase, which is intuitively expected. Rural environment with E-UTRA band 20
(800 MHz) has the highest average RSRP values and correspondingly rural environment
with E-UTRA band 3 (1800 MHz) has the lowest RSRP values. The environment type
with different antenna heights for the rural and urban areas has a huge impact on the
average RSRP values, because the antenna height for the rural area cases is two times
the height of the antenna in urban area cases. Another important factor is the utilized
frequency, i.e. for rural area the higher 1800 MHz frequency band is more than twice
the lower 800 MHz frequency band. In the urban cases, the higher 2600 MHz frequency
band is less then twice the lower 1800 MHz frequency band, thus the differences between
the average RSRP values for two rural cases is more evident than the corresponding
differences for the urban cases. It should not be forgotten that the urban cases are
affected by buildings, thus there is some additional attenuation with respect to rural
cases.
The average probability to have (backup) coverage in the different cases is shown in
Fig. 3.6b. E-UTRA band 7 (2600 MHz) had the lowest average probability (55.44 %) to
have service coverage in the urban environment. This occurs naturally when the amount
of eNB sites is the smallest (15.79 %). Thus, although the urban area had a denser eNB
site placement than the rural area, the coverage areas with a higher frequency band are
quite limited, as well as the overlapping areas. This is mostly because the attenuation is
higher in the urban environment (with buildings) as well as with a higher frequency band.
When the same frequency band was utilized in both the urban and rural environment,
the urban E-UTRA band 3 had slightly higher probability to have a service than its rural
counterpart (rural E-UTRA band 3). The highest service availability was achieved with
the lowest frequency, i.e. 800 MHz band in the rural case, where the probability to have
a service was over 80 % even with the lowest amount of eNB sites (15.79 %). In order to
have the same amount probability for (backup) coverage in other cases, E-UTRA band
3 cases (1800 MHz) would need around 26.32 % in urban and 31.58 % in rural scenarios
and E-UTRA band 7 (2600 MHz) up to 50 % of the eNB sites in the urban environment.
In Fig. 3.6c, the average SINR values are presented. It can be noticed that in rural
environment the achievable values are much higher than in urban cases, mostly because
of low interference from less dense eNB site placements, i.e. the minimum ISD is 4000 m.
When more eNB sites are available, the average SINR degrades because of the increased
interference levels.
When the exact values are observed from Table 3.4 as a function of available eNB
sites, the differences between different E-UTRA bands and environments are easy to
compare. Intuitively thinking, each KPI (RSRP, service probability, and SINR) should
have a better value as the percentage of eNB sites per area is increased, and in general
this is observed in Table 3.4. The only difference is the utilized lower urban frequency
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(c) Average SINR.
Figure 3.6: Visualizations of the simulation results.
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band (1800 MHz), where the average SINR value is slightly increased when more than
31.58 % of eNB sites are utilized. However, this increase stops after more than 42.11 %
of eNB sites are utilized.

3.2.5

Conclusions on maintaining mobile network coverage availability

Backup coverage is required when disasters or disturbance scenarios occur. As the name
suggests, the mobile network can not have “normal” service availability in these cases
as the goal is to provide acceptable or even some coverage to enable communications.
When eNB sites are equipped with reserve power, the goal is to extent the availability
of mobile network services as long as possible. Thus, instead of immediately utilizing
the backup power in all eNB sites, one way to prolong the functionality of the sites
is to utilize only a set of eNB sites at a time. This means that some areas would not
have coverage at every time instant during the overall backup coverage time window.
However, as the operating sets of eNB sites are cycled over time, all areas would have
a certain time window when the mobile network services are available. Thus, in order
to achieve e.g. approximately 75 % (area) availability only 20 % to 42 % of eNB sites
in urban areas, and 15 % to 25 % of eNB sites in rural areas are needed according to
the simulations. This would result in an increase of 100 % to 500 % on the operational
time of backup coverage, correspondingly. As a result, this kind of operation can be
considered as a different kind of state in the mobile networks called the “safety mode”.
Another way to interpret this is to observe that mediocre coverage would be possible for
a longer period of time if only 20 % of eNB sites were equipped with aggregates or any
other means of powering up eNB sites. This could be cheaper than having e.g. up to
24 h backup batteries deployed to these eNB sites as is the case in [70].
Traditional sleep mode techniques are designed to save energy mainly during the low
traffic time periods and this is usually not the case during disturbance situations. Many
studies such as [64, 71, 94] consider different sleep mode techniques with heterogeneous
networks having eNB site layouts of a different kind. In order to get some idea about
the effectiveness of the approach utilized within this paper, the authors in [6] present
a comparable sleep mode technique, where part of the eNB sites remain active all the
time and part of the eNB sites can switch to the sleep mode. The results in the study
suggest that on average the power savings from an actual network implementation would
range from 7.38 % to 27.72 % on a 24 h time period during normal network operation.
Consequently, although still not directly comparable, the energy savings are only a part
of the approach utilized in this study. This difference can be explained with high QoS,
i.e. sleep mode techniques are designed to have high service availability. However, in
this study the requirements for QoS are clearly lower because the idea is to lower QoS
to enable even some (sufficient) level of service for a clearly longer period of time by
aggressive energy saving.
The studied availability levels with a limited amount of active eNBs can be reached
in existing networks by adding only controlling units. Moreover, the achieved results
assume that backhauls and core networks are properly functioning (which is usually the
case, at least in Finland, as the backhaul element backup power regulation is stricter
for backhaul elements than for eNB sites by a factor of 2–6 [31]). Thus, more specific
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Table 3.4: Simulation results with limited network configuration.
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solutions need to be proposed to maintain their availabilities in case of disconnections. It
should be noted that in real operational networks the selection of eNB sites for backup
coverage is not straightforward. The geographical distribution of eNB sites is first of all
asymmetric and in practice only roughly follows the cloverleaf tessellation. Moreover,
this study only showed how the network would perform if each eNB site was independent
of another eNB site, i.e. the study did not take into account the possible backhaul
connection limitations of (wirelessly) linked eNB sites. This can have more serious effects
within rural environments if, for example, wireless microwave links are utilized more
frequently compared with urban areas, where wireless links between eNB sites rarely
exist.
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CHAPTER 4

Situation Awareness System for
Disturbance Management

mportant part of restoring damaged infrastructures is disaster management. In this
second main part of the thesis, a new developed SAS [P3–P4] is presented to improve
and help the disaster management process. The new SAS is based on combining the
outage information from two different infrastructures: mobile networks and electricity
networks. This information is visualized for a quick and easy to comprehend view on a
map, which e.g. helps to prioritize the restoration plans for the most critical areas in
both networks.

I

4.1

Existing situation awareness systems

The concept of a situation awareness has a long history. In general, SA can be interpreted
with many different kinds of contexts and is usually associated with decision making
in complex systems containing huge amount of data, known as the concept of big
data [63, 65]. Nowadays, some of these decisions are decided by machines, e.g. by
automated computer programs, but usually the most critical decisions fall eventually to
humans. For example, [26] lists different contexts for SA as follows: aircraft, air traffic
control, large-systems operations, tactile and strategic systems, or even other ordinary
activities like walking and driving a car. The SAS developed in this thesis can be listed
as a tactile and strategic system: a tool helpful for deciding the best course of action
that addresses critical information in widely varying situations. Thus, the developed
SAS itself does not perform decisions, but it is helpful in determining the next move on
how to improve the situation at hand.
Coverage area maps are usually freely available and accessible for the majority of
MNOs around the globe. These coverage maps are convenient for checking whether a
MNO has e.g. wide LTE coverage around the areas where the subscriber should need it.
An example of these can be found e.g. from the services of MNOs in Finland [22, 25, 83],
or MNOs in United Kingdom [46, 79, 90] to give a few examples. Thus, although modern
cellular networks are advertised to have coverage all the time and everywhere, there
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can still be areas without mobile network coverage. For the majority of the subscribers,
however, all the time ubiquitous connectivity is achieved through mobile networks.
Commercial or public mobile network SASs are not that common. From the MNOs
point of view, these are systems that give more information than just the estimated
coverage areas. These systems give up-to-date information from the status of the network
and possibly even the estimated areas where they are likely to occur. This kind of
information is well-known for MNOs themselves, but it has not been traditionally shown
to the subscribers. There can be many reasons behind it, like showing a better status of
the network than it actually is as the telecommunications field is very competitive, or
the information is too critical for public, i.e. it could be utilized for backtracking e.g.
the locations of BS antenna locations in order to sabotage them.
Nevertheless, some SASs for mobile networks exists. In Finland, for example, FICORA
has launched a service called MONITORi already at the end of 2013, which currently
provides up-to-date geographic information about a number of different services. At
present these services include information in Finland such as broadband and telephone
network availability, coverage areas of terrestrial television and radio, postal services
and most importantly faults and disturbances of mobile networks [33–35]. The faults
and disturbances service of MONITORi combines the fault information of all MNOs
and visualizes the areas which are affected on a map. However, only severe and very
severe disruptions are visualized, and this information is provided by MNOs on a
regional accuracy after the incidents. Thus, the service provides only a delayed and
rough geographical area of the mobile network disturbances. In other words, it is not a
suitable tool for even near real-time SA, but only providing information about what had
happened. More accurate and closer to real-time SASs are available e.g. on the websites
of all MNOs in Finland [21, 24, 82]. It should be noted that FICORA has regulated how
MNOs need to notify the faults in their networks to subscribers according to [32], but it
does not require the visualization of these disturbances. Thus, each MNO has decided
on their own how accurate information is visualized in their SAS in Finland.
Similar SASs can be found e.g. from Sweden [78, 80, 81], but other similar SASs
are hard to find. In United Kingdom, there is one MNO, who visualizes problematic
areas on an online map service, however, it only works after specifying an address and it
shows only a symbol on the map and not the actual extent (geographical area) of the
disturbances [90]. Another example of a similar approach can be found from Australia,
where one MNO shows live outages on an online map after specifying an address to the
system [88]. However, it presents just symbols to inform whether there is a problem at
specific BS sites without actual estimated influence areas.

4.2

Situation awareness system implementation

The new implemented SAS combines the information from two different critical infrastructures: mobile networks and electricity networks. The information is visualized in an
online map service, where the disturbances are shown in near real-time.
The information for the mobile network is based on the actual live network status of
an operating MNO. This includes the configuration of the corresponding mobile network
of the MNO and accurate pre-calculated simulations of the corresponding coverage areas
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(simulated with the Okumura-Hata model) of each cell in the network. Thus, when there
is a problem in the network, e.g. a faulty BS, information about it will be sent to the
system and the corresponding cells are visualized in the system. To be more precise, the
system visualizes only coverage outages. This means that one faulty BS might not cause
coverage outage, because other neighbor BSs are still able to provide coverage for these
areas because of coverage overlapping.
The disturbance information for the electricity network part is provided by different
DSOs through their DMS services. DMS generates the outage information data of the
current status of electricity network, including details like the start and end time of
disturbances, as we as the type and description of these events. This outage information
is provided on two different levels: a transformer level and a customer level. The
transformer level information data is generic and can not be utilized to identify a single
customer. However, it contains a list of affected transformers and with the help of
customer level information, which contains e.g. customer identification information, it
can be used to identify a single customer. In the developed SAS systems case, the closest
transformer of each BS indicates the availability of electricity of that specific BS. The
information data is provided through extensible markup language (XML) format, which
is fetched over hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS) protocol. The data is further
parsed and finally displayed in a browser-based user interface.
Furthermore, the system combines other beneficial information besides the status of
the critical infrastructures. These include information on the current weather conditions,
the status of fire and rescue service tasks, and traffic report, as shown in the structure
of the system in Fig. 4.1. The weather information is fetched using hypertext transfer
protocol (HTTP) from a web feature service interface provided by the Finnish Meteorology Institute. Correspondingly, the information from the fire and rescue service tasks is
fetched over HTTP from an interface provided by the Finnish rescue services. Finally,
the information about the traffic data can be fetched from the Finnish Transport Agency
service with simple object access protocol (SOAP).
The system was also designed to include other critical information, such as the
so-called critical customers. These can be, e.g. hospitals, water pumping stations, elderly
people with safety phones or patients with special health care needs. The information of
critical customers is a manually updated structured query language (MySQL) database,
which can be updated by the users themselves. The SAS can then visualize different
critical customers in the online map service.
The overall user interface is presented in Fig. 4.2, where a snapshot of the system is
presented for one example case. The system highlights the borders of the corresponding
municipality where there are problems in the networks. For example, a faulty transformer
station in the network is visualized with a gray light bulb icon and additional information
about that disturbance can be received by clicking the corresponding symbol. A faulty
BS site is visualized with a BS icon.

4.3

Live demonstration - Case in Finland

The suitability of the developed SAS was tested in practice with a live demonstration.
A real-life disturbance scenario is shown in Fig. 4.3, which occurred in a certain area in
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Figure 4.1: A diagram of the implemented SA system.

Figure 4.2: The user interface of the developed SA system.

Finland in 2015. For simplicity, only GSM network was analyzed. The red polygon ( )
represents the areas without GSM network coverage. Moreover, the symbols represent
different points of interest in the map. First, the gray light bulb icon ( ) indicates the
outage of a transformer in the electricity network. The blue, yellow and red symbols of a
BS represent the status of it: normal BS operation ( ), BS operation with backup power
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Figure 4.3: Detailed view of the user interface during a disturbance scenario with focus on
GSM network outage.

( ), and non-operational BS ( ), respectively. The status of additional information is
also given with other symbols, as shown in the legend of Fig. 4.3. The information about
the status of remote controlled switch is presented with two icons: on ( ) and off ( ).
Finally, critical customers, such as (elderly) people with safety phones, are presented in
the map with orange icons ( ) and when the predefined critical customer’s critical time
window has expired, the symbol will have a red edge ( ).
The effect of a disturbance scenario on the availability of cellular network coverage is
clearly visible in Fig. 4.3, as the majority of BSs are without electricity after few hours
from the start of the blackout, and only one area in the center of the figure has working
BSs. The reason for this is that this area is a city center of a small town, thus the BS
sites in this area have more reserve energy. This also indicates that these BSs are more
critical than the other BSs in the surrounding area. The exact location and the map
layer is removed because of a non-disclosure agreement with the cooperating MNO.

4.4

Situation awareness system conclusions

The most obvious benefit of using the developed SA system is the easy way to monitor
both networks in the same service at the same time. Moreover, by utilizing this kind
of service, the interoperabilities of the different infrastructures are easy to observe.
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This information can then be e.g. utilized in prioritizing the restoration process after
disturbance scenarios.
Besides MNOs and DSOs, also authorities and other parties are able to benefit from
the system. For example, municipalities in Finland are responsible for the well-being of
elderly citizens [5]. Thus, when the critical customers have been included in the system,
the status of mobile network coverage (e.g. for safety phones) and the availability of
electricity in that location are easy to monitor.
The most vulnerable parts of critical infrastructures can be found out over time by
utilizing the SAS. This in turn is useful information in improving or even planning new
networks. Over time, MNOs can also benefit from the system by detecting deteriorated
backup power batteries. This is possible, since the duration of the backup batteries
should be known and the system is able to provide information of the actual duration of
the BS operation with reserve power. Correspondingly, DSOs can utilize the information
about critical locations with degraded reserve power to prioritize the repair actions to
such locations.
The main challenge in the functionality of existing SASs, which combine information
from more than one critical infrastructure [72, 76], is the lack of interdependency
information between different infrastructures. By utilizing this information, the overall
SA view is easier to comprehend. Moreover, information is available for many different
user groups, such as MNOs, DSOs, fire and rescue services, and authorities.
One crucial point, that has to be addressed when talking about SASs, is the actual
implementation part. As the system is based on utilizing information from commercial
networks, SASs can not be implemented without data directly from these companies.
Thus, adopting this kind of system depends entirely on the willingness of stakeholders
to participate in these kind of systems. As a result, developing SASs can be challenging
unless there would exist e.g. legislation that would force different stakeholders to provide
data for such systems, which would help authorities to improve the resiliency of society.
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CHAPTER 5

Innovative Approaches for
Mitigating Mobile Network
Service Outage

his chapter is based on the work in [P5–P7]. It is the third main part of this thesis
and presents different innovative methods in order to improve the functionality of
mobile networks especially during disturbance scenarios.

T

5.1

User-guided energy and capacity optimization for
mobile networks

Mobile network coverage is rather stable with a fixed configuration, however, the
instantaneous state of the mobile network channel changes all the time. This channel
state is related to the location of the receiver with respect to the transmitter, the
surrounding environment, the actual time incident of the measurement, as well as
the utilized frequency. Overall, it can be stated the wireless cellular channel is time-,
frequency-, and space-variant. Thus, changes in any of these domains can alter the UE
QoS of the serving cell connection.
One of the most intuitive ways to improve the connection between UE and BS
antennas is to change the location of the UE. For example, simply moving a UE from an
outage area to a location with coverage. This idea can be taken further by improving
the connection between a UE and BS antennas by (indirectly) guiding the UE to a
better location within service coverage. In practice, this means that a subscriber would
change the location where he or she is making a phone call or otherwise utilizing the
mobile phone. This change in the location can be from one room to another room or
even different location within one room in indoor locations. The idea is the same: the
change in location affects the channel conditions. [42]
In the majority of modern cellular networks, the indoor network coverage is provided
from the outdoor network infrastructure. This raises severe problems in modern buildings:
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the building penetration loss is very high as the building material has changed over the
years as energy saving demands are stricter in the construction industry [20]. In practice
this can be seen from reinforced walls with metallic surfaces and windows with the
so-called low emission glasses [9]. This just emphasizes the importance of the location
inside the building to utilize the mobile phone, i.e. to find the best possible position
such that the channel conditions would be as good as possible.
In order to get some understanding about the channel conditions indoors, subscribers
can e.g. see what the signal strength icon in their phones is showing and try to improve
it by simply changing their location. The problem is that normally people are not
interested in what the channel conditions are, thus they ignore the instantaneous signal
strength and try to improve their location only when there is e.g. some problem with
ongoing phone calls. In order to study the effects of slightly changing the UE location,
a concept known as mobile performance gaming (MPG) was utilized in [P5]. The
concept is simple: the properties of a game in mobile phone changes with respect to the
instantaneous channel conditions and the information is sent for analysis. For example,
the difficulty of a game is harder when the UE is located closer to the cell edge area.
Because people are not playing all the time or are not interested in playing at all, the
MPG concept was utilized with the help of the so-called live wallpapers for mobile
phones. The properties of the wallpaper, i.e. the visualization, changed with respect to
the instantaneous channel conditions. This way subscriber can pay more easily attention
to the channel conditions.

5.1.1

Energy and capacity efficiency

The transmission powers of wireless networks are limited. In practice this means that
there is a certain range of powers that can be utilized, e.g. to transmit (DL/UL) signals
in mobile networks. Moreover, energy-efficiency is very important in order to save energy.
The same idea is valid for capacity: maximize the spectral efficiency in order to
utilize resources more efficiently. Thus, a system which has a high value for successfully
transmitted and received bits/second/Hertz is more efficient than a system having low
value for the corresponding KPI with the same spectral resources (i.e. bandwidth). In
practice this means that capacity is higher with a more spectrum-efficient system, which
is the same as providing service to a higher number of UEs.
Because the measurements in this study were performed in UMTS network, the
benefit of having a better channel condition is evaluated with the help of estimating the
required average transmission power in BS to serve a number of users. The measurement
UE saved the received DL power level, which corresponds to measuring the received
signal code power (RSCP) from the common pilot channel (CPICH), which is transmitted
with a constant power in UMTS network [2]. The CPICH power is typically between 5 %
to 15 % of the total transmission power, e.g. 10 % out of 20 W equals to 2 W ≈ 33 dBm.
DL
The actual average transmission power PTX
in UMTS can be approximated with
the following equation [44]:

DL
PTX

=

Nrf ·W ·L·

PK

ρk
k=1 (vk · W/Rk )

1 − ηDL
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Here, Nrf denotes the noise spectral density of the UE receiver front-end. It can be
calculated with
Nrf = k·T + NF,
(5.2)
where k is the Boltzmann’s constant (≈ 1.381·10−23 J/K), T is temperature in Kelvins
(normal assumption is T = 290 K), and NF is the UE noise figure. The other parameters
in (5.1) are the following: W is the system chip rate, L is the average attenuation
between a BS transmitter and UE receiver, i.e. the mean path loss, k is the user index,
and K is the total number of users per cell. Moreover, vk is the activity factor, ρk is the
SINR, and Rk is the bit rate of the kth user. The DL load factor is denoted with ηDL
and calculated as
K
X
ρk ·Rk ·vk
(5.3)
ηDL =
·[(1 − αk ) + iDL ].
W
k=1

Here, αk is the orthogonality factor of kth user in the cell and iDL is the average
other-to-own cell interference.

5.1.2

Measurement campaign

The effect of small-scale displacement in indoor mobile networks was studied with the
help of commercial UMTS networks. LTE coverage was still limited at the time of the
measurements in a normal urban residential apartment in downtown Helsinki, Finland
in 2013, thus the data from UMTS network was utilized and collected with the help of
MPG application in the measurement phone. It was a non-calibrated Samsung Galaxy
S4 smart phone, thus the absolute values were not highlighted. The measurement UE
was placed on different tables around the apartment (height approximately 50 cm to
120 cm) and left at one location for a few minutes in the measurements.
A rough blueprint of the measurement apartment (first floor) is shown in Fig. 5.1. It
shows four different measurement scenarios:
1. UE placed around common areas in the apartment (all tables).
2. UE placed in a subset area of measurement scenario 1. The maximum location
difference was 3 m to 6 m within the area (different tables).
3. UE placed in a subset area of measurement scenario 2. The maximum location
difference was 1 m to 2 m within the area (different locations on one table).
4. UE fixed to one location within the area of measurement scenario 3.
The measurement UE did not have any body contact during the measurements,
however, the measurement person was able to move around in the surroundings approximately 3 m to 5 m from the phone. All of the measurements were performed with the
phone staying in idle mode, i.e. no data transmission or call was ongoing, and the phone
was able to perform a handover (HO) to different available cells. The MPG application
saved the measurements such that average values for every 10 s were recorded, thus data
with a rate of 6 samples per minute was imported to the analysis.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Figure 5.1: Blueprints of the measurement apartment with different areas for the measurement
scenarios 1.–4.

5.1.3

Measurement results

All of the measurement results are visualized in Fig. 5.2. During the measurements, the
measurement UE was connected to 3–7 different BS cells within four different scenarios
inside an apartment in downtown Helsinki, Finland. As can be seen from the mean and
standard deviation values in Table 5.1, the channel conditions are close to that of a
typical indoor coverage values in a cell edge area.
As the measurement area is shrunk down, the standard deviation is smaller, meaning
that there is less variation between the measurement data. Taking this into account and
the fact that the overall measurement values ranged from −127 dBm to −95 dBm, it can
be noted that the received signal power level can be improved easily 10 dB. Furthermore,
it is possible to improve the received signal strength from 20 dB to 25 dB by moving
from the worst location to the best location.
In practice, an improvement of 10 dB or 20 dB in the path loss is remarkable. For
example, by utilizing (5.3) with 33 speech users (Rk = 12.2 kbit/s) and the following
typical values: ρk = 6 dB, vk = 0.5 αk = 0.7 and iDL = 0.5, the DL load factor ηDL
equals to 16.7 %. As a result, when this value is utilized in (5.1) with 7 dB UE noise figure
and an average 150 dB path loss (e.g. measurement scenario 1: RSCP = −117 dBm,
CPICH = 33 dBm, UE antenna gain = 0 dBi, BS antenna gain = 17 dBi, and building
penetration loss = 17 dB), the required total transmission power is 42.9 dBm (≈ 20 W).
An improvement of 10 dB in the path loss would result in total transmission power of
32.9 dBm (≈ 2 W) and 20 dB improvement into 22.9 dBm (≈ 0.2 W), respectively. This
clearly shows the benefit of improving the average path loss from the energy point of
view. Correspondingly, the theoretical capacity inspection shows that if the transmission
power was fixed to 20 W, then an improvement of 10 dB in the path loss would result in
increasing the number of speech users from 33 to theoretically up to 133 (downlink load
factor would increase from 16.7 % to 67.3 %). The improvement would be even higher
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Figure 5.2: Histograms of the measurement scenarios 1.–4.

with 20 dB path loss gain, but the DL load factor would start to limit the number of
additional users as well as the maximum number of simultaneous active users supported
in one UMTS cell. Taking these into account, the improvement of 20 dB would result,
e.g. theoretically up to 150 speech users causing 75.9 % load with only 34.9 dBm (less
than 4 W) transmission power. Thus, improvements are practically seen with more
simultaneous users (up to the system limit) and lower transmission powers.
Table 5.1: Mean and standard deviation values for measurement scenarios 1–4.

measurement scenario

mean RSCP (dBm)

standard deviation (dB)

scenario 1

−108.5

8.46

scenario 2

−104

5.54

scenario 3

−106

3

scenario 4

−111

3

5.1.4

User-guided energy and capacity optimization conclusions

The obtained measurements show that the DL signal power level (RSCP in UMTS) at the
receiver (UE) could be increased up to 10 dB to 25 dB, when the UE location is optimized.
This can significantly improve the mobile network energy-efficiency and capacity-efficiency
when subscribers perform this kind of indirect mobile network optimization. However,
it should be noted that in order to achieve high benefits from this kind of system, the
majority of subscribers should improve their channel conditions if possible. Nevertheless,
all improvements, especially from very bad channel conditions, will improve the overall
situation and reduce the required transmission power of the UE.
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Although the measurements were performed in a UMTS network, similar energy
savings are possible to achieve in other cellular network technologies. The challenging
part, however, is to motivate subscribers into actually optimize their location. During
disturbance and disaster scenarios these kind of actions would help to save the BS backup
energy, and eventually prolong the functionality of the network operating with reserve
power.

5.2

Low altitude platforms for disaster scenarios

The existing mobile network infrastructure can be temporarily unavailable after disaster
strikes. Assuming local backup power, the BS sites can maintain their operation only for
a short period of time. Moreover, when repair and emergency teams are able to reach the
disaster-hit area, the reserve power can already be finished. This would mean that the
communications in that area would not work and that other methods for communications
have to be utilized, besides the existing cellular network, as mentioned in Section 3.2.
The coverage aspects of LAP network are investigated in [P6] with the help of drones,
or more generally known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The idea is similar to
that of HAP systems [36, 51, 57]: provide a (temporary) communication infrastructure
for the so-called emergency coverage in disaster-hit areas. The idea is similar to the
one presented in [39, 85, 86]: the utilization of UAVs to form a temporary network for
disaster response. However, the authors in [39, 85, 86] focus on deploying only a very
small-scale version of the idea.
The LAP concept proposed in [P6] is presented in Fig. 5.3 and it utilizes Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 family standards to form a flying ad
hoc network (FANET) as presented in [11]. The emergency coverage is provided through
WLAN access points (APs) utilizing 2.4 GHz frequency band with 20 MHz bandwidth in
the so-called disaster area drones (DADs). The backhaul connection between DADs is
based on utilizing 5 GHz frequency band with 40 MHz bandwidth. The actual connection
to the Internet in this concept is provided through gateway drones (GDs), i.e. UAVs
equipped also with 3G/4G modems, which have to be placed in the border area between
the disaster-hit and still unaffected areas.
It is assumed that the operation of drones is semi-automatic. Thus, the system is
able to connect and provide a temporary network coverage for a desired location. This
means that the emergency field team just need to launch the drones at a predefined
suitable location, and that the drone would automatically take off to a suitable hover
altitude. As such, the aim of this study is to focus on the coverage capabilities of the
proposed LAP concept. In order to form an idea about these aspects, simulations were
performed to find out how would e.g. different inter-drone distances (IDDs) and the
hover altitudes of DADs affect the service coverage areas.

5.2.1

Service area simulations

The simulations in this study were performed with ProMan tool, which is software
for wave propagation and radio network planning. It is a part of WinProp Software
Suite [7]. The propagation model chosen for the simulations was the dominant path
model (DPM) [7]. The model determines the dominant paths between UEs and BSs, as
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Figure 5.3: An example of the LAP network concept.

in most cases only two or three propagation paths contribute more than 90 % of the total
energy [91, 92]. Thus, the heavy calculations of ray-tracing or ray-optical models can be
simplified to consider only the main paths. As a result, the computation time of DPM
is comparable to that of empirical models (such as Okumura-Hata or Walfisch-Ikegami),
but the accuracy of the model is close to that of ray-tracing models. The DPM model
to calculate the path loss L is defined as:

L = 20·log10

4π
λ


+ 10·n·log10 (d) +

N
X

f (ϕ, i) + Ω + gt ,

(5.4)

i=0

where λ is the wavelength of the utilized frequency, n is the path loss exponent and d
is the distance between the transmitter and receiver. Moreover, the sum of individual
interaction loss function, f (ϕ, i), is due to diffraction loss for interaction i up to maximum
number of interactions N with ϕ as the angle between the former propagation direction
and the new direction. The so-called tunneling effect, i.e. the wave-guiding effect of
propagating signals is taken into account with Ω. It is empirically determined and
described in detail in [7, 93]. The last parameter, gt is the gain of the transmitting
antenna.
All of the important simulation parameters are presented in Table 5.2. The simulation
area consisted of 6 km × 6 km flat rural and dense urban (Manhattan) environments.
The choice of IDD was set to 960 m for both environments, to be in line with test results
provided in [73]. In addition, the effects of densification were studied with 480 m IDD
for urban areas as well as increasing the number of DADs from one up to 11 × 11 = 121
drones in a square grid. The drones were set to hover in the altitudes from 50 m to
500 m. The path loss exponent n in line-of-sight (LOS) paths was set to 2 before and to
2.6 after the break point distance to match the measurement results in [61]. The path
loss exponent for obstacle LOS (OLOS), or commonly known as non-LOS (NLOS), was
set to 3.5 to match (dense) urban environment.
The detailed information for drone parameters is shown in Table 5.3. The effective
isotropic radiated power (EIRP) for 2.4 GHz frequency band in WLAN is limited to
20 dBm in Europe according to European Telecommunications Standards Institude
(ETSI) [28]. Correspondingly, the EIRP for 2.4 GHz frequency band in WLAN is limited
to 36 dBm in the United States according to Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) [29]. The minimum usable coverage threshold can be considered to be −82 dBm
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Figure 5.4: Emergency coverage area of a single DAD as a function of drone hover altitude in
rural area.

for 20 MHz bandwidth according to [52, 67], thus with 2 dB margin the actual minimum
threshold for the emergency coverage in the simulations was set to −80 dBm and a
stricter value to −70 dBm for comparison.

5.2.2

Low altitude platform results

The results for the simulations in flat rural area are presented in Fig. 5.4. The results
show that as the height of the antenna (the DAD hover altitude) is increased, the overall
emergency coverage area is larger than with lower altitude, as expected. The difference
in the actual coverage areas between different altitudes is little. The smallest service
areas (with −80 dBm coverage threshold) of 0.14 km2 (ETSI) and 3.51 km2 (FCC) are
achieved with the lowest drone altitude (50 m). Likewise, the largest coverage areas are
the result of the highest DAD altitude (500 m) with 0.56 km2 for ETSI and 7.4 km2 for
FCC.
The results for urban areas with Manhattan grid are shown in Fig. 5.5. Instead of
showing the absolute coverage areas, a percentage of the total outdoor area is shown
to easily compare the effects of densification. The grid of DADs is centered at the
simulation area. Fig. 5.5a presents the results for ETSI regulation and Fig. 5.5b for FCC
regulation. Once again, the coverage area increases as the altitude of drones is larger,
but also when the number of serving DADs is increased. The differences between IDD
and the number of DADs are clearer with the FCC regulation. For example, 5 × 5 grid
with 960 m IDD in the 150 m altitude is able to provide already slightly better coverage
area than 5 × 5 grid with 480 m IDD in the same altitude.
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Table 5.2: Simulation environment parameters.

Path loss

Calculation

Dimensions

Parameter

Value

model
exponent (LOS)
exponent (OLOS)
area
resolution
environment
building size (urban)
building height (urban)
street width (urban)

dominant path
2 / 2.6 (before / after break point)
3.5
6 km × 6 km
20 m (rural) / 10 m (urban)
Flat (rural) / Manhattan (urban)
100 m × 100 m
25 m
20 m
960 m (rural)
960 m, 480 m (urban)
1.5 m

Drone

inter-drone distance

UE

receiver (UE) antenna height

Table 5.3: Drone parameters.

WLAN

Parameter

Disaster Area Drone

standard
frequency band
bandwidth
max. EIRP (backhaul)
max. EIRP (emergency coverage)
additional losses

IEEE 802.11 family [52]
2.4 GHz / 5.8 GHz
20 MHz / 40 MHz
35 dBm
20 dBm (ETSI) / 36 dBm (FCC)
2 dB
50 m, 100 m, 150 m, 200 m, 250 m,
300 m 350 m, 400 m, 450 m, 500 m
HVG-2458-05U [56]
NanoStation locoM2 [87]
360◦ × 45◦ (azimuth & zenith)
60◦ × 60◦ (azimuth & zenith)
90◦ (Facing downwards)
5 dBi
8.5 dBi

heights (drone altitudes)

Antenna

model (backhaul)
model (emergency)
HPBW (backhaul)
HPBW (emergency)
tilting (backhaul)
tilting (emergency)
gain (backhaul)
gain (emergency)
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(a) Maximum DAD emergency coverage EIRP = 20 dBm (ETSI).
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Figure 5.5: Dense urban environment outdoor coverage for the Manhattan grid. Coverage
threshold limited to −80 dBm.
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5.2.3

Low altitude platform conclusions

The coverage aspects of the proposed LAP concept show that the emergency coverage
would be possible to implement with a reasonable number of drones. However, the
energy of drones will present a problem, as the batteries will not last long. This problem
can be partially solved with the so-called persistent drones, which can utilize a thin
filament for providing energy from the ground up to ≈ 120 m (400 ft) [18].
As the capacity aspects were out of the scope in [P6], the two most limiting factor for
increasing the emergency coverage area were the maximum EIRP and the IDD. Changes
in the EIRP would need permission from ETSI/FCC and more directive (high gain)
antennas would be needed in order to increase IDD. However, this would require more
precise alignment between the drone antennas.

5.3

Macro sensor network

Besides the availability of electricity, the functionality of cellular networks depends on
the availability of backhaul connection to the CN. Thus, a large part of the mobile
network can be temporary down if a (critical) connection is cut off. To improve the
resilience of mobile networks in such occasions, [P7] suggests the concept of a macro
sensor network (MSN). The idea is to provide a WSN functionality for mobile networks
in order to maintain some connectivity to CN.
When the conventional backhaul connection is cut off, BSs stop working, i.e. communication becomes impossible. However, the current mobile networks are very dense, i.e.
there is a lot of overlapping between the serving cells. Furthermore, with high masts,
LOS connections are possible between different BSs sites. One possibility to enable
communication would be to relay data directly from one BS to another in the manner of
multi-relay communication [19]. Multi-relay communication resembles also the so-called
self-backhauling or in-band relaying concepts where the idea is quite the same: enable
a connection from the UE to the network through more than one eNB. However, this
ideology has not been taken to the macro level in the context of disaster scenarios. As
already mentioned in Section 3.2, the usual approach to disaster-hit areas is to form a
new temporary infrastructure with the help of MANETs. Instead, improving the existing
network with the help of the proposed MSN concept would be more suitable.

5.3.1

Macro sensor network concept

The resilience of mobile networks can be increased by developing mobile network functionalities for coping disturbance or disaster scenarios. The MSN presented in this study
is an example of such concepts.
In this study, a disaster scenario means a situation, where the link between the radio
access network (RAN) and CN is broken. For LTE, this corresponds to a situation
where the link between eNBs and the evolved packet core (EPC) is unavailable. When
such incident occurs, the WSN functionality is activated within eNBs and EPC. This
kind of automatic process can be considered to be close to that of a self-organizing
network (SON). Eventually, the realization of WSN capabilities within LTE utilizes the
X2 interface as defined by 3GPP [3]. The X2 interface is essentially a logical connection
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to enable direct connections between (neighbor) eNBs and the physical connection is
not restricted into a wired connection. Thus, the implementation of the X2 connection
between eNBs is eventually vendor-specific and can be implemented even over a wireless
channel. This capability of LTE is utilized in this macro sensor network concept such
that the wireless X2 connection is actually implemented with the help of reserving part
of the resource blocks to communications between eNBs.

5.3.2

Macro sensor network operational framework

The framework for the proposed WSN concept is presented in Fig. 5.6. When the link
between eNB and EPC is broken, the functionality of the eNBs and the EPC will switch
to “WSN mode”. The eNBs within the disturbance area will switch to WSN mode as
soon as the connection to the EPC breaks. Next, eNBs will begin to search for neighbor
eNBs by sending a discovery message. If the neighbor eNB site has a working backhaul
connection, it sends back an acknowledgment message with “flag 1” to indicate that
communication to the EPC is possible through it. If the neighbor eNB is missing the
link to the EPC, it sends back an acknowledgment message with “flag 0” as well as
information about its one hop neighbors.
EPC will also activate the WSN functionality of those eNBs which are geographically
situated in the vicinity of the affected area as shown in Fig. 5.7. This is required in order
to enable WSN functionality discovery message flow and finally the actual communication
to the disaster area. When the disaster scenario is over, EPC can send a command to
all MSN eNB sites to disable the WSN functionality and return to the normal operation
mode.

5.3.3

Macro sensor network conclusions

A realization of a LTE network with WSN functionality, also known as MSN was
suggested in [P7]. The node-to-node or eNB-to-eNB functionality in LTE for MSN would
enable limited communication for disaster areas where the link between the eNB and
EPC is broken, but the eNB sites still have power to maintain operation.
The concept proposed in this study falls to the category of SONs as this MSN
functionality will need to be implemented as an automated service. This will bring
flexibility to the networks to cope with disturbances in the backhaul connections, thus
improving the resilience of the networks. Besides actual disaster or disturbance scenarios,
this kind of functionality would also improve the network operations during backhaul
maintenance. However, in order to realize and further develop this kind of functionality,
some changes in the 3GPP specifications are eventually needed.
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eNB
disaster scenario (no link to EPC)
eNB with WSN functionality

search for neighbor eNB
(hello message, discovery message)
neighbor eNB discovered

neighbor eNB with link to EPC

neighbor eNB without link to EPC

mark flag 1 for active link with
EPC and send to requesting eNB

establish connection with previous
eNB with flag 0 for active link with
information about its 1 hop neighbors

Figure 5.6: Node-to-node (eNB-to-eNB) communication flow chart.

disaster scenario detected

search for eNB closest to disaster area
& enable WSN functionality to accept
link requests
send a command
eNB with active EPC link & WSN
functionality enabled

Figure 5.7: EPC events.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

ritical infrastructures are the foundations of modern societies. The most critical,
known as level 1 infrastructures, are mobile networks and electricity networks.
This thesis concentrated on the aspects of critical communications, thus the studies
performed for this thesis were considered mainly from the wireless communications field.
These include understanding the current “behavior” of subscribers when something
partly unexpected occurs, how to improve the existing systems by utilizing the current
equipment, how to improve the restoration of these networks by utilizing new SAS and
other innovative approaches in order to mitigate service outages.

C

6.1

Summary

The behavior of modern cellular network subscribers in normal situations follows a
similar, predictable, trend over time. However, when an uncommon disturbance scenario
occurs, the particular behavior of subscribers change as was discussed in Section 3.1
[P1] in Chapter 3. In short, the subscribers within the disturbance area are more active
than in normal situations. If the network is not capacity limited, as is usually the case
in rural areas, the network can be expected to cope with the suddenly increased service
demand. However, capacity related problems are expected to occur, when operating in
high loaded areas, such as urban areas as the service demand is expected to increase up
to 84 %, thus service blocking starts to limit the availability of mobile network services.
When a disturbance scenario occurs and results in the lack of electricity from the
main grid, the disturbance time functionality of mobile networks is limited by the
availability of reserve power. In modern mobile networks, this reserve power is usually
backup batteries. Thus, the operational time of mobile network BSs is limited by the
amount of energy within these batteries. Moreover, the network is configured to try to
maintain normal operation with the help of this reserve power. One possible solution to
prolong the mobile network operation utilizing backup batteries in disturbance scenarios
was presented in Section 3.2 [P2] in Chapter 3. By utilizing only a portion of the existing
BS sites at a time, and loosening service coverage requirements, around 20 % of BS sites
would be enough to serve roughly 75 % of the disturbance area. Thus, the disturbance
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time functionality could be prolonged several times given that CN and backhaul network
are also operational during this time period.
One of the most important parts of restoring the possibly damaged infrastructure is
disaster management. It includes everything required in order to normalize the situation
and one essential tool for it is a situation awareness system as developed and presented in
Chapter 4 [P3–P4]. The new SAS developed for this purpose combines the information of
two critical infrastructures: mobile networks and electricity networks. The user interface
of the developed SAS is a map view, where the actual faults and the affected areas in
the operative networks are visualized in near real-time. The most obvious benefit of this
system is the combined view of both networks. Thus, information regarding both of
them are easy to observe at the same time and e.g. the prioritization of maintenance
and repair actions are more fluent by taking into account the interdependencies between
these networks as provided in the SAS. Furthermore, the SAS helps to build a more
accurate SA that e.g. authorities, and fire and rescue services can utilize for public
safety actions.
The innovative approaches to mitigating mobile network service outage were presented
in Chapter 5 with Sections 5.1–5.3 focusing on Publications [P5–P7]. First, in Section 5.1
[P5], the focus was on guiding mobile network subscribers indirectly to self-optimize
their location such that the channel conditions were improved. Thus, the overall impact
on the system level saves both energy and capacity within mobile networks. Next, the
coverage possibilities of a temporary LAP network were investigated with the help of
drones in Section 5.2 [P6]. The obtained results show that this kind of approach could be
utilized for a limited area with a reasonable number of drones. Finally, the possibilities
of bringing WSN capabilities into cellular networks were suggested in Section 5.3 [P7].
The MSN concept was based on reconnecting eNB sites without a link to EPC through
other eNBs in a relay type of manner. The actual implementation of such system would
require SON features and changes into 3GPP specifications, but the outcome of such
system would remarkably improve the resilience of mobile networks.

6.2

Discussion and further development

It is well-known that after disaster scenarios mobile networks will either immediately
stop working because of destroyed infrastructure or relatively fast after the incident as a
result of a power blackout in the electricity network. If the cellular network retains its
capability to function, the huge surge in cellular network service demand will most likely
prevent the utilization of the network. However, the effects of disturbance scenarios, i.e.
the “milder” versions of disaster scenarios and their effects on service demand are not
usually studied. Thus, publications on the topic are hard to find. The results in this
thesis provide this information, i.e. results from an uncommon disturbance scenario in
modern society. This information provides insight on how to design the networks to
withstand the capacity increase caused by disturbance scenarios. In order to deepen this
knowledge and to keep up with the development of mobile networks, future studies are
needed to generalize the achieved results and to observe the impact of the upcoming 5G
networks e.g. on subscriber service behavior.
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The so-called green or energy-efficient communications approach for cellular networks
targets to save and reduce the energy these networks consume and the majority of
energy consumption relates to BSs. The existing approaches in this field are mostly
different strategies to shortly switching off BSs during low traffic time periods. The
studies performed in this thesis are a state of the art for considering saving the energy
of BSs in disturbance scenarios. Conventionally this kind of approach is not utilized in
order to retain full mobile network service coverage after disturbances. However, it is
more beneficial to prolong the availability of a mobile network at the expense of reducing
the QoS than having full service coverage for a shorter period of time. As the results of
this thesis are based on a theoretical BS site layout, a clear future topic in this area is
to model an operative mobile network layout and apply the utilized approach to it.
The situation awareness system presented in this thesis is a state of the art tool for
modern societies. Disturbance management is very important in order to recover from
a disturbance scenario and the developed SAS provides a solution to handle it. The
most obvious benefit of the developed system is the combination of both of the most
critical infrastructures. The challenges in these kind of new systems are usually related
to gaining access to the operative data of several different companies. Thus, in order to
set up this kind of a system e.g. for a whole country requires a great deal of cooperation
and means the be able to receive data from many different kinds of companies. As a
result, successfully implementing this kind of a system for broad utilization requires
most likely either a legislation or at least some sort of regulation.
Innovative methods are always needed in any (research) field. As the name suggests,
the target is to find new perspectives to (improve) existing solutions. The studies in
this thesis presented a few different possibilities related to finding innovative methods.
By definition, these present state of the art approaches for mitigating mobile network
outage or improving their resiliency. However, more studies are needed in these new
approaches in order to eventually implement these features into existing mobile networks.
Therefore, this is especially interesting and fruitful research area for future studies.
Altogether, this thesis emphasizes the importance of critical infrastructures and
different approaches on how to improve the current mobile networks. The obtained
results provide insight on how to develop the current and future mobile networks toward
more resilient infrastructures in order to improve the critical communications part
especially in disturbance (and disaster) scenarios. In addition, the contributions in
this thesis can be utilized in the future, e.g., as a starting point to develop a new
state for mobile networks called a safety mode. It could change the functionality of
mobile networks such that the critical communication can be sustained better during
disturbance or disaster scenarios.
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Abstract—The aim of this study is to analyze how cellular
network subscribers behave during an electricity network disturbance situation. Furthermore, removing the effect of randomly
accessing the network could improve especially the speech capacity during these events. When part of the mobile network
is unavailable, the availability of the cellular network services
decreases. However, the subscribers have increased demand for
services during disturbance scenarios since they fetch information
from the Internet and try to contact their family and friends.
The analysis in this paper shows that even an uncommon power
blackout resulted in an increase of 73 % in new calls and 84 % in
the number of short message service (SMS) demand for mobile
network services in a rural area.
Index Terms—Availability, mobile networks, disturbance, disaster, blackout, service demand, rural.

I. I NTRODUCTION
After any major incident, such as a natural disaster scenario,
the service demand behavior of mobile network subscribers
changes. Traditionally, the large-scale statistics of the mobile
network traffic from any region, like a certain city or even a
larger area of a municipality, follow a certain routine day after
day. This includes normally: a very low network usage time
period during the night; some high service demand hours, the
so called busy hours, that occur usually during lunch time or
after work hours when people make calls to their families and
friends; and other mediocre network usage time periods during
the day. This cycle repeats day after day and has a specific
profile which can be noticed from the statistics. The profiles
for working days, i.e. from Monday to Friday, are very similar,
but the profiles for the weekends are slightly different. This can
actually be already noticed on Friday evenings as subscribers
tend to prepare for the weekend, thus usually increasing the
service demand.
The mobile network traffic profiles tend to repeat similarly
week after week. It is also normal to observe a change in
the traffic profiles when the season changes, e.g. from spring
to summer as people have holidays that break the normal
cycle. If there are some major changes or uncommon events,
their affect can also be noticed from the statistics. A large
gathering of people can be noticed from the statistics with
increased traffic and blocking rates as the mobile network
capacity is not dimensioned for these events. They can include,
among others, rock concerts, sports events or festivals that

gather massive amounts of people. Thus, the network at these
locations can not meet the demand requirements set by the
temporarily increased number of subscribers and results to
lack of service for the portion of the demand that exceeds the
planned service capacity for that specific area. However, there
is usually some information available in advance for these kind
of events and mobile operators can set up some extra capacity
with movable base stations (BSs) for these areas in order to
temporarily increase the capacity to meet the expected service
demand increase.
This is not the same for sudden, unexpected network disturbances or disaster scenarios. These can include, among others,
storms that cause destruction to electricity networks resulting
eventually in power outages. This relates back to mobile
network BSs since their functionality depends on the availability of electricity. In Finland, the Finnish Communications
Regulatory Authority (FICORA) has assigned that cellular
network BSs sites must have backup power for two to four
hours depending on the type and the environment of the BSs,
i.e. whether the equipment is located inside a private property
in urban area or a mast in rural area [1]. This should guarantee
that mobile networks continue to operate (voice and data) at
least few hours after a power blackout, but this again depends
on the condition of the backup batteries or other reserve power
at the BS sites with respect to the service demand. However,
this does not guarantee the availability of mobile network
services at those locations. This is because the service demand
increases as the subscriber behavior changes, which results in
the cellular network not being able to handle all the increased
traffic, i.e. the capacity is not planned to cope with the extra
traffic caused by disturbance or disaster scenarios. It should be
noted that the behavior of the subscribers might be dissimilar
in different environments, i.e. the users in rural areas might
be more used to power blackouts than users in urban areas.
The cause of the disaster scenario also affects the behavior of
the subscribers as large natural disasters will result in more
panic among the citizen than an uncommon blackout, e.g. in
the electricity network.
This paper presents a study performed in Finland, where
one regional electricity network power blackout (caused by a
storm) was analyzed from the mobile network statistics point
of view. The target is to show how the cellular network traf-

fic demand changes according to an unexpected, uncommon
event. This helps to understand how the networks should be
designed to prepare for possible disturbance scenarios or what
are the possible problems that should be taken into account.
Furthermore, the situation could be improved with guidelines
on how to utilize the network in these disturbance situations
with some modifications on the basic principles for accessing
the network.
II. BACKGROUND
Mobile network capacity dimensioning is initially based on
the number of potential subscribers and some assumptions.
These include e.g. how often calls are made and how long
these calls should last or what other kind of services could be
expected. Moreover, the target is to offer suitable capacity to
subscribers with minimal costs, i.e. the network should be fully
utilized in the busiest time periods. This way the operators
do not have to invest in additional capacity and the network
operation should be cost-efficient.
A. Random service access
Mobile network capacity depends heavily on the offered
services and the user behavior. A general assumption is that
users may move and utilize services freely and randomly anywhere and any time. For traditional speech users, a relatively
accurate modeling based on Poisson process can be utilized.
In a Poisson process, users have a random length of a call
and follow the negative exponential curve [2], [3], i.e. the
probability density function is defined as
p(T ) = µe−µT ,

(1)

where T denotes the time of the arriving call and 1/µ is the
average call duration. In addition, users have random time
between the calls, also following the negative exponential
curve and the probability density function is, respectively
p(T ) = λe−λT ,

(2)

and 1/λ is the average inter-arrival time. When both the
length of the calls and the arrival time of the calls are
random, the most interesting value is the probability of a
user not being able to make a call. The well-known Erlang-B
formula (without queuing) can be defined [3] and the blocking
probability pm is defined as
 m
λ
/m!
µ
,
(3)
pm = m  n
X λ
/n!
µ
n=0

where m is the number of channels that are busy and n is the
number of total channels in the system.
Erlang-B formula gives estimation about the available
speech traffic of a certain configuration (the amount of channels) when certain blocking probability is expected, and when
the subscriber call behavior is random. In [2], a comparison

is shown for a traditional one transceiver (TRX) BS having
7 traffic channels (1 channel reserved for signaling) in global
system for mobile communication (GSM). Erlang-B formula
provides 2.5 Erl traffic in case of 1 % blocking probability.
Measurements from the real network give 2.0 Erl traffic and
0.4 % blocking i.e. practical values follow the theoretical
calculations quite well. The theoretical maximum capacity
(7 traffic channels, without blocking) would be 7 Erl if callers
have a certain allocated time slot for a service and no gaps
exist between the channel allocation in the time domain. Thus,
4.5 Erl of capacity is missed in order to have freedom for
users to make calls randomly, and simultaneously to keep the
blocking at the level of 1 %. Thus, to increase the available
capacity in disturbance or disaster scenarios, the randomness
of call lengths and times could be temporarily disabled and
specific time slots could be reserved for different users in the
disturbance area. For example, in 1 TRX GSM case, capacity
can be increased from 2.5 Erl theoretically up to 7 Erl (with
0 % blocking) meaning a notable capacity increase in this
very limited configuration. The same 7 Erl capacity would be
achieved with 24.9 % blocking if randomness would remain.
This will obviously need some algorithms to allocate ”call
slots” so that the subscribers in these areas know when they
can make their calls. The emergency calls should get through
in all situations, but for the not-so-time-critical-calls this
method should provide some fairness among the subscribers,
e.g. subscribers can not reserve the channels for too long. A
system of this kind would need some method in order to call
or notify the subscribers whose time slot to call is up so that
the signaling still works without congesting too much.
B. Related work
The impact of disaster scenarios on mobile network traffic
has been investigated mostly after major natural disasters. The
authors in [4] show that the availability of mobile networks
was lowered by 32 % in Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Likewise,
the authors in [5] show that the cellular network call amount
was increased 60 times the normal demand after the Tsunami
had hit Japan in 2011, resulting in a blocking rate of 95 % for
new calls. Thus, the service demand increase is huge in major
disaster scenarios. This paper, however, studies the effect
of a smaller, uncommon power blackout on the subscriber
behaviour.
As a suggestion for these enormous service demands, the
authors in [6] show that if the mobile network core is
virtualized, the operation of such network can be improved
during these events by reprioritizing the cellular network traffic
services. They show that when the call traffic has a sudden
50-fold increase, the voice call acceptance rate is around 5 %
without any modifications on the core network. When the
core network resources are reallocated, the call acceptance is
increased up to 25 %, thus improving the overall situation only
by changing the core services.
Some studies ([7], [8]) also suggest automatic algorithms
and machine learning to discover anomalous patterns in network traffic to predict when a major event is about to emerge.

III. M EASUREMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS FROM THE
REAL NETWORK

A. Description of the power blackout area
The analysis of this study was performed to a certain area
in Finland for one mobile operator. The area was roughly
1500 km2 in size with a population around 7000 people, in
which the mobile operator has roughly 39 % market share.
The number of BS sites for GSM network was 19 with 58
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Mobile network coverage is lost without electricity supply if
BSs lack backup power. Thus, when a power blackout occurs
in the power grid, the mobile network has to rely on backup
power to enable mobile network services in the corresponding
blackout area. This so called backup coverage continues until
the backup power runs out, which usually takes up to few
hours. The backup coverage should be utilized as efficiently
as possible, and the required services should be balanced with
the amount of users and the available capacity.
One possibility to maximize the available network capacity
is to guide mobile users [10] away from the so called bad
locations, i.e. areas where the cellular network environment
is the most challenging. These locations include places where
the received signal energy is very low and there is a possibility
to improve it with small actions, e.g. moving from one room
to another, where the received signal strength is higher. This
option would indeed restrain the freedom of utilizing the
mobile network from anywhere, but disaster scenarios require
a different way of utilizing the network in order to maximize
at least some availability of the network services.
Another solutions relate to studies like [6], i.e. reprioritizing
some elements in the core network to enable more calls in
the network. Also, like suggested in the conclusion in [9], the
subscribers should be informed and advised to use the cellular
network selectively to increase the odds of a successful call
completion.
Finally, the solution presented in this paper relies on an idea
of taking away the ability of subscribers to randomly access
the mobile network. This means that the mobile network
operators would have a predefined plan to restrict the normal
calls from subscribers during disturbance situations in case the
network starts to congest over a predefined threshold. At such
event, the operators would send a broadcasting short message
service (SMS) to the customers to notify about the change in
the network functionality and that the customers should avoid
performing calls if possible. The message would also remind
the customers what would be the time slot within an hour they
could try to make a call.
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This information can be useful, when a sudden incident
happens in the network to automatically react to the changed
situation. Thus, any kind of uncommon event remarkably
changes the subscriber behavior and authors in [9] also show
through simulations that the network congestion is mainly
caused by the dynamic changes in subscriber behavior.
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Fig. 1: Outage percentage for both electricity and mobile
networks. The date / time format is ’ddd’ refering to the first
three letters of a day and ’HH:MM’ for a time presentation
with two digits for both hours and minutes.

cells and correspondingly the number of universal mobile
telecommunications system (UMTS) sites was 14 with 62
cells. The raw data consist of GSM and UMTS network
statistics gathered before, during and after a power blackout
that lasted for several hours. This means that the backup power
ran out from most of the BS sites. The power blackout started
at 3.30 p.m. on Thursday when half of the regional electricity
network of the specific area went down, and at 3.55 p.m. 87 %
of the area was missing electricity as seen from Fig. 1. After
this, the situation started to improve as repair teams progressed
in reconnecting the outage areas back online and around 1.00
a.m. in the next day, i.e. after nine and a half hours from the
beginning of the electricity disturbance situation, half of the
area had electricity. It then took 11 hours more to around 12
p.m. to reach 90 % availability in the electricity network. The
last remaining 10 % of outage areas still took around 12 hours
to fully restore the electricity network.
Besides electricity, also the outage of 2G (GSM) and 3G
(UMTS) mobile network technologies are shown in Fig. 1.
The shape follows that of the electricity outage version, which
was to be expected. The time resolution for the electricity
network is five minutes, but for mobile networks it is one
hour. The reason for not having a zero percentage outage
for 2G mobile network after fully restored electricity network
availability is that one of the mobile network BS sites did
not manage to reboot itself automatically. Thus it had to be
manually rebooted. It also seems that in Fig. 1 the mobile
network outage starts before the electrical network, but this is
because of the time resolution and the way the performance
data is collected and stored. Events in the network that have
occurred, e.g. between 3.00 p.m. and 3.59 p.m., are shown in
the data at 3.00 p.m.

B. Mobile network statistics analysis
The figures on the following page, i.e. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3,
show the 2G and 3G cellular network statistics before, during
and after the disturbance in the electrical network. The green,
orange, and blue bars show some selected key performance
indicators (KPIs) for Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, respectively. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines also show
the availability of the electricity network for Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday. A numerical summary of the data is
shown in Table I after the figures.
Fig. 2a shows how the number of new calls differ for each
day. The KPI profile for each weekday is similar, but when
the availability of the network drops at 3.00 p.m. on Thursday,
there is a spike in the number of new calls. This trend
continues for the whole Thursday evening, which indicates
that the power blackout has activated subscribers to make more
phone calls than usual. The same effect is visible in Fig. 2b; the
number of new standalone dedicated control channel (SDCCH)
seizures peaks when the electricity blackout begins. The effect
is also visible during the night between Thursday and Friday,
i.e. in the early hours of Friday, most likely due to repair
workers. This is because besides call setups SDCCH also
includes location updates and SMSs. In Fig. 2c, the actual
call traffic has some increase compared with the call traffic
on Wednesday. From Table I it can be seen that the call
traffic increased from a total of 376 Erl on Wednesday to
471 Erl on Thursday, resulting in a total traffic increase of
25 %. Finally, in Fig. 2d, the data traffic allocated to 2G seems
higher than the reference day (Wednesday), but this is mostly
because the availability of 3G network is also lower than the
normal situation, which results in part of the data traffic falling
to 2G network. Besides SDCCH seizures, all other KPIs in
2G network have a noticeable increase in the values from
Wednesday to Thursday followed by a decrease on Friday.
Correspondingly, Fig. 3 shows the situation in 3G network
statistics. First, in Fig. 3a, the amount of circuit-switched (CS)
traffic is shown in Erlangs. This amount is slightly higher
before and right at the time when the power blackout starts.
The amount of CS traffic is reduced after this as the availability
of the 3G network degrades, however, the reduction is caused
by the lack of service availability, not from the reduced CS
traffic behaviour, since the CS traffic increases notably as the
availability increases. In Fig. 3b, the amount of downlink (DL)
data is shown. A similar effect as in CS traffic is noticeable,
i.e. the availability is reducing the data amounts. On the other
hand, the traffic amounts are greatly higher before the power
blackout starts, most likely due to subscribers trying to search
for information about the storm that eventually caused the
electricity outage. Fig. 3c shows the number of SMSs in 3G
network. The power blackout causes a clear spike in the chart
and the amount of SMSs in the entire Thursday evening is
clearly higher than in the reference day. Finally, in Fig. 3d, the
number of radio access bearers (RABs) has a very noticeable
spike at the time when the power blackout started.

C. Example of the capacity increase without random access
In the smallest GSM configuration case 1 TRX has 7 traffic
channels meaning capacity of 2.5 Erl with 1 % blocking probability. With the assumption of one call lasting 90 s, which
is 25 mErl, this corresponds to having 100 calls in one hour.
The difference with regard to 7 Erl means that the number
of calls could be increased theoretically up to 280, i.e. an
increase of 180 % for the number of calls would be achieved.
This assumes that there is no blocking because of the idea of
preventing the users from calling randomly.
If this idea is applied to the given GSM configuration of the
power blackout area, the following increase in the capacity can
be noted. The area has 58 TRXs resulting to 464 channels in
total, but actually 435 can only be utilized for calls since 29
channels are reserved for signalling purposes (one signaling
channel per two TRX). Thus, 435 traffic channels can support
roughly 410 Erl of traffic (16400 calls), whereas theoretically
up to 435 Erl (17400 calls) could be supported. The difference
is additional 1000 calls (6 %) in this configuration.
The significant relative difference in the improvement with
1 % blocking versus the theoretical case in these two examples
are caused by lack of overlapping calls, i.e. the capability of
calling randomly is removed and perfect call slot allocation
is assumed. However, it would be more beneficial to reduce
the available capacity in order to save energy to prolong
the cellular network service during these electricity network
disturbance scenarios. When this idea is combined with the
pre-allocation of traffic channels to increase the capacity
with no random access, the offered capacity is higher than
conventionally and the backup coverage lasts longer.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND D ISCUSSION
This paper provided statistics and analysis from an operational mobile network in Finland. The observed results show
how the cellular network subscribers behave in the case of
small and uncommon disturbance scenario in the form of
electricity network blackout in rural area. The statistics from
the GSM and UMTS networks showed how the subscriber
mobile network behavior changes when it occurred. This
behavior can already be noticed before the actual disturbance
time, e.g. from the amount of DL data, as the subscribers try to
find information related to the possible upcoming disturbance
event. When the disturbance (i.e. the power blackout in this
case) had finally occurred, especially the call traffic and
the amount of SMSs had a noticeable spike in the network
statistics. These include an increase of 73 % in the number
of new calls and an increase of 84 % in the number of
SMSs compared with the reference day at the time when the
disturbance situation started. The increased service demand
trend continued through the majority of the blackout, i.e.
despite the lack of cellular network availability the subscribers
continued to utilize the network more than usual. It should be
noted that the results are based on one disturbance scenario
and the reference day for the analysis is also from only one
day, thus the generalization of these results would require
several other study cases. Nevertheless, this study offers data
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Fig. 2: 2G statistics from the electricity blackout. The time format is ’HH:MM’ for a time presentation
with two digits for both the hours and minutes.
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Fig. 3: 3G statistics from the electricity blackout. The time format is ’HH:MM’ for a time presentation
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TABLE I: 2G and 3G network statistics before, during and after the electricity blackout. The mean and median values present
the values for one hour.

2G

The number of new calls [pcs]
The number of new SDCCH seizures [pcs]
Call traffic [Erl]
PS traffic [Erl]

Wednesday
total mean median std
5787
241
274 199
25103
1046
1074 450
376
16
21
12
319
13
15
5

3G

CS traffic [Erl]
The amount of DL data [Gbit]
The number of SMS [pcs]
The number of RAB attempts [pcs]

536
3958
2577
11088

KPI

22
165
107
462

30
16
200
84
106
66
482 372

from an operational mobile network operator, and shows how
subscribers utilize the network during an uncommon blackout
situation.
In order to cope with the lack of mobile network services caused by the outages in the electrical network, some
possible solutions were considered. One of these solutions
could be partially restricting the ubiquitous cellular network
experience, i.e. instead of using the network all the time
and everywhere, some limitations for the services might be
beneficial from the overall network functionality point of view.
These limitations should, however, not prevent the real need
in the case of life-threatening emergencies, but instead bring
some help to prevent the congestion of cellular networks. A
fairly simple solution would include guidelines, i.e. common
rules, which would state that if a power blackout should
occur, the subscribers should avoid making unnecessary calls
and reduce the cellular network utilization in general. This
solution, however, is not easy to control since it is only a
guideline. Nevertheless, instructions and guidance in advance
would increase the probability of unnecessary cellular network
utilization. When the capacity requirement could be lowered,
some of the cellular network technologies could be shut down
immediately to spare more backup energy.
A more complex solution to increase the (speech) capacity
during disturbance situations would be to restrict the randomness of the subscribers to access the network. If applied to the
configuration of the example network analysis, an increase
from 410 Erl (Erlang-B, 1 % blocking) to 435 Erl would be
theoretically possible. This would need efficient algorithms to
allocate mobile network subscribers to specific time slots to
access the network beforehand and to restrict the customers
to access the network outside this time slot. Emergency calls
should always be prioritized in these situations.
The future work will concentrate on studying how much
longer mobile networks could operate in the case of disturbance scenarios while operating on backup power and
applying some energy saving prospects. These include instructions and guidelines for the subscribers on how to utilize
the network during disturbance scenarios. This in itself is an
interesting research topic: how would this kind of preparedness
affect the subscriber behaviour. It would enable a higher
success rate on completed calls as the congestion would be

Thursday
total mean median std
7652
319
415 254
29890
1245
1380 566
471
20
26
15
358
15
16
6

Friday
total mean median std
6794
283
301 228
32139
1339
1408 396
434
18
22
13
342
14
15
4

511
3714
2952
12012

543
3429
2498
12188

21
155
123
501

23
17
161
72
136
82
548 420

23
143
104
508

29
16
164
70
92
55
535 394

much lower than in current solutions and enable more capacity,
i.e. the available resources would be utilized more efficiently
during these events. This should also lead to being able to
operate on more restricted configuration resulting in more
energy savings and prolonging the backup coverage time.
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Maintaining Mobile Network Coverage Availability
in Disturbance Scenarios
Joonas Säe and Jukka Lempiäinen

Abstract—Disturbance and disaster scenarios prevent the normal utilization of mobile networks. The aim of this study is
to maintain the availability of cellular networks in disturbance
scenarios. In order to extend the disaster time functionality,
energy usage optimization is needed to maintain reasonable
coverage and capacity. Simulations performed with different
network layouts show the effects of choosing only a portion of
evolved node B (eNB) macro sites to operate at a time. Different
sets of three to nine three-sectored eNB sites are selected to
study how the network would perform with a limited number
of eNB sites. Simulation results show how the mobile network
availability duration can be sustained by selecting a set of eNB
sites to operate at a time and still maintain a reasonable service
level and availability in disturbance scenarios. An increase of
100 % to 500 % can be achieved in the duration of ”backup
coverage” in cellular networks with backup batteries when the
percentage of active eNB sites is reduced down to 20 %.
Index Terms—Availability, disaster, disturbance, mobile networks, macro sites, network-level simulation, energy conservation, resilience.

D

I. I NTRODUCTION

ISASTER and disturbance scenarios usually occur without a warning. Whether they are natural weather-based
storms or disasters caused by human, such as accidents or
sabotages, the effects can be devastating and usually prevent
the normal utilization of mobile networks. Typically, storms
are the cause of blackouts in electrical grids [1]; furthermore
they have an impact on public safety and commercial mobile
networks, thus yielding service and communication outages
in urban and rural areas. This can eventually prevent citizens
requesting emergency help in these outage areas. In addition,
maintenance and rescue teams can not communicate through
commercial mobile networks and have to have a separate
communication system.
Service outages in mobile networks are mainly caused by
(storm-related) power outages. In order to enable some service
in these cases, evolved node B (eNB) macro sites are typically
supplied with backup batteries. These reserve energy resources
provide power to run eNBs, but only for a limited time period.
In Finland, this corresponds to 2–4 hours, as required by
the Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority [2]. After
strong weather phenomenon, in the worst case the repairwork may take several days resulting in the unavailability of
commercial cellular networks that may also endanger rescue
operations. An alternative is to have aggregates over the
network or at certain critical eNB sites, to guarantee their
J. Säe and J. Lempiäinen are with the Department of Electronics and
Communications Engineering, Tampere University of Technology, Tampere,
FINLAND, e-mail: joonas.sae@tut.fi, jukka.lempiainen@tut.fi.

electricity supply for a longer period of time. Because aggregates are slightly costly to be supplied and used at every site,
some optimization is needed in a similar way as in the case of
battery backups, i.e. how many aggregates should be enough to
enable sufficient cellular network coverage. Moreover, in case
of longer-term electrical cut-offs (i.e. over one day), aggregates
are eventually required to guarantee (cost-efficient) mobile
network communications in disturbance scenarios.
Another type of critical discontinuity in mobile networks
may happen due to major malfunctions in the core transmission network, major damage in the core network elements,
such as controllers, or in the switching functions. These
malfunctions can also be caused by sabotage or a cyber-attack,
which may cause very wide discontinuity in the whole mobile
communications network. However, these are out of the scope
of this study as this paper is concentrating more on optimizing
the backup energy utilization.
Some solutions for mobile communications have been proposed to manage these disturbance and disaster scenarios to
improve the resiliency of mobile networks. In Japan, the so
called critical sites have been implemented in urban areas
to durable high-rise buildings [3] with at least 24 h backup
batteries to give continuous service e.g. in case of disasters.
High altitude platforms (HAPs) [4] have been discussed earlier
as a possible solution to provide service coverage in case of
hurricanes and tornadoes have destroyed the existing infrastructure of a cellular network in the disaster area. This idea
has been even taken further with Google’s project Loon, which
targets to provide worldwide Internet access through HAPs,
implemented with balloon platforms [5]. Also Facebook has
their HAPs approach in their internet.org project [6]. Instead
of utilizing balloons, Facebook relies on solar powered drones.
There are also solutions to utilize satellite communication
services for disaster areas although these systems are rather
expensive and might not work inside buildings. Moreover,
temporary movable networks, like mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs), are a popular research area for disaster scenarios
as seen from publications on the topic in [7], [8] and [9]. Many
of these solutions are replacing the existing infrastructure with
a new one instead of trying to improve it.
In this paper, the aim is to utilize the traditional macro
cellular network infrastructure and extent the availability of
the network several times from the current backup time when
the electrical grid is down and the mobile network relies on
backup power. This is possible with an approach, where only a
portion of the eNB sites are utilized at a time and switched to
another set of sites when the first set runs out of energy. This
differs from a traditional sleep mode technique such that the
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non-active eNBs are not utilized at all during the ”sleep time”
to save as much energy as possible, which is important in disturbance situations. This will obviously degrade the coverage
availability and capacity, but disturbance and disaster scenarios
require exceptional methods to enable even some service as
long as possible. Only macro sites are considered in this study
because small cells are usually available only within cities
and they are not equipped with backup power. Maintaining
reasonable coverage for disturbance scenarios both in urban
and rural areas are emphasized, i.e. the focus is on having
more resilient mobile networks. Long term evolution (LTE)
is utilized in the simulations with evolved UMTS terrestrial
radio access (E-UTRA) operating bands 20 and 3 (800 MHz
and 1800 MHz) for rural environment. E-UTRA bands 3 and 7
(1800 MHz and 2600 MHz) are utilized for urban environment.
All of the considered frequency bands are frequency division
duplex (FDD) channels.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This work is related to at least two different energysaving concepts: cellular networks with sleep modes and green
cellular networks. However, the idea of these concepts is not
utilized in the traditional way. This paper utilizes the idea of
saving energy only in disturbance situations, i.e. in disaster
scenarios in the following manner; saving energy by utilizing
only a portion of the eNB sites to provide ”backup coverage”
to areas where the electricity supply from the grid has been
(temporarily) cut off, e.g. due to strong weather phenomenon.
Thus, this study goes beyond the state of the art for utilizing
mobile network backup energy as this kind of approach has
not been proposed for disturbance situations.
The idea of green cellular networks is to have sustainable
development in cellular networks towards utilizing sustainable
energy sources and taking into account environmental aspects.
This usually relates to favouring renewable energy resources to
reduce the carbon footprint of cellular network infrastructure
or saving energy by reducing the energy consumption of base
stations in some manner. Green cellular networks are nowadays studied widely and several publications are available in
this field. The authors in [10], e.g. present a survey on the state
of green cellular networks and the possible challenges they
currently have. The largest power consuming part of cellular
networks are base stations, as presented in [11]. Furthermore,
the largest part of base station power consumption comes from
power amplifiers (50–80 %) [12].
The traditional sleep mode concept has been studied e.g.
in [13], where the effect of one or more base stations turned
to ”sleep” is studied. A case study of dynamically switching
off base station sites is presented in [14], where the authors
show great energy saving in the cellular network during low
traffic periods. One of the most recent wide surveys on these
energy-efficient base stations, i.e. base station sites with sleep
modes as well as green cellular networks, is presented in [15].
The authors present an extensive list of recent publications on
these topics and discuss the assumptions and simplifications
utilized in these papers to show how great effect they can have
in the achievable benefits in actual networks.

Most of the traditional sleep mode techniques consider only
a ”normal” network utilization. This is because the idea behind
most sleep mode techniques is based on saving energy in
the low-traffic time periods during the day and usually the
sleep modes are only considering these circumstances. This
does not necessary mean that these techniques could not
be utilized during disturbance scenarios. However, it should
be highlighted that traffic load increases during disturbance
scenarios as people try to contact other people from these
areas (and vice versa) and utilize the mobile network to search
for information regarding the cause of the disturbance situation. Thus, algorithms based on low-traffic network utilization
would not work during these events.
A modified sleep mode concept in cellular networks is the
main approach utilized in this paper for the functionality of
eNB sites operating only with backup power (i.e. during a
disturbance scenario). However, during this sleep mode the
eNB sites just wait for their turn to power on, not to broadcast
anything during this time. This way e.g. power amplifiers and
air conditioning are not needed and signal processing power
requirements are very low as there is nothing to transmit or
receive during the sleep time. Thus, the power consumption
of these ”sleeping eNB sites” is very marginal. This is more
effective in saving energy then having traditional sleep mode
techniques, where the eNBs ”wake up” to check the situation
every now and then. The approach utilized in the paper does
not take into account traffic loads, instead the target is to find
out what would be the effect of selecting only a portion of the
available eNB sites to the network performance. Moreover, the
study does not include algorithms in how to actually select the
usable eNB sites (although the selection of eNB sites is based
on choosing some eNB sites evenly within a target area).
III. R ADIO N ETWORK P LANNING
Radio network planning is a process to design the best
possible wireless communication network such that coverage,
capacity and the quality of service meet (and exceed) the
requirements set by the amount of subscribers in a target
area. In order to maximize these aspects, a radio network
planner needs to pay careful attention to some very important
factors. These include the environment, which defines the
propagation slope, the model used to calculate the maximum
path losses with the help of a link budget resulting to estimate
the cell ranges, and the network layout in terms of base station
locations with respect to other base stations.
A. Network Layout
The performance of a cellular network depends on many
factors and one of the important ones is the used network
layout or more precisely the used tessellation. Ideally, tessellations form a continuous network that has raster-like properties.
This means that the layout has symmetric shapes regarding the
positions of the eNB sites and antenna directions. The halfpower beamwidth (HPBW) of the used antennas also affect the
choice of tessellation, but for a 65 degree HPBW antenna the
cloverleaf tessellation is the most optimal choice [16]. It is the
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C. Planning Thresholds

Fig. 1. Cloverleaf tessellation with seven three-sectored eNB sites.

most commonly used tessellation in Europe and an example
of it with seven eNB sites is presented in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 shows that every eNB site antenna is pointed directly
towards one of the closest neighboring eNB sites. However,
this is done in such a way that the antenna beams are pointed
in between two other antenna beams thus reducing interference
as much as possible.
B. Propagation Model
Coverage of a mobile network is defined as a geographical
area, where the eNB and user equipment (UE) can still
communicate between with each other. Coverage estimations
can be calculated with reasonable accuracy, e.g. by using a
well-known Okumura-Hata prediction model equation (or its
extended version, the COST-Hata-Model) [17]:
L = A + B · log10 (fMHz ) − 13.82 · log10 (heNB )

− a(hUE ) + (C − 6.55 · log10 (heNB )) · log10 (dkm ) (1)
+ Cm ,

where
L is path loss in [dB],
A, B and C are constants,
fMHz is the used frequency in [MHz],
heNB is eNB antenna height in [m],
hUE is UE antenna height in [m],
a(hUE ) is a city size dependent function,
dkm is distance between eNB and UE in [km], and
Cm is an area correction factor.
Before the Okumura-Hata model can be used to get the
maximum cell distance, some link budget calculations are
needed to define the maximum path loss between the eNB
and UE.
It should be noted, that the Okumura-Hata model (1) has to
be tuned for every environment separately to get more accurate
results. In addition, the area correction factor, Cm , has to be set
regarding the propagation environment morphological values.
Correspondingly, the propagation slope, which is defined by
(C − 6.55 · log10 (heNB )), has to be set regarding the eNB
antenna height and the wanted propagation path loss exponent
by tuning the C constant.

Planning thresholds are used together with propagation
prediction models to calculate the maximum path loss in the
link budget. The main planning threshold value is the slow
fading margin [18]. It is calculated from the standard deviation
of the slow fading, the propagation slope and the coverage
probability for the service.
It should also be addressed whether the radio network
coverage is designed for outdoor or for indoor usage. When
designing a radio network with outdoor macro cells, and
there should also be some indoor coverage, some additional
planning thresholds are needed. First, the value of slow fading
margin should be increased and then the building penetration
loss should be added to the link budget calculation in order to
expect more realistic predictions.
One example of a typical average distance between neighboring eNB sites, i.e. intersite distance (ISD), is 750 m in urban
and 7500 m in rural environment [19]. While maintaining the
antenna height and moving eNB sites closer to each other,
more coverage overlapping occurs. This means that areas with
coverage from one eNB site have coverage also from other
neighbor eNB sites. In rural areas, the coverage overlapping
is minimized because of large ISDs and respectively in urban
areas there is more coverage overlapping because of shorter
ISDs, i.e. the eNB sites are close to each other. This means that
the possibilities to decrease the number of eNB sites and still
have available coverage should be greater in urban areas than
in rural areas, but this depends heavily on the configuration of
the network.
D. Practical Capacity Requirements
Mobile network capacity requirements depend on population density and the requested services. Since mobile network
cells are shared mediums, the available capacity per UE
depends on the total number of mobile network subscribers
within the serving cell and the data throughput each UE
requests. To expand this limited capacity, more channels,
i.e. additional frequency bands can be utilized together with
different technologies. Thus, recent implementations include
several frequency layers (bands) and technologies at one eNB
site [20]. An example of this would be a base station site,
that has a GSM base station, a UMTS base station, and a
LTE base station (eNB) and each of these technologies would
operate on at least two different frequency bands. These could
be e.g. GSM operating at 900 MHz and 1800 MHz, UMTS
operating at 900 MHz and 2100 MHz, and LTE operating
at 800 MHz and 2600 MHz. To maximize availability, and
thus to minimize the required electrical power need, several
technologies, e.g. GSM and UMTS and several frequency
layers should be switched off (e.g. only the lowest frequency
band of the remaining technology is utilized for service,
such as LTE 800 MHz), and still certain services such as
short messages, speech, or limited data services should be
maintained (depending on the available technology and its
capabilities). This results in conserving backup power in crisis
situations, but still enables services for subscribers for a longer
period of time compared with a situation where eNB sites
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Fig. 2. Digital elevation map of the simulation area.

would continue to operate normally and quickly consume the
available reserve energy.
IV. S IMULATIONS
Link-level simulations were implemented using commercially available radio network planning software called ICS
Designer. The area was a randomly picked and relatively flat
area in France, which had a 25 m resolution digital elevation
map as shown in Fig. 2. After the simulation results were
obtained, they were exported into Matlab software for further
analysis and visualization.
A. Simulation Setup and Environment
All simulations were based on a macrocellular cloverleaf
tessellation with eNB sites that had three sectors. A conventional eNB grid of 19 sites was used as a reference case,
which has one eNB site in the middle and two tiers, first tier
with six sites and second tier with twelve eNB sites, around it
forming a hexagonal grid. All eNB sites in the original layout
had an equal ISD of 500 m for urban and 4000 m for rural
environment. Circular areas with 1.25 km and 10 km radii from
the centre eNB site were the base ”area of interest” for the
analysis. In total 57 cells was the maximum amount of cells
in one area. In order to take into account sites outside the
target area, three more tiers of eNB sites were placed around
the central grid of eNB sites. Thus, continuous coverage was
formed such that the selection of eNB sites was repeated
around the target area to avoid errors in the edge areas of
the calculation area.
The antenna height values of 20 m and 40 m with five degree
antenna tilting were used in the simulations. The horizontal
antenna HPBW was 65 degrees with 17.22 dBi gain for eNB
sites while UE antennas were omnidirectional antennas with
0 dBi gain.
Okumura-Hata model was used for calculating the path loss
values in the simulations. Fading was taken into account with
log-normal distribution having zero mean and 9 dB standard
deviation. All key parameters regarding the simulations are
presented in Table I. The distribution of transmit power to
different LTE downlink physical channels is visible in Table II.

TABLE I
K EY S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter

Value

Unit

operating frequency band 20 (FDD)

800

MHz

operating frequency band 3 (FDD)

1800

MHz

operating frequency band 7 (FDD)

2600

MHz

bandwidth

10

MHz

number of usable resource blocks

50

pcs

loading

75

%

calculation resolution

25

m

intersite distance – urban

500

m

intersite distance – rural

4000

m

antenna height – urban

20

m

antenna height – rural

40

m

building height

8

m

eNB antenna HPBW

65

◦

17.22

dBi

3

dB

eNB antenna gain
additional losses
UE antenna height

1.5

m

UE antenna gain

0

dBi

max. eNB TX power

20

W

TABLE II
D ISTRIBUTION OF D OWNLINK T RANSMIT P OWER TO D IFFERENT LTE
P HYSICAL C HANNELS
LTE physical channel
reference signal

Share

Unit

4.76

%

physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH)

74.33

%

physical downlink control channel (PDCCH)

20.24

%

physical broadcast channel (PBCH)

0.33

%

primary synchronization signal (P-SS)

0.17

%

secondary synchronization signal (S-SS)

0.17

%

Total

100

%

B. Simulation Scenarios
Simulation scenarios had a large number of different types
of network layouts. The idea was to find suitable configurations to achieve good enough coverage for the simulation area
and at the same time minimize the service outage. The cellular
network can function an extended period of time when only a
part of the network is working on backup energy at a time. In
order to reduce the number of different possible combinations
which would be possible for a set of eNB sites, the number of
different kinds of sets out of all possible sets was reduced. If
all possible combinations would be considered, the maximum
number of different sets (in any order), e.g. with nine eNB
sites out of 19 eNB sites would be 19
9 = 92 378, and
 even
three eNB sites out of 19 eNB sites would have 19
3 = 969
different sets. Thus, the number of different sets was set at a
small amount, six in this paper, to study how the performance
of the network behaves as a function of available eNB sites.
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9

Fig. 3. Selection of different three to nine eNB site configurations that were utilized in the simulations for a target area (and repeated in a similar way around
this area to form a continuous coverage). The selected eNB sites are highlighted with blue color.

The focus is especially to study having less than half of the
eNB sites per studied area. The eNB sites chosen for a set were
based on spreading the available sites as evenly as possible to
the studied area, since e.g. choosing only the three closest eNB
sites from one ”corner” of the grid would results in the uneven
distribution of backup coverage in the target area of interest.
Fig. 3 shows how eNB sites were chosen for three to nine
eNB site cases. As can be seen, the eNB sites were chosen in
a way to be able to serve the target area as evenly as possibly.
An example of service probability with two different sets of
six eNB sites is visualized in Fig. 4.
V. R ESULTS
In the following, Fig. 5 shows the mean reference signal
received power (RSRP) level, Fig. 6 the mean service probability, and Fig. 7 the average signal-to-interference-and-noise
ratio (SINR) with respect to the number of eNB sites. Fig. 8
and Fig. 9 present the average area throughput to study the
available capacity with respect to the amount of eNB sites.
The corresponding exact values are presented in Table III and
Table IV.
The mean RSRP values in Fig. 5 show that as the number
of eNB sites grow the average RSRP increases, which is expected. Rural environment with E-UTRA band 3 (1800 MHz)
has the lowest average RSRP values and correspondingly rural
environment with E-UTRA band 20 (800 MHz) has the highest
RSRP values. The average values of RSRP are clearly different
for all cases. First of all, the environment type with different
antenna heights for the rural and urban areas has a huge impact
on the average RSRP values, since the antenna height for the
rural area is two times the height of the urban area. Next,
another important factor is the utilized frequency, i.e. for rural

area the higher frequency band is more than twice the utilized
lower frequency band. In the urban cases, the higher frequency
band is less then twice the utilized lower frequency band, thus
the differences between the average RSRP values for the two
rural cases is more dramatic than the corresponding differences
for the two urban cases. Finally, the urban case is also affected
by the buildings, thus lowering the average RSRP values. In
this study, the lowest value was −82.68 dBm with 15.79 % of
eNB sites available.
Fig. 6 presents the average probability to have backup
coverage in the different cases. The lowest probability to
have service coverage was with E-UTRA band 7 (2600 MHz)
in the urban environment. The lowest value was 55.44 %
with 15.79 % of the eNB sites available. Thus, although the
urban area had denser eNB site placement than the rural area,
the coverage areas with a higher frequency band are quite
limited, as well as overlapping areas. This is mostly because
of the attenuation is higher in the urban environment (with
buildings) as well as in a higher frequency band. When the
same frequency band was utilized in both the urban and rural
environment, the urban E-UTRA band 3 had slightly higher
probability to have a service than its rural counterpart (rural EUTRA band 3). The highest service availability was achieved
with the lowest frequency, E-UTRA band 20 in the rural case,
where the probability to have a service was over 80 % even
with the lowest number of eNB sites (15.79 %). In order to
have over 80 % probability for (backup) coverage in other
cases, E-UTRA band 3 cases (1800 MHz) would need around
26.32 % in urban and 31.58 % in rural scenarios and E-UTRA
band 7 (2600 MHz) around 50 % in the urban environment.
When the exact values are observed from Table III as a function of available eNB sites, the differences between different
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Fig. 4. An example of service availability with two different sets of six eNB sites.
TABLE III
S IMULATION R ESULTS
mean RSRP (dBm)
mean service probability (%)
mean SINR (dB)
rural
rural
urban
urban
rural
rural
urban
urban
rural
rural
urban
urban
800 MHz 1800 MHz 1800 MHz 2600 MHz 800 MHz 1800 MHz 1800 MHz 2600 MHz 800 MHz 1800 MHz 1800 MHz 2600 MHz
−76.37 −82.68
−78.83
−80.83
80.35
68.52
72.50
55.44
5.22
5.62
1.53
3.51
−75.35 −81.75
−77.91
−80.38
83.35
72.44
75.81
59.81
4.53
3.89
1.13
2.55
−74.29 −80.88
−76.77
−79.79
86.28
76.41
80.50
66.32
4.11
3.53
1.17
1.99
−73.56 −80.29
−76.07
−79.25
89.37
80.66
82.62
69.23
3.98
3.30
1.04
1.64
−72.91 −79.67
−75.33
−78.79
90.66
82.58
85.06
73.05
3.96
3.27
1.27
1.60
−72.39 −79.20
−75.03
−78.51
91.61
84.24
86.36
75.29
3.69
3.02
1.32
1.57
−71.91 −78.72
−74.29
−78.23
92.38
85.47
87.33
77.49
3.45
2.79
1.32
1.57

E-UTRA bands and environments are easy to compare as well
as the differences between each parameter. Intuitively thinking,
each parameter (RSRP, service probability, and SINR) should
have a better value as the percentage of eNB sites per area
is increased, and in general this is observed in Table III.
The only difference is the utilized lower urban frequency
band (1800 MHz), where the average SINR value is slightly
increased when more than 31.58 % of eNB sites are utilized.
However, this increase stops after more than 42.11 % of eNB
sites are utilized.
In Fig. 7, the mean SINR values are presented. It can be
noticed that in rural environment the achievable values are
higher than in urban cases, mostly because of low interference
from less dense eNB site placements, i.e. the minimum ISD
is 4000 m. When more eNB sites are available, the average
SINR degrades because of the increased interference levels.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the average throughput per area. As
can be noted, the available average data rates are much higher
in urban cases since the ISD is much lower, i.e. the network is
much denser. Is should be remembered that the loading of the
network was set to 75 %, thus only 37 resource blocks were
available out of 50 resource block available in the 10 MHz
bandwidth for LTE.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND D ISCUSSION
In this paper, the availability of mobile networks in disturbance scenarios was studied by simulating different network
layouts for macro eNB sites. Thus, a solution for improving
the cellular network functionality in disturbance situations was
presented, which is a very important topic in the resilience of
mobile networks. The target of the simulations was to find
out how would a limited network configuration perform in
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Fig. 5. Average RSRP level with respect to the amount of eNB sites per area.
TABLE IV
M EAN A REA T HROUGHPUT
Percentage
mean area throughput (Mbps/km2 )
of eNB sites
rural
rural
urban
urban
per area 800 MHz 1800 MHz 1800 MHz 2600 MHz
15.79 %
0.23
0.24
9.07
11.79
21.05 %
0.28
0.26
11.44
13.88
26.32 %
0.33
0.31
14.38
16.11
31.58 %
0.39
0.36
16.94
18.43
36.84 %
0.46
0.42
20.40
21.38
42.11 %
0.50
0.46
23.49
24.32
47.37 %
0.55
0.50
26.43
27.37
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Fig. 8. Average area throughput with respect to the amount of eNB sites per
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Fig. 9. Average area throughput with respect to the amount of eNB sites per
area in urban environment.

terms of coverage and capacity with mobile network availability (without adding additional backup power sources). This
minimum configuration can be utilized with battery backups
to extend the network availability called backup coverage.
As the name suggests, this exceptional state of the network
can not have ”normal” service availability as the goal is to
provide ”acceptable” or at least some coverage that would
last much longer than initially. This would mean that some
areas would not have coverage at every time instant during
the backup coverage time window, but since the operating
sets of eNB sites are cycled over time, all areas would have
a certain time window when the service is still available.
Thus, in order to achieve e.g. approximately 75 % availability
only 20 % to 42 % of eNB sites in urban areas, and 15 %
to 25 % of eNB sites in rural areas are needed. This means
that an increase of 100 % to 500 % could be achieved on the
operational time of backup coverage, correspondingly. This
also translates to having mediocre coverage for a longer period
of time if approximately 20 % of eNB sites would be equipped
with aggregates or any other means of powering up eNB sites,
which would be cheaper than having e.g. 24 h backup batteries
deployed to every possible eNB site.
The comparison of the achieved results to other sleep
mode techniques is not that straight forward. First of all,
the traditional sleep mode techniques are designed to save
energy during low traffic time periods and this is not the case
during disturbance situations. Second, many studies such as
[13]–[15], all consider different sleep mode techniques with
different kind of eNB site layouts with heterogeneous networks
(besides macro sites, there can also be micro and small cell
sites). In order to get some idea about the effectiveness of
the approach utilized within this paper, the authors in [21]
present a comparable sleep mode technique, where part of the
eNB sites remain active all the time and part of the eNB sites
can switch to sleep mode. The results in the study suggests
that on average the power savings from an actual network
implementation would be from 7.38 % to 27.72 % on a 24 h
time period. Thus, although still not directly comparable, the
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energy savings are clearly a lot less than in the approach
utilized in this study. The difference is mostly explained with
the fact that the sleep mode technique is designed to keep
high quality of service (QoS), i.e. high service availability. In
this paper the requirements for QoS are clearly lower since
the idea is lower QoS to enable even some sufficient service
level for a clearly longer period of time by aggressively saving
energy.
Although it seems that there would be more overlapping
in the rural areas, it should be noticed that the service
availability is higher in urban areas when the same E-UTRA
frequency bands are utilized (band 3). This indicates that the
operational time of the backup coverage in urban areas would
last somewhat longer. Thus, the achievable gain is strongly
related to the overlapping rate of neighbouring cells which
is also defined by the utilized frequency band as well as the
configuration of the eNB sites.
The studied availability can be reached in existing networks
by utilizing existing configurations and resources by adding
only controlling units. Moreover, the achieved results assume
that transmission lines and core networks are properly functioning (which is usually the case, at least in Finland, as the
backhaul element backup power regulation is stricter than for
eNB sites by a factor of 2–6 [2]), and thus more specific solutions need to be proposed to maintain their availabilities in case
of disconnections. It should be noted that in real operational
networks the selection of eNB sites is not so straightforward.
The geographical distribution of eNB sites is not symmetrical
and only roughly follows the cloverleaf tessellation. Moreover,
this study only showed how would the network perform if each
eNB site was independent of another eNB site, i.e. the study
did not take into account the possible backhaul connection
limitations of linked eNB sites. This would have more serious
effects within rural environments where wireless microwave
links are utilized more frequently compared with urban areas,
where wireless links between eNB sites rarely exist. The
results are valid only for the given configuration, however,
they were chosen such that they represent possible real-life
implementations and provide insight on the level of service
availability with a limited cellular network configuration.
The future work on this topic will consider more practical
eNB site layouts, i.e. the distribution of sites will be closer
to real-life implementations with more clustered locations of
eNB sites. Moreover, the effect of wireless microwave links,
i.e. the backhaul connection will also be taken into account
based on an operational cellular network operator.
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Improving Disturbance Management with Combined Electricity and
Mobile Network Situation Awareness System
Heidi Krohns-Välimäki1, Joonas Säe2, Jussi Haapanen3, Pekka Verho4, Jukka Lempiäinen5
Abstract – This paper presents a new method to improve the disturbance management of electricity networks and mobile networks with a situation awareness system that was developed in this
study. The system is based on combining the disturbance information from electricity and mobile
networks. Both of the networks provide useful information for disturbance management: electricity
outage areas from the electricity network systems and coverage outage areas from the cellular
network operators. The outage information from an electricity network is received through the
Distribution Management System (DMS) service and combined with customer identification codes
to find out whether mobile network base stations lack electricity. This information is combined
with operational mobile network coverage areas calculated beforehand with an empirical Okumura-Hata path loss model in order to visualize coverage outage areas. A situation awareness system
that combines these parts provides new disturbance management insights and shows the disturbances of both networks with one glance. Thus, the restoration plans for both networks can be sped
up and critical areas can be more easily prioritized since a clear visual presentation of the situation is easy to comprehend. Therefore, this new method improves the resilience of society, especially during major disturbances.

Keywords: Disturbance management, Electricity network, Mobile network, Situation Awareness
System

NOMENCLATURE
A
a(hMS)
B
Cm
dkm
fMHz
hBS
hMS
L

frequency-dependent constant
city size -dependent function
frequency-dependent constant
area correction factor
distance
frequency
effective base station antenna height
effective mobile station antenna height
path loss

I.

Introduction

Storms such as Valio in 2015, the Tapani storm at
Christmas 2011, four storms in the summer of 2010 in
Finland and the storms Per 2006 and Gudrun 2005 in
Sweden caused widespread and long-lasting disturbances
in the supply of electric power. In these storms, some
individual customers were without electricity even for
several weeks. In January 2011 and January 2015, the
snow load on trees caused widespread disturbances in
Finland. In addition to storms that affect rural areas, e.g.,
Hurricane Sandy caused widespread disturbances in urban areas in the eastern USA in October 2012. There
were, e.g., floods that caused an outage to Manhattan in
New York. Most of these disturbances caused problems

for mobile networks, water supply, residential heating and
the conditions of farm animals. In July 2014 and January
2015 in Finland, the disturbances of the electricity network caused notable outage regions for mobile networks.
Some areas were left without mobile network coverage
for almost a day, which greatly influenced the resilience
of society. [1]-[10]
A situation where both the electricity and mobile networks have a disturbance at the same time is complex to
manage. Nowadays the electricity network has a lot of
remote-controlled devices such as switches. Some of
these devices use a mobile network to communicate with
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA).
Meanwhile, mobile network base stations need electricity
to operate. The Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority (FICORA) has determined that base stations in
Finland must have backup power batteries or some other
form of reserve power to maintain the transmission for at
least three hours in the event of a disturbance in the electricity network [11]. However, an electricity disturbance
can last longer than the reserve backup power, e.g., if a
storm delays the beginning of the repair process for a
certain time. In addition to remote-controlled devices, the
Distribution System Operator (DSO) relies on mobile
networks to contact and follow repair teams and contractors during disturbances. If both stakeholders receive
information from each other’s networks, their recovery
processes could be executed more efficiently.
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In addition to the recovery of both networks, information about disturbances can be crucial to public authorities such as fire and rescue services or municipalities. For example, municipalities are responsible for
home care patients with safety phones or emergency buttons. If the electricity or mobile network service is lacking, the safety buttons will not function. The disturbance
information from both networks would help fire and rescue services and municipalities to target their activities.
[2]-[12]
In this study, a new method was developed to improve
the disturbance management of electricity networks and
mobile networks with a situation awareness system. The
system improves information exchange between different
stakeholders in disturbances. The method was tested with
an implemented live demonstration of the system. The
system presented here is an extension of an earlier
demonstration developed for electricity network disturbances [2]-[5]. The development process of the system that
is demonstrated was iterative and is based on workshops
and user need interviews organized during this study. In
addition, a case study of a disturbance situation of both
electricity and mobile networks in Finland, presented in
[1], was carried out with a demonstration to test and improve the method. This paper focuses on one main feature of this system, which combines both electricity and
mobile network outages in the same view. This information will help the DSO to focus their restoration planning in order to recover the mobile networks they need
for their remote-controlled devices. Meanwhile, it will
also help mobile network operators to plan their need for
extra deployable reserve power.
The demonstration example was constructed on the
basis of information from multiple operative networks:
four from the electricity networks and one from the mobile network. These network elements were modeled accurately in the situation awareness system that was developed in order to correspond to the actual infrastructure of
a certain area in Finland.
The main contribution of this paper is to improve the
restoration process in electricity supply disturbances by
taking into account the effect of the interdependencies
between electricity and mobile networks. Section 2 describes the interdependencies between electricity and
mobile networks. The present sources of situation awareness in major disturbances are discussed in Section 3, and
Section 4 presents the new method for information exchange in the event of a disturbance. Section 5 describes
the implementation of the situation awareness system.
This implementation is then demonstrated in a case study
as presented in Section 6. The benefits of the system are
discussed in Section 7, and finally conclusions and discussion of the study are given in Section 8.

II.

Interdependencies Between Electricity
and Mobile Networks

The development of electricity networks towards a
smart grid has increased their dependency on mobile
networks. In previous studies, it has been noticed that
there are significant interdependencies between electricity and mobile networks. In the Tapani 2011 storm in Finland, the mobile network coverage was reduced by 25%
as a result of outages and it took four days to restore it
almost fully. On the other hand, a wide disruption of the
mobile network can affect the electricity network if the
public mobile networks are congested. [12]-[17]
In recent years, the restoration process of electricity
networks has been improved by increasing the number of
remote-controlled switches. The reestablishment time can
be improved by several hours with these. However, some
of these switches use the Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) network to communicate. If
there is no communication between the remote-controlled
switches and substations, a repair team has to be dispatched to close the switches manually and this will slow
down the restoration process. [18], [19]
In addition, there are communication links between
substations and SCADA. Often, the mobile network is
utilized for their communication because the price is fair
for data transfer with adequate speed. Secondary substations can monitor and control the electricity network remotely. This function is important for power system restoration because it helps to locate faults. [16], [20]
The number of Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) meters in electricity networks has increased. Smart metering
devices are utilized for reading and recording signals
related to power quality and failure detection. Usually,
they utilize mobile networks for communication. The
data are typically transmitted either via Short Message
Service (SMS) or the circuit-switched non-transparent
GSM data service. [21]
Remote-controlled devices are not the only thing in the
electricity network restoration process that is dependent
on mobile networks. The DSO’s work management is
heavily dependent on mobile networks in disturbances.
The repair teams move around while restoring the network. They need communication access to communicate
with the control center to locate faults and to receive
permission to fix them. In addition, the teams need information about their next tasks. Most of the communication with the DSO’s operator is handled via mobile
phones or tablet computers using the Distribution Management System (DMS) service, which also relies on the
mobile network. If cellular network coverage is missing,
the contractor remains unaware of how to proceed. In
addition, some DSOs utilize a work management system
that locates their team with the Global Positioning System (GPS) to help with the task allocation. [22]
Some of the above-mentioned communication methods are secured by using services from two different mobile network operators. However, in many cases mobile
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network operators share the same masts. Thus, a power
blackout at one mast location results in the unavailability
of more than one mobile network operator’s service
availability in that particular area. In addition, it is expected that, e.g., in Sweden the total energy consumption
of mobile networks will increase by 20 percent, from 108
TWh in 2015 to 132 TWh in 2021 [23]. Thus, as the
need for electricity in mobile networks continues to increase, it is even more important to improve the recovery
process of the electricity supply to these networks in disaster scenarios.
The functionality of mobile networks depends on the
availability of electricity networks. When there is a power blackout, the mobile network is not able to provide any
coverage without any backup power. However, e.g., in
Finland, the mobile networks should still continue to operate, because FICORA has issued a regulation [11] stipulating that mobile network base station sites should have
backup power for three hours in the event of a disturbance in the electricity network. This is usually implemented with backup batteries, since, e.g., the availability
of renewable energy devices, such as solar panels and
wind turbines, is a rare sight at base station sites in Finland, mostly because of their low efficiency rate. Thus,
base stations commonly rely on battery backup power
during electricity disturbances.
The backhaul connections in mobile networks, i.e., the
connections from the mobile operators’ core network to
the base station sites, are mostly implemented with fiber
connections. These connections also rely on the electricity network in order to function. The devices in the backhaul transmission lines usually have a longer backup
power reserve than the base stations, at least from six to
twelve hours [11]. The most critical sites are equipped
with aggregates to enable operation for longer periods of
time, together with ready-made contracts with different
companies to deliver more fuel to these sites when needed.

III. Existing Situation Awareness Systems
for Major Disturbances
At present, in disturbances, the DSO creates the
awareness of the disturbance, mainly on the basis of
DMS and SCADA, which show the outage situation of an
electricity network. In addition, the DSO utilizes a Work
Management System (WMS), which reveals the situation
of repairers and resources. In most cases, the DSO decides the fixing order on the basis of the locations of customers with high consumption or the faults that cause the
most trouble with electricity supply [2]. The present
sources of situation awareness in electricity supply disturbances were compared in a previous study [3]. In this
study, the comparison was extended to include the
sources of situation awareness in mobile network disturbances.

Fig. 1. A view of the DMS service.

In Finland, most of the DSOs display information
about outages on their web pages, e.g., on transformerlevel maps. In addition, some DSOs offer DMS services
(Fig. 1) to their contractors and to local fire and rescue
services in Finland. These services give access to the
DMS view for the authority during disturbance scenarios.
A common factor for all of these systems is that there are
only a few bidirectional functions on these systems and
they are not usually personalized to different user groups.
At present, mobile network operators rarely utilize these
systems. [2], [3]
There are some Situation Awareness (SA) systems
available for electricity supply disturbances. Some of
them are designed for common emergency situations and
some especially for disturbances of the electricity supply.
In Germany, there are a few situation awareness systems
that have been developed for disturbances. One DSO has
developed a system which delivers information about
outages to the authorities. The system filters the needed
information about planned and unplanned outages from
the network control system. This information is transmitted to the rescue coordination centers via email. The data
from the email can be integrated into the systems of the
rescue coordination centers. In addition, municipalities
receive information about outages via an SMS which
includes the phone number of the DSO. [24]
In Canada, the Multi-Agency Situational Awareness
System (MASAS) has been developed for exchanging
emergency management incident-relevant information
between multiple stakeholders. The system has been designed for exchanging information in non-ordinary situations, e.g., in a flood season. The system is based on a
map where information about weather, earthquakes, fires
and electricity outages can be presented. The MASAS
can be used for sharing information about disturbances of
the electricity supply even though it is not designed specifically for that. [25], [26]
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Fig. 2. An example of a disturbance visualization from FICORA’s
service for severe and very severe disruptions to mobile networks.

Generally, the DSO does not know the locations of
mobile network base stations. In Finland, some DSOs
cooperate with their mobile network operators so that
they have information about the location of the most significant base stations.
Nowadays in Finland, different mobile network operators provide their own services for informing subscribers
about disturbances of their own network. There are three
main mobile network operators in Finland, which have
their own infrastructure, and correspondingly there are
three different services for informing the customers. The
level of accuracy differs greatly in terms of how precisely, e.g., any disturbance is visualized on a map. FICORA
has set minimum requirements for this [27], but even
more accurate information can be given. For example,
operators can show coverage outages even on a single
base station level. In addition, FICORA has a web service
which combines the disturbance information of different
operators. An example of this kind of disturbance visualization is shown in Fig. 2. The information is usually presented at the municipality level, as can be seen from the
figure. However, it is generated only after severe or very
severe disruptions to the network and shows only the
rough area where the disturbance affects the coverage of
the mobile network.
One mobile operator in Finland shows the mobile network service problems in considerable detail, together
with the expected coverage area of the outage. This is
more accurate than is required by FICORA, but illustrates
the disturbance situations quite well.
In the United Kingdom, e.g., one operator offers a service that can show the coverage areas and some unexpected issues or planned maintenance on a map. However, the problems are shown on the map only after a specific area is searched, and even after an area has been
specified, the problems are shown with symbols on the
map without a clear influence area. Thus, only rough estimates of the affected coverage areas are shown. Another
operator in the UK has a similar kind of service, but rather than the problem areas being shown on a map, the
problems are only listed without specific information on
the locations on the map. In Australia, a similar kind of

approach is presented as in the UK. In their service, after
an address has been defined, a map shows the specific
area with the symbols of the base station towers. These
symbols also represent whether the service is OK, there is
some planned work or there is some live outage at a specific base station site. Moreover, the map only shows the
symbols when an address is defined, and thus the service
status map does not show the status of any other regions
without a new address being searched for.
The mobile network operators receive fault information from the base stations directly to the system.
These include, among others, information about any
problems related to the functionality of the equipment or
warnings about service- or transmission-related misbehavior. Thus, operators should know whether base station
site equipment is not able to access an electricity supply
and is forced to utilize the backup power. Additionally,
the mobile network operators in Finland have some
agreements with the electricity companies to receive information about the status of electricity networks. This
helps in following the operational status of electricity
networks, but a direct combination of the relations between these networks is not available.
Mobile network operators are also prepared for major
disturbances. Cooperation with electricity companies is
important to coordinate the distribution of backup power
to critical areas. However, there is no common system,
e.g., a common map service, to show disturbances of both
networks that is available for this purpose. The mobile
network operators also follow weather forecasts in order
to prepare for possible disaster scenarios caused by
storms or other extreme weather phenomena.
In Finland, State Security Networks Ltd. has developed a situation awareness system, KRIVAT, that combines information from different stakeholders such as
DSOs and telecommunication operators. They offer a
map-based view that presents disturbances of electricity
networks and mobile networks. However, the system
does not present accurate coverage areas of mobile networks. In addition, the service includes a discussion forum for all stakeholders and with meteorology. The main
difference from other existing services is that in addition
to a situation awareness system they offer a secured telecommunication connection to their customers.
One form of preparedness for major disturbances is a
real-life exercise in cooperation with electricity companies and the authorities. Thus, mobile network operators
practice in advance the situations in which major disturbances could happen. This improves their ability to react
to these events and helps to speed up the recovery process in times of actual disaster scenarios.

IV. The Method for Information Exchange
in Disturbances
In this study, a new method was developed to improve
information exchange between stakeholders in electricity
and mobile network disturbance cases. This method is
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based on a concept of a situation awareness system that
benefits all stakeholders. [1]-[5]. The method is tested
with a developed demonstration of a situation awareness
system that specifically combines the information from
both the electricity and mobile network. The demonstration illustrates how the exchange of information between
stakeholders could be executed by using the situation
awareness system.

IV.1. A demonstration of a situation awareness system
The developed demonstration illustrates disturbances
of electricity and mobile networks in a web-based user
interface. In addition, it illustrates customers who are
heavily dependent on the electricity or mobile network,
the so-called critical customers. The critical customers
can be, e.g., patients who need special healthcare, elderly
people or critical infrastructure sites such as water pumping stations. Information about critical customers is
stored in a manually updated database which users can
update by themselves. The structure of the system is presented in Fig. 3.
The demonstration combines information from multiple DSOs and mobile network operators as seen from
Fig. 3. This information can be combined with information about weather conditions, e.g. lightning strikes,
the status of fire and rescue service tasks and traffic report. The main users (customers) are distribution system
operators and mobile operators. In addition, municipalities, authorities and fire and rescue services can benefit
from the system. The demonstration can be personalized
for different organizations.

Fig. 3. A diagram of the demonstration.

IV.2. The user interface of the demonstration
The demonstration presents combined information
from both electricity and mobile networks on a map. The
user interface of the demonstration consists of a map part
to which different information layers can be added and an
event log where the amount of the electricity network
outages can be seen with one view (Fig 4).
Fig. 5 shows a closer view of the user interface (the
map has been stripped away from the figure because of a
non-disclosure agreement). The gray light bulb symbol
indicates the transformer station which has an outage and
the red polygon indicates the lack of mobile network
coverage. In addition, mobile network base stations have
their own symbol. The color of the base station symbol
shows whether the base station does not have electricity
or if it is running on batteries. It is marked with a blue
symbol when the situation is normal. If a base station has
to rely on batteries, the color of the symbol is yellow, and
if it does not have any electricity the color of the symbol
is red.

Fig. 4. The user interface of the demonstration.
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Fig. 5. Detailed view of the user interface during a disturbance.

V.

The Implementation of the Demonstration
V.1. Electricity network

The electricity network part of the situation awareness
system is based on existing systems and methods used by
the DSOs to inform customers about outages and maintenances. The main source of the information is the DMS.
The DMS maintains the distribution network state and
signals related systems whenever a change of state occurs. Currently, this method is utilized by the DSOs in
order to provide an outage information web page to customers. The web page shows the current state of the network, information on when outages started and the approximate ending time of these outages. This is also used
for providing an SMS service in which the DSO informs
its users about future maintenance and possible outages
as soon as the information about them has been confirmed. When a change of state happens, the DMS generates outage information data about the current state of the
network. The data contain important information about
the outage, such as the start time, the end time and the
type and a description of each outage. These data are sent
to the situation awareness system using the Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) or by sending the data as an
Extensible Markup Language (XML) formatted file. The
data are sent over Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
(HTTPS). If the data are sent using the SOAP, the DMS
implements a SOAP client that connects to the SOAP
server implemented by the situation awareness system.
The DMS pushes the changes to the situation awareness
system whenever a change of state occurs. If a simple file
transfer is used, the situation awareness system polls the

server changes in the file.
The DMS generates outage information on two different levels; a transformer level and a customer level. The
transformer-level outage information contains the outage
information and a list of affected transformers. The information is generic and cannot be utilized to identify any
single customer unless the customer’s transformer code is
known. The customer-level outage information contains
the same outage information as the transformer-level outage information. It also contains more information about
the outage, such as a list of affected customers’ identification numbers, the certainty of the outage and the state
of the outage, meaning whether it is a new outage or recurring outage or the supply is temporarily restored.
These data can be used to identify a single customer.
Once the data are received, the system saves the data
into a relational database (such as MySQL or PostgreSQL). As the data are sent on two different levels (the
transformer and the customer level) the data are first
parsed and combined together. Each outage has a unique
identifier that can be used to combine the two levels of
outage information together.
Users connect to the system with a web-based user interface. The user interface works on all modern browsers.
Once a user connects to the system the user requests data
from it. The outage information which the user is interested in is sent to the user on the basis of previously set
organizational information and user settings. The data
that are received are further parsed on the user's browser
and displayed to the user. The data can be further filtered
by the user in the browser-based user interface. The user
interface keeps on polling the server for changes in the
network in order to keep the user interface up to date.

V.2. Mobile network
The implementation of the mobile network part of the
system was based on the existing infrastructure of a mobile network operator and accurate configuration data
available for a certain area in Finland. The individual
coverage areas were accurately simulated with a mobile
network simulation tool in which all the necessary configuration parameters had been taken into account. These
included base station locations, antenna heights, antenna
directions, antenna tilting levels, antenna models and
their gains, transmission powers and any additional losses, as well as the frequencies used for GSM and the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), i.e.,
the second-generation (2G) and the third-generation (3G)
cellular networks. In addition, the simulations required
information about the elevation data of the area in the
form of Digital Elevation Maps (DEMs), together with
the type of environment the area had. The environment is
taken into account with different morphographic corrections, which cause different attenuations for the propagating signal.
The simulations then used the Okumura-Hata [28] path
loss model to calculate the final coverage areas for every
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GSM and UMTS cell. This is based on calculating the
maximum distance that the signal between the base station antennas and the user equipment can propagate. The
Okumura-Hata path loss model or its extension, the
COST-231-Hata model (for higher frequencies), is defined as:
L  A  B  log10  f MHz   13.82  log10 hBS   ahMS 
 44.9  6.55  log10 hBS   log10 d km   Cm ,

(1)

where L is the path loss in [dB],
A, B are frequency-dependent constants,
fMHz is the frequency used in [MHz],
hBS is the effective base station antenna height in [m],
hMS is the mobile station antenna height in [m],
a(hMS) is a city size-dependent function,
dkm is the distance between the base station and mobile
station in [km],
and Cm is an area correction factor.
The constants A and B are defined separately for different
frequencies according to Table I [28].
TABLE I
COST-231-HATA PROPAGATION MODEL CONSTANTS
150-1500 MHz

1500-2000 MHz

A

69.55

46.3

B

26.15

33.9

The city size-dependent function a(hMS) is defined as:
ahMS   3.2  log10 11.75  hMS   4.97
2

ahMS   1.1  log10  f MHz   0.7   hMS

 1.56  log10  f MHz   0.8  hMS

(2)

(3)

Equation (2) is defined for large-sized cities with frequencies greater than or equal to 300 MHz and (3) for
small to medium-sized cities for all the valid frequencies
presented in Table I. The area correction factor, Cm, is
also defined separately for different-sized cities. For
large-sized cities Cm is 3 dB and for medium-sized cities
it is 0 dB [28]. It should be noted that there are some
limitations on how to use the COST-231-Hata propagation model. The model is valid for frequencies between
150 and 1000 MHz and 1500 and 2000 MHz for ranges
between 1 km and 20 km. In addition, the effective base
station antenna height is limited to between 30 and 200
meters, while the mobile station antenna height is limited
to between 1 and 10 meters. Nevertheless, all of the values used in the simulations for the simulated area are
within the limitations.

Fig. 6. An example of the coverage simulation for one cell.

Another aspect that defines the behaviour of the Okumura-Hata model is the propagation slope, which is the
44.9  6.55  log10 hBS  part in (1). As can be seen, the
only variable in defining the propagation slope is the effective base station antenna height, hBS. However, the
propagation slope defines the way the signal attenuates
while propagating through the environment. Thus, with a
fixed hBS, the only way to change it is to change either the
value 44.9 or the multiplier 6.55. The simulation tool
fine-tunes the value 44.9 with respect to the environment
to get the correct propagation slope for the correct areas.
The simulation results are exported separately for each
base station site as images in order to visualize the cell
coverage areas. An example of the coverage simulation
for one cell is shown in Fig. 6. It should be noted that the
coverage area follows the differences in elevation and the
effect of different types of environments.
On the basis of the customer identification code or the
transformer code, the base stations can be combined with
the outage information. The result of the connection is
utilized to find out whether the base station does not have
an electricity supply from the network.
Other fault information can also be imported into the
situation awareness system. Besides the fault information
about the lack of a power supply from the electricity network, the information about the status of cells is also imported into the system. This enables the system to visualize the lack of coverage, e.g., in the case of maintenance
work.

V.3. Other information
Other information is needed for the system to be operational. Critically electricity-dependent site information is
important to the system. The data are received from the
users of the system and can be imported into the system
in two ways. Users can utilize the web-based user interface to add new sites manually. This is viable in cases
where the number of sites is low, as in the case of a small
water utility. In cases where the stakeholder has a high
number of critical sites (such as a municipality), integrating the stakeholder's database is also possible. The critical site database is then automatically updated once a site
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is added to the stakeholder's own database.
The weather information in the system is fetched from
an interface provided by the Finnish Meteorology Institute (FMI). FMI provides a Web Feature Service (WFS)
compatible interface for fetching the weather information.
FMI provides forecasts, current weather information and
history information. The data are fetched using Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
The Finnish rescue services provide an interface for
media and other users to get information about the current activities of the rescue services. These data are also
fetched from the interface using HTTP.
Furthermore, other information can be implemented
into the system; e.g., the Finnish Transport Agency
(FTA) provides information about the current traffic situation. These data can be fetched from the SOAP interface
provided by FTA. In addition, the system can be integrated with DSOs’ work management systems to follow the
location of the repair teams.

face. At present, the outages of the electricity networks
are observed on the transformer level.
The live demonstration was tested for two months in
this study. The disturbances that occurred during the testing time were observed with it. During the testing period
there were no major disturbances to any of the networks.
Smaller outages occurred once or twice per week. Once a
small electricity network outage resulted in just one mobile network base station blackout (Fig. 7). In this case
the outage did not have an effect on mobile network coverage because the other base stations nearby covered the
missing area.

VI. The Live Demonstration – Case in Finland
The demonstration was tested in two different cases. In
the previous study the system was tested on the basis of
history data from a disturbance case in Finland that affected both the electricity and mobile networks [1]. In
this study, the system was tested with live operational
networks.
A live version of the demonstration was developed to
test how the SA system could be implemented. The
demonstration combines information from four DSOs and
one mobile network operator. The demonstration presents
the lack of coverage areas in the mobile network and outages of the electricity networks on the transformer level
on a map view. The area that is studied is the operating
area of the chosen DSOs. In addition to mobile network
coverage, the base stations that have faults are also shown
on the map.
The information on the outages is combined with the
information about the location of the critical customers.
Customers can be added to the system on the basis of
their transformer number. The system gives a warning
when a critical customer has an electricity network outage.
In order to implement this functionality in (near) real
time, an interface between the mobile network system
and the situation awareness system was developed. In the
system, the mobile network fault information is collected
every 10 minutes from a file that has been generated by
the mobile network operator and sent to the situation
awareness system. The system then extracts the information and visualizes the possible changes that have happened after the previous fault information update. This
enables a near real-time presentation which is still relatively light to compute. The data from the DSOs is collected every five minutes from the DSOs’ web page inter-

Fig. 7. Outage of electricity network and faulted base station of mobile
network illustrated in the demonstration.

VII. Benefits of the method for situation
awareness system
The combined electricity and mobile network situation
awareness system helps to monitor the electricity and
mobile networks, especially in the event of major disturbances. It improves the restoration process as a result
of the added value from the interoperability of these networks. In addition, the resilience of the society during
disturbance situations improves when the authorities have
information as to whether their critical customers or critical sites lack electricity or mobile service. This information can then be utilized to prioritize the restoration
process of the networks for the most critical areas. Thus,
repair teams are able to concentrate more on the most
critical areas, and if the situation changes it will be visible in the system and changes to the repair order can be
decided fluently and effectively. The improvements in
terms of information exchange and benefits to the system
are illustrated in Table II.
As shown in the case study [1], the situation awareness
system can be utilized to find out the vulnerabilities and
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the interdependencies of critical infrastructures. This information can be highly useful when planning an electricity or mobile network. In addition, the information can be
utilized in a restoration planning process. Illustrated situation awareness improvements help DSOs to plan their
restoration processes more effectively. The repair order
of the electricity network faults can be changed so that
the most important base stations utilized by DSOs’ remote-controlled devices are restored first. In addition, the
fault repair order can take into account the most disturbance-vulnerable electricity consumer sites, which are

PRESENT

DSOs

Mobile network operators

Authorities &
Municipalities

customers with high consumption of electricity
no or some important base
stations of mobile network
inaccurate awareness of mobile network coverage
location of repair teams
location of remote-controlled
devices
warning if base station does
not have electricity supply
from the electricity network
inaccurate information about
the running time of the backup power of the base stations
inaccurate awareness of disturbances of electricity supply
base stations that are the most
important for mobile network
coverage
no information about critical
customers that are highly
dependent on mobile coverage, e.g., home care patients,
retirement homes
inaccurate awareness of disturbances of electricity network
inaccurate awareness of mobile network coverage
location of customer whose
life is dependent on electricity
supply or mobile network
coverage
location of own critical sites,
e.g., water pumping stations

important to the resilience of society. This can
also improve DSOs’ network planning by recognizing
existing problematic areas, which could be prevented in
the planning process of new areas. If the DSOs know the
location of the important base stations, they can plan the
network so that those areas are more resilient, e.g., with
ground cabling. Furthermore, the DSOs can consider
changing the communication media in those areas where
mobile network coverage is most vulnerable to disturbances.

TABLE II
SITUATION AWARENESS BENEFITS
WITH SITUATION AWARENESS SYSTEM
customers who are heavily dependent on
electricity
all faulted base stations of mobile network
detailed awareness of mobile network coverage
information if repair team does not have
mobile network service
warning if remote-controlled device does not
have mobile network coverage
estimation of the end time of the outage

prediction of how long the mobile network
will operate with backup power after the first
outage
detailed awareness of disturbances of electricity supply
base stations that would be most important
to the restoration of the electricity network

BENEFITS OF THE SYSTEM
DSOs can take these sites into account when
planning the network or the restoration plan
base stations most important to DSOs’ operation
can be detected and secured
predict the possible disturbances in own network
caused by mobile network
repair team can be informed beforehand where to
proceed when they need to find some coverage
prediction if this can affect DSOs’ own restoration process
prediction if more backup power is needed

mobile network operators can utilize this information to renew poorly functional batteries

which base stations are most important to
the critical customers, e.g., retirement homes

predict the possibility of disturbance situation in
own network
mobile network operators can improve their
backup for the most important base stations to
expedite the coverage restoration process of the
mobile networks
the sites can be taken into account when placing
the backup power

detailed awareness of disturbances of electricity supply from one view

authorities and municipalities can improve the
planning of their own duties

detailed awareness of mobile network coverage
warning if critical customer does not have
electricity supply or mobile network coverage

authorities and municipalities can improve the
planning of their own duties
prediction of whether residents need to be evacuated or otherwise helped

warning if critical site does not have electricity supply or mobile network coverage

municipalities can plan which sites need backup
and which can be substituted, e.g., sharing water
among residents instead of providing the backup
to a water pumping station

One benefit of the system is that the DSOs and the
mobile network operators can find out how their recovery
process is working. They can detect if everything went as
planned. Likewise, they can find out whether the processes of the other stakeholders caused the problems or if the
problems were in their own processes.
In addition, the demonstration can extend the DSOs’

work management with the information about repair
teams which do not have mobile network coverage. It can
also be utilized to warn the teams before they move to an
area without coverage or to inform them beforehand
where to proceed when they need to find some coverage.
With the information received from the demonstration,
mobile network operators could plan their backup power
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batteries or reserve power more precisely. They can recognize the base stations that are the most important to the
resilience of the electricity network and improve their
backups. This can expedite the coverage restoration process of the mobile networks. Further, the information
about disturbance areas of electricity networks can be
used to find the most vulnerable base stations from the
operators’ own network and increase their backup power
batteries or other reserve power. While cooperating in the
network planning process, DSOs and mobile network
operators can detect the most vulnerable areas for the
operations of both networks and plan the backup power
together.
In the long run, the SA system makes it possible to detect deteriorated mobile network base station backup batteries. The DSOs can use this information to, e.g., plan
their restoration process so that the electricity will be
restored first at those locations. The mobile network operators can utilize this information to renew poorly functional batteries.
The information feed to the system can be processed
further; e.g., when the customer number of the base station is known, it is possible to detect if it does not have
electricity feed from the network at the moment. Further,
knowing that the base station is still working means it is
possible to find out that it is working on batteries. In this
case, how long the batteries will work can be determined.
The information can then be saved into the system for
later utilization. DSOs can utilize this information to predict how long their devices will have a mobile connection. In addition, the mobile network operators can utilize
this information in the maintenance planning process.
Besides improving the recovery of the electricity and
mobile networks, the system can improve the resilience
of society in disturbances. Municipalities are able to recognize the customers who have safety phones or safety
buttons in areas which are temporarily lacking mobile
network coverage or an electricity supply. Municipalities
can utilize the information to send help to customers or to
plan their evacuation. The warnings of critical sites help
municipalities to plan the placement of movable reserve
power or to plan whether the site can be substituted, e.g.,
sharing water among residents instead of providing backup power to a water pumping station.
For authorities such as the fire and rescue services the
awareness of the disturbance area plays an essential role
for their operation. Thus, they can prepare for an increasing amount of work and summon more officers to duty.
The combination of the information of multiple DSOs
reduces the number of information sources and the workload of the authorities. With the situation awareness system, the fire and rescue services can increase their help to
the municipalities, e.g., it will improve evacuation planning together with municipalities.

VIII. Conclusion
In this study, a new method to improve the disturbance

management of electricity and mobile networks was presented. The method is based on a situation awareness
system which combines the information from both the
electricity and the mobile network. During the study a
demonstration of the system was implemented utilizing
the existing systems. To test the method a live demonstration was performed in Finland. The demonstration combines information from multiple DSOs and one mobile
network operator.
The main problem with the present situation awareness
systems utilized in disturbances of electricity and mobile
networks is that the interdependencies of different infrastructures are not taken into account and the information
presented in the system is not further processed as is the
case in the MASAS system [25], [26]. In addition, some
of the systems are still limited to presenting information
from only one stakeholder. This can hamper the restoration process of the networks.
The authorities and the operators of both networks can
benefit from the situation awareness system and not only
the authorities as in the system presented in [24]. The
DSOs and network operators can utilize the system in
restoration planning, e.g., the mobile network operators
can place more backup power at the base stations that are
most important for the operation of the electricity network. In addition, the information from the system can be
utilized to improve the network planning, e.g., DSOs can
ensure the electricity supply for the most important mobile network base stations by ground cabling. For the
authorities the most beneficial functionality is the information about the status of the critical sites. With this information they can focus their actions on the right residents, e.g., safety phone customers.
There can be problems in adopting the new method if
it depends on a commercial system, where the data are
produced by customers themselves. Some of the existing
systems have had problems acquiring customers because
the variety of the input data is dependent on the number
of customers that produce the data. In that case, the
amount of information received for first users is limited
and the benefits of the system stay low. The best situation
in which to adopt the method is if there is legislation or
regulation that forces the stakeholders to add data to the
system. In that case, the system could utilize all the data
at the same time.

IX.

Further Studies

The future research should relate to analyzing the performance of the real-time system and its impact on the
overall time needed to manage disturbance situations.
The testing of the live demonstration will continue further. The main goal is to test the demonstration in the
event of a major disturbance that affects multiple electricity networks and mobile networks. In addition, more users will be added to the system, e.g., DSOs and municipalities, for testing purposes.
The future research around this new method should al-
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so include developing additional algorithms, e.g., automatic warnings on top of the system that has been developed. In addition, e.g., machine learning algorithms could
highlight interesting information from the operational
networks, especially about the interdependencies between
the networks.
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Abstract—In this research, a demonstration of a situation
awareness system is presented. A real case of the disturbance of
the electricity network was illustrated with the demonstration.
The state of the remote controlled switches was simulated based
on the model of the mobile network coverage and compared
with the real state information from the online remote field
service provider. The case study confirmed that there are
interdependencies between both networks. The main
contribution of this research is a new method to improve the
disturbance management of electricity and mobile networks and
to improve the resilience of the society in disturbances by a
combined situation awareness system.

major disturbances that have not been especially long lasting
but extremely wide spread, like the disturbances in the
transmission systems in the USA and Canada in 2003 and in
Central Europe in 2006. Both of these caused negative societal
consequences. [1]-[7]

Index Terms—Disturbance, Situation awareness, Co-operation,
Mobile network, Remote controlled switch.

Electricity distribution and mobile networks are
interdependent. Mobile network base stations require
electricity to operate. The base stations should have backup
power batteries or other reserve power to maintain the
transmission for at least three hours assigned by The Finnish
Communications Regulatory Authority (FICORA). However,
the electricity disturbance can last longer than the reserve
backup power, e.g. because of storms. [8]-[10]

I. INTRODUCTION
There have been several problems in the information
exchange between organizations in disturbances of electricity
supply. Interdependencies between electricity and mobile
networks have been noticed. The situation where both
electricity and mobile network have an interruption at the
same time is complex to manage.
Storms like Pyry and Janika in Finland in 2001, Gudrun
2005 and Per 2006 in Sweden, four storms in the summer of
2010, storms at Christmas of 2011and two storms in autumn
of 2013 in Finland caused widespread and long lasting
disturbances in the supply of electric power. In those storms,
some individual customers were without electricity for a few
weeks. In January of 2011 snow load on trees caused
widespread disturbances in Finland. In addition to storms that
affect the rural area, the hurricane Sandy caused widespread
disturbances in Eastern parts of the USA in October of 2012
including some cities. There were e.g. floods that caused
outages in Manhattan, New York. [1]-[7]
Many of the long lasting and wide spread disturbances, the
so called major disturbances, are induced by storms and other
severe weather conditions. However there have also been
The authors would like to thank the Finnish Funding Agency for
Innovation (TEKES) for funding and supporting the research work

Typically, the disturbances caused problems in
telecommunication, water supply, animals’ conditions in
farms and with the coldness in private houses. The coldness of
the houses has even resulted in some evacuations. The
problems with telecommunication also affected safety phones
and safety buttons. [1]-[7]

While the electricity network can operate without
telecommunications for the operation of the distribution
automation (DA) it is necessary. Traditionally most of the
communication was done using proprietary communication
methods and protocols. Nowadays the mobile network is
utilized in multiple ways in distribution networks such as DA
and communication with repair groups. [11], [12]
The electricity network is developing towards the Smart
Grid, thus the amount of DA devices in the distribution
network has increased in recent years. DA devices improve
the outage recover times. Previously, a telecommunication
link was only established to critical parts of the network such
as substations. After a remote connection to substations, the
utilization of remote controlled disconnecters started.
Nowadays in addition to these devices a connection is also
needed for automatic meter reading (AMR). The connection
between control center and DA devices is often based on
mobile network technologies. Powerline communication

(PLC) is also used together with a mobile network (e.g. for
AMR meters). These connections also depend on the mobile
network as part of the communication link to the control
center is implemented using a mobile network. [12], [13]
In addition to remotely controlled devices, Distribution
System Operator (DSO) relies on mobile networks to contact
and follow repair teams and subcontractors during
disturbances. If both actors receive information about these
disturbances, their recovery processes could be executed more
efficiently.
After the storms in Finland in December 2011 the Finnish
Electricity Market act was changed to improve the reliability
of the electricity networks. The new addition to the legislation
requires DSO to prepare a contingency plan for disturbances.
Further, it was added to the legislation that the maximum
duration to outage will be six hours in urban areas and 36
hours in rural areas concerning all of the customers from the
beginning of 2029. DSOs must prepare development plans to
describe how these limits will be achieved and how the
electricity supply for the sites that are important to the
resilience of the society are ensured. Further, the new
legislation requires that the DSOs should participate in the
formation of a situational awareness and supply any
information relevant to this purpose to the responsible
authorities. [14]
This paper presents the demonstration of a situation
awareness system that combines information about
interruptions of electricity and mobile networks. This system
can be utilized to improve the resilience of both networks.
Further, a case in which an interruption occurred in both
networks has been studied.

level the comprehension of the situation is formed based on
the information received at the first level. At the third level,
the perception and comprehension are utilized to form a
projection of the future happenings in the situation. [15], [17],
[18]
DSO’s situation awareness can be divided into two
categories; internal and external (Fig 1). At present, the studies
of DSO’s SA are focused internal SA. Thus, the information
systems that DSO utilizes are focused to support mainly on
that. These systems are SCADA, Distribution Management
System (DMS), work management system (WMS) and
customer information system (CIS). All of these are designed
to support the everyday actions of DSO. [19]-[21]
SCADA collects the status and measurement data from the
network. This information is used to control the network.
DMS connects data from SCADA and customer information
system to map-based user interface. With DMS the overall
picture about the network can be seen. It can be used to plan
and remake the connections in the network. At disturbance
situation DMS is important tool to locate the outages and to
get an overall awareness of the situation. In addition, the
WMS is an important tool in disturbances, thus it is utilized to
locate the repairer teams and to communicate with them. It
can be utilized to share tasks and send teams to right places to
fix faults. [21]
Internal SA
DMS
SCADA
Shared SA
WMS

DMS Service

CIS

II. METHODS
A demonstration of inter-organizational situation
awareness system to disturbances of electricity supply has
been developed in this research. The developing process has
been iterative. The present situation has been studied by
literature review and in several cooperative workshops of this
research. These results are presented in [1]-[3]. Methods of the
usability and user-centered design have been utilized in the
design process to improve the demonstration e.g. semistructured interviews for user needs [14], [15].
In this paper, the main focus is in instrumental case study
approach [16]. The case has been simulated with the
developed demonstration and compared with the real life case.
The results of the comparison were analyzed for studying the
capability to utilize the demonstration to improve the
restoration process of the electricity networks and mobile
networks.
III.

THE SOURCES OF THE SITUATION AWARENESS IN
DISTURBANCES
Endsley’s theory of the three levelled situation awareness
is utilized in design process of the system. The theory defines
the situation awareness (SA) as the triad of “perception”,
“comprehension” and “projection”. The first level consists of
perception of the status, attributes and dynamics relevant
elements in the environment of the situation. At the second,

DSO
TSO’s web page
Teleoperator’s
web page

DSO’s web
page
SMS
Social Media

PETO Media
Weather
Service
External SA

Figure 1. The DSO’s situation awareness.

The external situation awareness of DSO can be divided to
the information that DSO delivers to other actors and
customers and to the information that DSO receives from
others. The main information that DSO needs is the situation
of transmission network, because the issues in transmission
network can affect the distribution network. Some of the
DSOs want to follow the outages of their neighbour DSOs’
networks. By following that information, DSO can predict if
storm is coming to their operating area. However, public web
pages are the only way to follow the other DSOs. In addition
to their systems DSO gets weather forecast and warnings from
local meteorological institute. Other information that DSO
receives can be e.g. tasks of fire and rescue services. [1]

Some DSOs are co-operating with their local mobile
network operators and they may have information about the
locations of the important mobile network base stations. In
addition, they may follow the coverage information of the
mobile network from operator’s public web page. In Finland,
the mobile network operators are offering information about
their interruptions on a digital map. There are no restrictions
about how accurate level the information has to be illustrated,
thus some operators are offering information in municipality
level while others are offering it in more detailed level. For the
purpose of the DSO this information is often too inaccurate.
Some DSOs are maintaining a database about customers
that are highly dependent on electricity. However, this
information is usually outdated because there are no
established practices. [1], [2]
At present, the information that DSO shares to others is
focused mainly on their web pages. Most of the DSOs in
Finland have an outage map on their web page. Users can
utilize the outage map to see which areas the outage affects (in
transformer level accuracy), when it has started, when it is
estimated to end and how many customers it affects. This
information comes from DSO’s DMS. Some DSOs utilizes
DMS also to share more detailed information to repairers,
subcontractors and fire and rescue services. This so called
DMS service was originally designed to share information to
subcontractors and it is a direct view to DMS. Technical
language is used in the interface and can be difficult to use by
the fire and rescue service. In addition, some DSOs have SMS
services that send the outage start time, estimated duration and
the estimated end time information to the customer. [22], [23]
In Finland, there are three main mobile network operators
who have their own infrastructure. Their operating areas are
wider than DSO’s, i.e. nationwide. There are multiple DSOs
in area of one mobile network operator. The mobile network
operators are not offered any additional services i.e. DMS
service by DSOs, thus they are relaying on public web pages
of DSOs. Consequence of this is that the information that
mobile network operators achieve from the disturbances of the
electricity network is shattered to multiple systems.
There are some Situation Awareness (SA) systems
available for the disturbances of electricity supply. Some of
them are designed especially for disturbances of electricity
supply and some for common emergency situations. Common
for those systems are that they are focused on level 1 and 2 SA
and do not process different information to give the projection
to future. [20]-[26]
IV.

THE DEMONSTRATION OF SITUATION AWARENESS
SYSTEM

The problem with present sources of the situation awareness is
that the interdependency between electricity and mobile
network has not been taken into consideration. None of the
systems combines information of the both networks.
Furthermore, the devices that are dependent on both networks
are not included in present systems. [1], [2]
In this study, the demonstration of a situation awareness
system to disturbances of electricity supply has been

developed. This demonstration consists of two parts; 1) first
part illustrates the mobile network coverage and base stations,
2) the second part illustrates the information from different
actors related in disturbance e.g. fire and rescue services tasks.
The demonstration combines information from multiple DSOs
and mobile network operators to web based user interface. In
addition, information about remote controlled devices can be
added to the system. The system structure is presented in Fig.
2.
The main users are distribution system operators and
mobile operators. In addition, municipalities, authorities and
fire and rescue services can benefit on it. The demonstration
can be personalized by organizations.
Network state information providers
Distribution
system
operators

Service providers

Telecommunication
network operators

Rescue
services

Web-based
user interface

Finnish
meteorology
institute

Critical
sites
database

Finnish
transport
agency

Manually updated
static relational
database

Users

Distribution
system
operators

Rescue
services

Telecommunication
network operators

Municipalities

Figure 2. The diagram of the demonstration.

This demonstration presents combined information from
both networks (Fig. 3). The gray symbol indicates the
transformer station which has an outage and the red polygon
indicates the lack of mobile network coverage. In addition,
mobile network base stations have their own symbol. The
color of the base station symbol informs if the base station
does not have electricity or if it runs on batteries. It is marked
with a blue symbol when the situation is normal. If a base
station has to rely on batteries, the color of the symbol is
yellow, and if it does not have any electricity supply the color
of the symbol is red.
In addition, there is a symbol for the repair team and
remote controlled switches. The location information of the
repair team can be combined with coverage information to
achieve information if the repair team is approaching an area
without coverage. Remote controlled switches are presented
with a white symbol if they do not have mobile network
coverage. Otherwise they have light blue symbols.

backup battery. A simple model is used: whenever the nearest
transformer is affected by the outage, the base station is being
supplied by the backup battery.
In addition third party remote controlled switch statuses
were displayed on the map. The status of a switch is either on
or off. The switch mainly used the network of the mobile
network operator that provided the mobile network data. If the
switch is on, the packet loss is 0 %. If the switch is off, the
packet loss is 100 %. The modelled coverage areas are used to
calculate a modelled status for each switch based on their
location in the coverage area. Both the modelled and the actual
status are then displayed on the view.

Figure 3. A view of the system.

The public authorities can add information about their own
critical sites such as people with safety phones to the system.
These sites are presented with their own symbols (orange
symbol in Fig. 3). The symbol of such critical site will show if
there is no electricity or mobile network coverage.
V.

THE CASE STUDY - THE REMOTE CONTROLLED
SWITCHES
An outage case that occurred in Finland was studied in this
research. Information about the case was received from
multiple organizations. The DSO provided transformer status
information about the area. The mobile network operator
provided configuration and status information about the
mobile network base stations. An online remote field service
provider provided information about the communication link
statuses of the switches in the electricity network.
The provided base station configuration data was used to
simulate the coverage areas of each base station. The coverage
areas have been accurately simulated with a mobile network
simulation taking into account all necessary configuration
parameters. These parameters include base station locations,
antenna heights, antenna directions, antenna tilting, antenna
models and their gains, transmission powers and any
additional losses as well as the used frequencies for Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) systems. In
addition, Okumura-Hata path loss model was used to calculate
the overall signal power loss of the propagated signal from a
transmitter to receiver, also taking into account the effect of
the elevation differences in the area. The simulation results
were exported separately for each base station site as images
to visualize the coverage areas.
The base station data has been visualized on the map with
the coverage areas and the status information. The mobile
network operator provided the information whether the base
station was active or not. No information was provided on
whether the station is supplied by the network or by the

The example of the system’s view is shown in figure 3.
The blue symbols present mobile network base stations that
are being supplied by the network. The yellow symbols
present mobile network base stations that are possibly being
supplied by a backup battery. The red symbols present mobile
network base stations that are down. The bright blue symbols
present remote controlled switch that have a working
telecommunication link. Similar white symbols present remote
controlled switch without a working telecommunication link.
Similar grey symbols present remote switch that are modelled
to not have a working telecommunication link but actually
have one. The differences in the model and the real state are
discussed in the next chapter.
VI. THE RESULTS OF THE CASE STUDY
In the studied case, the storm caused interruption to
electricity network. Because of the storm, the interruption in
electricity network expanded gradually. The base stations of
the mobile network have backup power, thus the interruption
did not effect on mobile network and switches immediately.
Based on the modelled situation of the mobile network, the
first switches (grey symbol in Fig. 4) became unreachable 2
hours earlier than in the real case
When the worst situation occurred in the mobile network,
the worst situation from the switch point of view began.
There were 103 switches in the studied interruption area. In
the worst case 12 switches were unreachable (Fig. 4). This
happened approximately 4 hours after the first failure in the
electricity network. After this the situation was improving
when the base station in south-west of the observed area was
restored. However, 9 hours after the beginning of the
interruption, more switches started to become unreachable
even though the mobile network was already operating in the
area. In this case, the dropped switches were located to the
edge of the studied area. Approximately 12 hours after the
beginning of the interruption all switches were fully
functioning.
In the model, the amount of the switches that did not
function was bigger than in real case. 63 switches were
unreachable in the worst case in the model. In addition, the
timing of the worst situation did not match to real case. In the
last drop of the switches, the modelled values resembled the
real data.

utilizing networks of multiple operators. However, in Finland
mobile operators are using common masts often, thus if the
interruption in electricity network is affecting one mobile
network it is most likely affecting the others too.

Figure 4. The worst situation in the observed case.

VII. DISCUSSION
The data about remote controlled devices illustrated in the
system, was analyzed to utilize the demonstration to improve
the restoration process of the both network was studied.
Information about the modelled status of the switches and the
real status of the switches were compared. There are some
differences in the statuses especially in the edges of the
observed area.
There were some issues with the information as the
observed areas were slightly different. Some of the differences
between modelled and real status can be caused by the 10
minute status polling time of switches.
If the data is observed only from the mobile network
coverage point of view, it can be said that the modelled and
measured statuses do not match. There can be several reasons
for that. First, the coverage area has only been generated from
a specific area and does not include the coverages of the
surrounding base stations. The coverages usually overlap and
can improve the service in the edges of the current observed
area. Second, the switches could utilize two operators’ mobile
networks. However, in this case all the switches were using
the same mobile network. If the comparison is made in the
middle of the modelled area, the model and the real data
resemble each other. The most probable reason for this is that
that modelled mobile network area is too small. A larger area
should have been modelled.
9 hours after the beginning of the disturbances 10 switches
became unreachable while there was mobile network coverage
in the area. There is a small chance that the devices do not
have electricity and their backup power was lost. However,
the chance is quite small, because the backup batteries are
designed to last at least 24 hours. The other option is that the
mobile network coverage simulations are incorrect on that
location. However, the switches are located in the area where
everything else is working.
The studied remote controlled switches utilize the network
of one mobile operator. Their resilience could be improved by

Based on the analysis of the case, the situation awareness
system can be utilized to find the interdependencies between
electricity network and mobile network. Further, this
information can be utilized in the restoration planning of both
networks. With the system the DSO and the mobile network
operator can locate the most important base stations in the
electricity network. The DSO can utilize the information to
restore the electricity first to those base stations, thus
achieving communication to their own remote controlled
devices. The mobile network operator can utilize the
information to locate the transferable backup generation to the
base stations that are most important for DSO’s
communication. In addition, if the interruption information is
combined with the information of how long the base station
has backup power it can be utilized to project the future events
of both networks.
The DSO can utilize the information about the coverage
area of the mobile network to inform their repair teams about
the problems in communication, e.g. the repair team can be
warned if they are approaching an area with no coverage.
Further, the system can be utilized when developing both
networks. The DSO can ensure the supply to the most
important base stations e.g. by cabling. Likewise, the mobile
network operator can improve the backup of the important
base stations.
The public authorities can utilize the system to follow their
own sites that are critically dependent on electricity or mobile
network e.g. safety phone customers. With this information
they can focus their actions better. In addition, the simulation
part of the system can be utilized for training purpose.
For further development the methods utilized in the
demonstration will be applied into a live demonstration. The
demonstration presented above is an offline demonstration of
a previous disturbance. In the live demonstration the mobile
and electricity network data is gathered in real time, the data is
combined and the current situation is shown on the web based
user interface. Users such as the mobile network operator, the
DSO and municipalities can use the system during the live
demonstration to gain information about the current situation
in the electricity and mobile networks. Different situation
awareness rating and testing methods can be utilized to study
the suitability of the demonstrated system to disturbance
management when the live demonstration is own use.
CONCLUSION
Major interdependencies exist between electricity
networks and mobile networks. The sources of the situation
awareness of the DSO consist of internal and external sources.
Present methods are focused mainly on DSO’s internal
situation awareness. There are some situation awareness
systems to information exchange in disturbances and some of
the DSOs are co-operating with their local mobile network
operator to locate the most important base stations. However,

any processed information about the interdependencies of the
both networks is not supported. Further, the authorities are
using multiple web pages and DMS services to achieve the
information about both networks.
In this research, a demonstration of a situation awareness
system was developed. This system illustrates the
interruptions of electricity and mobile networks on a map.
Information about the sites and devices that are dependent on
either of these networks e.g. remote controlled switches or
elderly residents can be added to map. This information can be
utilized to improve the restoration process of the electricity
networks or mobile network and to improve the resilience of
the society in disturbances.
It was noticed from the analysis of the disturbance case,
that the remote controlled switches are highly dependent on
the mobile network. In the studied case, some contradiction
between the modelled state of the switches and the real state
appeared, because the effect on base stations outside the
observed area could not be taken into account while modelling
the mobile network coverage. Otherwise, the modelled area
resembled the real case.
Based on the case it is not possible to make a conclusion
how the unreachable switches effected on the restoration
process of the electricity network. To make these conclusions,
the information of the manually controlled switches would be
needed in addition to information how long the manual
opening process took.
The demonstrated situation awareness system could help
the authorities to plan their actions better, e.g. to evacuate only
the residents whose life is dependent on one or both of the
networks. In addition, the resilience of the society can be
improved by using the demonstration to plan the placement of
the backup power.
The DSO and the mobile network operator can utilize the
system to improve their restoration process after the situation,
e.g. the mobile network operator can improve the backup of
the base station which is important to the electricity network.
Likewise, the DSO can plan the cabling to ensure the
electricity supply to important base stations.
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Abstract—The power levels of cellular network User
Equipment (UE) may vary considerably in both the receiver and
the transmitter side, especially in indoor locations. With an
indirect guidance method, the users are self-optimizing their UE
to a better location with the help of an application. Thus, the user
distribution is weighted more on high quality connection areas,
which results in saving the UE batteries and reducing the overall
radiation. This power reduction can also be understood as a
capacity increase, especially in radio networks based on Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA), such as the Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) technology.
The aim of this paper is to show the possibility and the
opportunity to save energy or to increase the capacity in cellular
networks when the users are indirectly guided to optimize their
UE locations. In this study, energy and capacity optimization is
verified for residential indoor users in the measurements where
the users are served by signals coming from several outdoor Base
Stations (BSs) in a typical urban environment. The results
obtained show that a path loss (PL) improvement of up to 10–25
dB can be achieved when the user locations are optimized and the
signals are coming from the outdoor BSs.
Keywords—Indoor, user location, energy, optimization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Currently, mobile network users expect a ubiquitous and
very high quality service. However, since the users are
frequently located indoors, one of the most difficult challenges
is to offer good coverage and signal quality to these locations.
Therefore, implementation of outdoor BSs and separate indoor
systems (indoor BSs) is required in order to cover indoor areas.
In both approaches, the typical target is to guarantee a
predefined minimum signal power level for a user with a good
signal quality and data throughput. The distribution of dense
outdoor BSs or, in particular, indoor antenna distribution in
indoor systems is required to achieve this minimum power
requirement at the majority of the indoor locations. As a result,
several very high-power signal level locations can also be
achieved indoors.
Mobile networks are very densely deployed in urban areas,
and BS sites still include several technologies from Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) to UMTS and
Long Term Evolution (LTE) due to the speech and data
throughput requirements. This automatically yields to highenergy consumption due to the low efficiency of the
transmitters (especially in CDMA) and to the needs of air
conditioning requirements. Hence, high radio frequency

radiation results naturally in the substantial amount of
transmitters.
Despite this very dense multi-technology deployment, the
distribution of the received power levels may still vary,
especially in indoor locations within a small area of few meters
depending on the BS and UE locations [1]. This is typical for a
time and space variant indoor propagation channel, especially
when the UE is served by one BS, and when the environment is
active. The received power level deviations are neither
measured nor reported in residential apartments nor even in the
offices when the indoor coverage is served by several outdoor
BSs in an urban area, and when the power levels of interest are
clearly better than the coverage threshold.
Typically, radio network planning guidance targets to offer
minimally acceptable received power levels everywhere,
resulting in higher received power level than needed in several
indoor locations [2]. Similar aspects can be noted when UEs
are located in vehicles. Moreover, these high-quality planning
guidelines are controversial, because it is expected that the UE
locations are homogenously distributed and the users are not
trying to – or do not need to – optimize their terminal location.
If it is assumed that the behavior of mobile users could be
influenced in indoor or in-vehicle locations, the received power
level could be significantly improved by moving the terminals
just a little. These movements could be guided by some
behavior rules, or by new approaches like Mobile Performance
Gaming (MPG), which would continuously guide the user to
locate his or hers terminal optimally and send statistics e.g. to
an operator. The target of the guidance is not to limit the
mobility, but instead to avoid bad locations, and guide users to
better connections whenever easily possible.
In case of optimal or even partially optimally located
indoor terminals, the required energy consumption, as well as
the amount of radiated power, could decrease dramatically.
Moreover, the changed user distribution would have impacts
on channel modeling and to other research areas.
A practical measurement campaign is carried out in a
typical residential apartment environment to show the impact
of user behavior on the received power levels and the
reductions in the required energy consumption. Measurements
are carried out in an urban area in a commercial 3GPP
networks including several serving BSs. A key target of the
measurements is to show the deviation of the measured signal
power levels above the minimum acceptable power level, that
is values better than a certain threshold. This shows the
opportunity to improve the mobile connection with small-scale
terminal movements.

h DL =

K

å
k =1

r k × Rk × v k
× ((1 - a k ) + iDL ) ,
W

(2)

where αk is the dimensionless orthogonality of the kth user, and
iDL is the average dimensionless other-to-own cell interference.
B.

Fig. 1. Coverage of macro BS site: a PL between the BS and MS antennas.

II.

THEORY

Mobile networks are deployed based on the Cellular
Concept approach where recently 3-sectored macro BS sites
are mostly built [3] at a certain distance by giving coverage
over a certain geographical area as shown in Fig.1.
A. Transmission Power at BS
A BS antenna at each sector (Fig. 1) transmits effective
isotropic radiated power (EIRP) to a radio propagation channel,
and a mobile station (MS) antenna receives a power level
RX_LEV at a reception location. When the EIRP and the
RX_LEV are known, the PL between the BS and MS antennas
can be theoretically calculated, or practically measured, for
example, by using a constant transmission power such as the
Pilot Signal (Common Pilot Channel, CPICH) in downlink
direction in the UMTS system [4].
PL between BS and MS antennas (downlink) in UMTS
indicates directly the required average transmission power
DL
PTX
to get a connection, that also includes interference, as
defined in [5]:
K

åv

N rf × W × L ×
DL
PTX
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k
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1 - h DL

×
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W / Rk

,

(1)

where Nrf is the noise spectral density of the mobile receiver
front end in watts per hertz or watt-seconds. Value for Nrf can
be calculated as the sum of the thermal noise density N0 in
watt-seconds, and the dimensionless mobile receiver noise
figure NF. The system chip rate W is in chips per second, L is
the average dimensionless PL of the mobiles in a cell, and K is
the number of all active mobiles in a cell. The dimensionless
service activity of the kth user is vk, r k is the dimensionless
Eb/N0 requirement of the kth user, and Rk is the bitrate of the
kth user in bits per second. The dimensionless downlink load
factor is denoted by ηDL.
Especially in UMTS, the PL and thus also the required
power per connection should be optimized because it has a
direct link to the network capacity as indicated in the downlink
load equation

Radio Propagation in Outdoor and Indoor Locations
The variation in the received power level RX_LEV means
directly variation in the required transmission level equivalent
to the EIRP.
The received power level in indoor locations is time and
space dependent [1] meaning that the received power level is
changing when the receiver moves, or when the environment
changes as people are moving, or closing and opening doors
near the receiver. These deviations in the received power levels
are caused by Rayleigh fading (fast fading), but also by slow
fading (the average of fast fading is varying) because of the
indoor walls. This special effect of the time and space variant
indoor environment has to be taken into account when
measurement results are analyzed.
When outdoor BSs are used to cover indoor locations, the
propagation between a BS and MS antennas can be predicted
by using, for example, a well-known Okumura-Hata (COSTHata-Model) equation [6].
L = A + B × log 10 ( f MHz ) - 13 .82 × log 10 ( hBS ) - a ( hMS )
+ (C - 6.55 × log 10 ( hBS )) × log 10 (d km ) + C m ,

(3)

where L is the PL in dB,
A, B and C are varying constants,
fMHz is the used frequency in MHz,
hBS is the BS effective antenna height in m,
hMS is the MS antenna height in m,
a(hMS) is a city size dependent function,
dkm is the distance between BS and MS in km, and Cm
is an area correction factor.
In (3), it has to be remembered that the equation needs to be
tuned for every environment separately to get accurate results.
The area correction factor, Cm, has to be set regarding the
propagation environment. Correspondingly, the propagation
slope, defined as (C - 6.55 × log 10 (hBS )), has to be adjusted
regarding the BS antenna height.
The Okumura-Hata equation gives predictions of the
received power level at outdoor locations, and thus indoor
penetration loss of 10–30 dB has to be added depending on the
building materials and types [7] to have prediction results in
indoor locations. Moreover, the coverage planning of outdoor
BSs is typically based on Okumura-Hata type of predictions,
which means that BS coverage needs to overlap enough with
neighbor BSs to have a continuous coverage and service in
indoor locations (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Coverage overlapping of multiple BSs.

C.

Multiple Coverage in Cellular Mobile Networks
In mobile cellular networks, the received power level may
vary also because the signal power is coming from several BS
sites, or cells as indicated in Fig. 2. Depending on the exact
terminal location, one carrier may be superior compared to the
others. One carrier is offering better received power at one
location, and other carrier in the next location because of the
slow fading, and because of the different materials like glass
windows or concrete through a propagation path between the
BS and MS antennas.
In coverage overlapping areas of multiple serving BSs, the
typical radio planning target of location or service probability
of 90–99% should be well achieved. Moreover, if the coverage
planning criteria is expecting to get 90–99% connection
probability from one BS, and simultaneously several BSs are
covering the same location as typically in a densely deployed
urban areas, the received power level may have much higher
values [3].
III.

MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN

A.

Measurement Environment
A practical measurement campaign was carried out at one
main location in a normal urban residential apartment in
downtown Helsinki, Finland. Thus, indoor locations of typical
residential users were measured in a high density BS coverage
and capacity area. The measurement location as well as the
measurement timing was selected randomly. Two different
carriers (Network 1, Network 2) were measured.
All measurements represent results in configuration where
signals propagate to indoor locations from the implemented
outdoor BSs. Network 1 and Network 2 have different network
configurations.
Normal commercial non-calibrated mobile terminal was
used in all measurements, and thus absolute values are not
highlighted but relative received power levels are the most
interesting ones. The data was collected with a help of an
application that utilizes MPG, which sends the measured data
to a server, where it can be accessed.
B.

Measurement Scenarios
Four different measurement Scenarios were repeated for
Network 1, and only Scenario 1 for Network 2 (Fig. 3
represents the blueprints of the measurement apartment and the
measurement areas):

Fig. 3. Measurement Scenarios 1–4 in the apartment.

1.

Mobile terminal on different tables around common
areas in the apartment.
2. Mobile terminal at a certain small area of 3–6 m
maximum difference in location. This subarea was
selected based on the measurement Scenario 1.
3. Mobile terminal at a very small area of 1–2 m
maximum difference in location (different parts of a
table); this measurement is carried in the subarea of
measurement Scenario 2.
4. Mobile terminal is constantly at one location on the
table inside the area of measurement Scenario 3.
All measurements were carried such that the mobile
terminal is on a table approximately 50–120 cm from the floor,
and in all measurements the mobile is not having a body
contact but measurement person is able to walk or stay in the
surroundings of the mobile i.e. sitting, standing, or walking
approximately 3–5 meters around the mobile. The
measurement Scenario 4 is especially showing variations of the
received power level due to these environmental changes.
All measurements were carried in the apartment on the first
floor from the street level.
Measurements are carried in two commercial 3GPP
networks (Network 1, Network 2) i.e. the mobile terminal is
measuring received power level from all technologies: GSM,
UMTS, and LTE. Measurements are done in IDLE mode i.e.
the mobile terminal is not connected to the network, and thus
measurement happens in the downlink direction where a BS
transmits and the mobile terminal receives the signal power. In
GSM, the Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH) is measured
because it has a constant transmission power in downlink
direction as well as the Common Pilot Channel (CPICH) has in
UMTS technology. In LTE, a reference signal was measured to
have a similar effect of the constant transmission power.
Typically, in 3GPP technologies, 32 neighbor BSs (or cells)
can be measured, but only six bests are reported by a mobile
terminal [8].
In IDLE mode, mobile terminal measures continuously, and
reported samples are averages over certain seconds. Averages
were recorded every 10 s meaning 6 averaged samples per
minute, and 60 averaged samples in 10 minutes.
In IDLE mode in 3GPP, a mobile terminal is selecting the
technology based on radio parameters. One technology can
have priority given by parameter settings. This means that
mobile terminal is staying in the priority technology as long as

the coverage ends, or the coverage is very bad even if other
technology offers better power level.
In measurements, it was noted that UMTS technology was
highlighted i.e. mobile terminal tried to stay in UMTS network
as long as possible due to much better data communication
compared to GSM technology. At the same time, LTE
coverage was still limited, and thus results of LTE technology
are not significant. Thus, the highest priority and reliability of
measurements and results is in UMTS technology.
IV.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND ENERGY SAVING

In a typical radio network planning, location or service
probability of 90% is calculated for a certain coverage
threshold. Fig. 4 shows a cumulative curve of the received
power samples in Scenario 1 (Network 1). Fig. 4 shows that
90% coverage threshold corresponds to the received power
level of –125 dBm. This coverage level does not correspond to
a reasonable speech quality in UMTS technology and
approximately corresponds to a maximum throughput level of
0.3–1 Mbit/s when Dual Carrier technology is implemented in
HSPA, and when only one user is served by one BS.
Fig. 5 shows the obtained results of the measurement
Scenario 1. In Fig. 5 it can be seen that the received power
levels vary 25–30 dB for both networks in different parts of the
apartment even if 3–7 BS cells are offering indoor coverage at
different locations inside of the apartment. It has to be
highlighted, that every sample in the results represents the best
received power level at each terminal location inside the
apartment. Moreover, the terminal had enough time at each
measurement point to change to the best serving BS cell. The
mean values (µ) of the received power levels for the Networks
1 and 2 were µ1 = –108.5 dBm and µ2 = –114 dBm with
standard deviations (σ) of σ1 = 8.46 dB and σ2 = 6.39 dB,
respectively.
A specific small area of Network 1 was selected (Scenario 2)
because the received power level was changing rapidly in this
certain area. Fig. 6 shows 15 dB variation in the received
power level even if the terminal was moved only 3–6 meters
between the measurement points. The mean signal level was
µ3 = –104 dBm with standard deviation of σ3 = 5.54 dB.
Moreover, in Fig. 7, the obtained results show power
variations when the mobile terminal has different locations at
one 2 m x 1.5 m size house table (Scenario 3).

Fig. 5. Scenario 1: the received power levels of two different networks.

Fig. 6. Scenario 2 (Network 1): the smaller measurement area inside the
measurement area in Scenario 1.

Fig. 7. Scenario 3 (Network 1): the very small measurement area inside the
measurement area in Scenario 2.

Fig. 4. Scenario 1, Network 1: the coverage threshold for 90% location
probability.

Despite of only small movements, power level variations of
around 10 dB can still be noted, while having µ4 = –106 dBm
and σ4 = 3 dB.
Finally, the results of measurement Scenario 4 in Fig. 8
show the received power level variations of environmental
changes that happen when the mobile terminal is at one
constant measurement location (one measurement point of
Scenario 3). It can be noted that the received power level vary
6–10 dB when the measurement engineer is in the surroundings
of the terminal. This corresponds to a case where the user is at
home and reasonably close to the mobile. The mean power
level and the corresponding variance of the stationary mobile is
µ5 = –111 dBm and σ5 = 3 dB.

up to 150 users (354% increase) still using only power of 34.86
dBm (< 4W) but causing load ηDL = 75.9%.
V.

Fig. 8. Scenario 4 (Network 1): only one measurement point inside of the
measurement area in Scenario 3.

Fig. 9. Amount of samples from different BSs in Scenario 1.

The results presented in Fig. 5–8 include measurement
samples from 3–7 BSs from Network 1 and Network 2,
because the apartment is covered by several BSs as typically
happens in an urban area where BSs are implemented densely
to have enough capacity and indoor coverage. Fig. 9 shows the
deviation of the samples between different BSs in Scenario 1.
As a conclusion of Fig. 5–8, it can be noted that the
received power level may be improved easily 10 dB and even
up to 20–25 dB in downlink direction when the mobile
terminal location is optimized in small-scale movements in a
residential apartment. These improvement levels already
exclude variation of environment that was 6–10 dB. Moreover,
improvement of 10–25 dB at the reception can be used to
reduce the transmission power levels to keep constant quality,
and simultaneously to increase capacity, to reduce radiation,
and to reduce battery consumption of mobile terminals. Finally,
similar energy savings happen also in the uplink channel,
because propagation channel is reciprocal, and thus the
reception level can be improved also at the BS receiving end.
Improvement of the reception power level means also
improvement of PL, and capacity increase can be estimated by
using equation (2).
An example calculation using equation (2) with 33 speech
users (Rv = 12.2 kbit/s and Eb/N0 = 6.0 dB), and typical values
vk = 0.5, αk = 0.7 and i = 0.5 results in load ηDL = 16.7%. Using
this load value in (1) with receiver noise figure of 7 dB and
average PL of 150 dB (Scenario 1: RX_LEV = –117dBm,
CPICH_TX_Power = 33 dBm), the required transmission
power is 42.90 dBm (= app. 20W).
When 20 dB PL improvement is considered (RX_LEV =
–97 dBm) in (1), the amount of speech users can be increased

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, it was first introduced the possibility to guide
users to optimize their terminal locations based on the
connection quality. Moreover, this optimization directly
reduces radio energy consumption at the BSs and MSs, and
thus reduces costs, increases capacity, saves mobile batteries,
and reduces unnecessary radiation. The user behavior at
residential indoor locations was highlighted, and the practical
measurement campaign in UMTS network was done to show
the impact of energy reduction in indoor locations.
The obtained results show that the reception level of each
location optimized mobile terminal can be increased 10–25 dB
when short-term environmental changes of 6–10 dB due to
moving persons in apartments are excluded. These kinds of
reception improvements can cause high capacity increase in
mobile networks, thus yielding to excessive capacity
optimization and cost savings in the infrastructure. The results
can also show a way to new possibilities in radio link budget
by presenting a new variable called UE location optimization
gain to account for possible improvements coming from
optimized UE locations.
Similar results about PL improvements can be found also in
other technologies, like in GSM and LTE. In addition, it can be
noted that PL improvements might help significantly in disaster
scenarios where only part of the BSs are operating, for
example, due to lack of electricity.
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Abstract—This paper studies the coverage aspects of a low
altitude platform (LAP) system that can form a temporary communication network. The system consists of multiple autonomous
drones equipped with dual-band Wi-Fi access points (APs) with
ad hoc capabilities to form a mesh network. The suitability of the
LAP system is evaluated from the coverage point of view with
calculations and simulations. The results show that more drones
are needed to cover (dense) urban than rural environment and
the drone altitude should also be higher in urban areas compared
with the rural areas.
Index Terms—low-altitude platform, drone, UAV, Wi-Fi, mesh
network, Ad Hoc, disaster scenarios, temporary network, emergency coverage.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cellular networks should maintain their operational status
even after (mild) disaster scenarios, however, a major problem arises when a key part of the network infrastructure is
destroyed or unavailable. One such problem can be a damaged
power grid or broken power lines (e.g. because of fallen trees)
which supply electricity to the base station (BS) sites. The lack
of electricity from the network is not a problem at first, since
nowadays many operators around the world have equipped
their BS sites with backup power. However, this just extends
the operational time of the mobile network for a couple of
hours after the electricity blackout.
Repair and emergency teams move to disaster (or blackout)
areas usually as fast as possible. When they arrive at these
areas, in the best case scenario, the mobile network might still
be operational for a while with backup power. However, in the
worst case, the cellular network might not be operational or
the infrastructure might be damaged to the point that it can
not function.
The emergency teams have usually their own way of communicating, e.g. through terrestrial trunked radio (TETRA)
system, which is commonly used in public safety networks.
However, cellular and electricity network repair teams have
no possibility to use these systems. Thus, they have to rely on
the existing network and pre-planned processes on how to start
the repair actions. As a result, this means that there is no way
to communicate between these repair teams and a lot of time
is spent on moving around in the disaster-hit area in order to
contact other teams for prioritizing important or critical areas.
In order to enable the use of conventional user equipment
(UEs), like smart phones with Wi-Fi, a new temporary mobile
network could be easily formed. There has been a lot of
research around high altitude platform (HAP) systems for

providing emergency coverage and recently Google’s project
Loon has brought this subject back on the hot topics of
future networks with their HAP balloons [1]. To compete with
Google’s project Loon, Facebook has also invested in HAP
systems with their own high-altitude long-endurance planes
combined with their Internet.org project [2].
This paper studies the coverage possibilities of a temporary
low altitude platform (LAP) network with the use of drones,
or more generally known as unmanned aerial devices (UAVs).
The idea of a temporary LAP network is based on a simple
design principle: a quick and easily deployable communication
infrastructure for emergency coverage in disaster-hit areas
with relatively low costs and fairly simple maintenance.
In this study, it has been assumed that the temporary LAP
network can be deployed such that the operation of LAP
drones is semi-automatic. This means that field teams in the
disaster areas only need to launch a drone, after which the
drone will automatically take off to a predefined altitude from
its take off location and form a mesh network with other
drones.
The aim of this paper is to study the coverage aspects of
temporary LAP systems as an emergency network for disaster
areas, mainly intended for repair teams and as a backup
network for rescue teams. Simulations are performed to dimension the coverage capabilities of different configurations,
including the inter-drone distances (IDDs) and the operation
altitude of the drones. The study also investigates the coverage
aspects in two different environments: flat rural environment
and (dense) urban environment with the Manhattan grid, i.e.
with a dense building layer.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The suitability of a disaster network has been studied from
many perspectives in the literature. The authors in [3] have
presented the idea of providing emergency broadband coverage
with the utilization of LAPs. Their idea is based on utilizing
balloons as the platforms for LAPs, like with the majority of
other authors in the field, and Wi-Fi for the transmission. A
similar idea is refined in [4], where TETRA and worldwide
interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) systems were
also tested as the candidates for a temporary wireless network.
The authors in [5] have expanded the idea and considered
the use of drones with Wi-Fi to form resilient networks in
order to communicate to isolated disaster areas. However, their
implementation involves a moving drone in very low altitudes

and needs to be in the close proximity of any client to collect
data.
In this study, the drone altitudes of few hundred meters
are considered together with mesh networking as a base for
the LAP concept. It has the similar kind of idea as presented
in [6], [7]: the use of unmanned aerial vehicles to form a
temporal network for a disaster response. However, in [6]
the authors are focusing on the localization, navigation and
coordination of these devices and not the possible size of
the service coverage areas, which could be possible with
UAVs. In [7] some service area related aspects are taken
into account, however, the authors have simulated an area of
100 m × 100 m with 50 nodes, and a fixed transmission radius
of 20 m. Obviously, this kind of dense drone network would
not be realistic in a rural area because the number of drones
to deploy would be huge.
The authors in [8] explain the concept of flying ad hoc
networks (FANETs), which is the ideology utilized in this
study. The authors in [9] have also implemented an experimental study utilizing this concept. Although, they have
performed the study with only two drones, they manage to
establish communication for a distance of 1000 m in between
the drones. The altitude of the drones in [9] is set to 10 m, so
the coverage area of one drone is quite limited.
III. LAP CONCEPT

Fig. 1: An example of the temporary LAP network concept.
Pk
sum of individual interaction losses function, i=0 f (ϕ, i), is
due to diffraction for each interaction i of all k with ϕ as the
angle between the former direction and the new direction of
propagation. The wave-guiding (tunneling) effect, Ω, considers
the effects of reflections (and scattering). It is empirically
determined and described in detail in [11]. Finally, gt is the
gain of the transmitting antenna in the receiver’s direction.
The recommended value for the path loss exponent, n,
depends on the propagation environment (rural, suburban,
urban, indoor) and the height of the transmitter. The authors
in [12] have performed field tests with 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi and
compared the path loss exponent with the existing ones for
several propagation models. They found that the values for n
in LOS range from 2.54 to 2.76. Thus, in this paper the value
was chosen to be 2.6.

A. Propagation modeling for simulations

B. Temporary LAP network concept

In order to simulate wireless communication systems, a
proper radio wave propagation model is required. The basic
free space path loss model would suit well with the scenarios,
where mostly line-of-sight (LOS) connections are simulated.
The initial IDD was calculated with the logarithmic free space
model [10]. However, in order to achieve more realistic results,
a deterministic propagation model was chosen for the actual
simulations.
The outdoor radio channels are modeled using a deterministic radio propagation model called the dominant path
prediction model (DPM) [11]. The DPM model makes the path
loss prediction based on the premise that in most propagation
scenarios, there are only one or two paths that contribute 90 %
of the total received signal energy, hence the model determines
the dominant path(s) between a transmitter and receiver for
the received power estimation. As such, the accuracy of the
DPM model has been reported to have accuracy similar to (and
in some cases better than) the ray tracing models, while the
computation time is comparable to that of empirical models
(e.g. COST-231 Hata model and Walfisch-Ikegami model)
[11].
The computation of the path loss in DPM is based on the
following equation [11]:
 
k
X
4π
f (ϕ, i)+Ω+gt (1)
+10n log10 (d)+
L = 20 log10
λ
i=0

The LAP concept considered in this study is shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of utilizing dual band Wi-Fi equipped
drones that will form an ad hoc network with IEEE 802.11
family wireless local area network (WLAN) technology utilizing 5 GHz frequency band with 40 MHz bandwidth as the
backhaul connection between the disaster area drones (DADs).
The actual emergency coverage is then formed with access
points (APs) utilizing 2.4 GHz frequency band with 20 MHz
bandwidth. In order to connect the emergency network to the
Internet, some drones have to be equipped e.g. with a third
generation (3G) or fourth generation (4G) cellular network
modems. These drones, called the gateway drones (GDs), have
to be placed in between the disaster areas and the unaffected
operational cellular network area next to it.

where d is the distance between a transmitter and receiver,
n is the path loss exponent, and λ is the wave length. The

IV. S ERVICE A REA S IMULATIONS
The coverage aspects of the LAP concept were studied
with the help of simulations. Different deployment cases
were implemented with the help of simulation software called
WinProp Software Suite with its ProMan tool for simulating
wave propagation and radio network planning. The simulation
results were then visualized with Matlab software.
A. Simulation setup
The rural environment simulations were implemented on a
6 km × 6 km flat terrain. The calculation resolution was set at
20 m and all other general parameters are presented in Table I.
The maximum inter-drone distances, where the communication should still be possible, were calculated with free space

TABLE I: Simulation environment parameters.
Parameter

Value

Simulation area
Path loss model
LOS Path loss exponent
OLOS Path loss exponent
Calculation resolution
Calculation environment
Building dimensions (urban)
Building height (urban)
Street width (urban)

6 km × 6 km
Dominant path model
2 (free space), 2.6 (after break point)
3.5
20 m (rural), 10 m (urban)
Flat (rural) / Manhattan (urban)
100 m × 100 m
25 m
20 m
960 m (rural)
960 m, 480 m (urban)
1.5 m

Inter-drone distance
Receiver (UE) antenna height

TABLE II: Drone parameters.
Parameter

Disaster Area Drone

Standard
Wi-Fi frequency band
Bandwidth
max. EIRP (backhaul)
max. EIRP (emergency coverage)
Antenna heights
(Drone altitudes)
Antenna HPBW (backhaul)
Antenna HPBW (emergency)
Antenna model (backhaul)
Antenna model (emergency)
Antenna tilting (backhaul)
Antenna tilting (emergency)
Antenna gain (backhaul)
Antenna gain (emergency)

802.11ac/n/g/b/a
2.4 GHz / 5.8 GHz
20 MHz / 40 MHz
35 dBm
20 dBm (ETSI) / 36 dBm (FCC)
50 m, 100 m, 150 m, 200 m, 250 m,
300 m 350 m, 400 m, 450 m, 500 m,
360◦ × 45◦ (azimuth & zenith)
60◦ × 60◦ (azimuth & zenith)
HVG-2458-05U [13]
NanoStation locoM2 [14]
90◦ (Facing downwards)
5 dBi
8.5 dBi

loss model [10]. Based on the calculations, in the simulations
the DADs were placed 960 m apart from each other to hover
in the following altitudes: from 50 m to 500 m. The path
loss exponent was assumed to match free space before the
break point distance and after it the exponent was set to
2.6 according to Table I to match the values in [12] for
LOS connections. For non line-of-sight (NLOS) regions, the
obstacle line-of-sight (OLOS) path loss exponent was utilized
and set to 3.5 to match the path loss exponent value for (dense)
urban environment.
The key drone parameters for the simulations are presented
in Table II. In Europe, the effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) of Wi-Fi is limited to 20 dBm for 2.4 GHz frequency
band and 36 dBm for 5.8 GHz frequency band by European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). The corresponding values set by Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) in the United States are 36 dBm for 2.4 GHz frequency
band and 35 dBm for 5.8 GHz frequency band. In this study,
5 GHz frequency band EIRP is 35 dBm when a 5 dBi omnidirectional antenna is utilized. 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi EIRP was set
to 20 dBm (ETSI) and 36 dBm (FCC) when a 60◦ × 60◦
(azimuth & zenith) half-power beamwidth (HPBW) antenna
was utilized. This antenna was faced downwards (tilted 90◦ )

and mounted below the drone in order to form a spotlight or
data-shower coverage on the terrain below.
In order to have some urban environment comparison, the
next simulation rounds were set up also with 6 km × 6 km
area and the IDD was kept the same at first (960 m) to be
in line with the values used in [15]. Next, the IDD was
reduced to 480 m to study the effect of densification of these
drones. These urban simulations had the Manhattan grid to
see the effect of dense urban environment and the calculation
resolution was set at 10 m. Table I shows the parameters for
the Manhattan grid (the dimensions of the buildings and the
width of the streets).
The simulation of gateway drones was not included with
the simulation of the mesh network, since the implementation
of a 3G or 4G cellular network modem to the system was not
possible. However, this was not relevant from the coverage
point of view, and in this study it has been assumed that the
GD has enough capacity to the existing cellular network that
it would not be a bottleneck for the functionality of the mesh
network. The mesh network capabilities were only considered
in the idea level, so practical equipment related to them were
not studied.
B. Results
The emergency coverage area of one DAD is larger with
higher altitude as expected. However, the difference in the
actual coverage areas between the different altitudes is not
large. The lowest coverage is achieved with the lowest drone
altitude of 50 m resulting in a service area (−80 dBm) of
0.14 km2 (ETSI) and 3.51 km2 (FCC). Correspondingly, the
highest emergency coverage was simulated to be 0.56 km2
(ETSI) and 7.4 km2 (FCC) with a drone altitude of 500 m.
The results for different drone coverage areas with respect to
the altitude are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 shows results for the urban environment with the
Manhattan grid. It shows the total (outdoor) area coverage
percentage (the area where the minimum received signal power
level is greater than or equal to −80 dBm with respect to
the simulation area of 36 km2 ) as a function of drone altitude
for different configurations. Fig. 3a shows the results for the
ETSI regulations and Fig. 3b for the FCC regulations. The
coverage increases when the number of drones and the drone
altitude increases, as expected. However, longer IDD with a
lower number of drones is able to provide as good or better
coverage than shorter IDD with a higher number of drones.
It should also be noted that the coverage of the outdoor
urban environment depends strongly on the dimensions of the
buildings and the orientations of the streets with respect to the
locations of the drones.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The coverage study performed in this paper for the LAP
concept shows that the emergency coverage for a disaster area
would be possible to implement with a reasonable number
of drones. The LAP concept can utilize the existing cellular
infrastructure that is still functional next to disaster areas, thus
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Fig. 2: Emergency coverage area of one drone as a function
of drone altitude in rural area.
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from the ground-level up to 150 m for as long as needed.
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Abstract—The efficient use of communication technologies
during disaster scenarios is vital for the relief and rescue works
as well as for the disaster affected people. During the disaster
scenarios, links between the Radio Access Network (RAN) and
the Core Network (CN) might be broken. If the link between such
affected nodes can be re-established via node-to-node communication, the data from the users can be transported to the network. Thus, this utilization of node-to-node communication can
be a key technological achievement for cellular networks during
such scenarios. The aim of this paper is to present the possible
realization of a macro site node-to-node sensor network functionality for cellular networks during disaster scenarios. The merits
of 3GPP LTE technology have been utilized in this paper to present a framework for this node-to-node communication in 3GPP
LTE technology.
Keywords—disaster
communication, WSN.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Communication has played a vital role during different disaster scenarios from its early development to the present day.
Communication techniques have been used for providing early
information about the disaster and during the emergency rescue
and relief operation for disaster affected people. Thus, during
crisis events, communication is critical for disaster management. The use of wireless communication for the disaster management backs to events surrounding the sinking of “Titanic”
in the night of April 13–14, 1912. The radio communication
system was vital communicating with nearby ships because of
which they changed their course for rescue of the passengers
onboard in the “Titanic” [1]. Moreover, the Tsunami of 2004 at
Indian Ocean was an alert for the world on the need for efficient communication system during an emergency for disaster
management. Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) can be an
effective communication technology in the disaster scenarios to
transfer the data from the sensors, establish communication
between relief teams or with the victims. The Tampere Convention, organized by joint effort of UN and ITU in 1998 in
Tampere, Finland, facilitates the use of telecommunication for
humanitarian aid, removing regulatory barriers and in the use
of frequencies [2].
When disaster strikes, various communication links might
be interrupted and the communication network becomes nonfunctional. Various research works have been done to provide a
prompt communication service to the relief works and people
in disaster affected areas. Reference [3] presents the Wireless

Sensor Network (WSN) for the disaster management and [4]
shows the use of Ad hoc Networks for the rescue operation and
disaster survivor detection. High Altitude Platform (HAP) system has been proposed in [5] for replacing UMTS coverage in
disaster scenarios. However, HAP faces the challenge of stationary allotment of its stations due to wind and the supply of
the energy. HAP system is expensive as well. The combination
of cellular mobile network and the ad hoc networks leading to
the Multi-hop Cellular Network (MCN) is proposed in [6]
which combine the benefits of fixed infrastructure of cellular
mobile networks and the flexibility of ad hoc networks. However, MCN does not scale well and it is difficult to provide
uninterrupted high bandwidth connectivity to a large number of
users with these networks [6].
In this paper, it has been focused on a disaster scenario,
where the link between the RAN and CN is broken and thus
transmission between network elements is affected. For LTE
network this is the link between eNodeB and the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC). The possible solution proposed in this paper is the realization of surrounded eNodeBs sites as WSN
nodes to establish the relay network for transmission purpose
between the affected nodes. The nodes should sense the disaster scenario and switch to sensor mode. The communication
between these nodes is at the macro level and thus is termed as
macro sensor network. This functionality can be realized as a
“Safety Mode” and the communication blackout can be eliminated and transmission network can be re-established. The established link can provide limited services such as SMS,
speech or limited data services. Thus, by utilizing the preexisting infrastructure of 3GPP technology, an effective communication can be achieved during disaster scenarios.
II. THEORY
For the efficient node-to-node communication, the occurrence of interference from other sources should be analyzed.
This section introduces the theory behind the node-to-node
communication. It is assumed that the eNodeB antennas are
organized into three sector sites and the network layout is clover-leaf.
A. Frequency Reuse Pattern
Reference [7] shows the frequency reuse scheme where the
available frequency band is divided into several sub-bands. A
set of frequencies are allocated for cell edge users in a cell with
full downlink transmission power. Users in the inner cell are
served with reduced power. The frequency reuse pattern for the

node-to-node communication is realized such that the reused
pattern proposed for the cell edge users in [7] is used for the
communication between the antennas as shown in Fig. 1.

In order to calculate the inter-cell interference, the following equations are needed. First, the SINR is defined as
SINR =

Pr
,
Pinter -cell + Pintra -cell + Pn

(1)

where Pr is the received power, Pinter-cell is the other-cell interference power, Pintra-cell is the inner-cell interference power
and Pn is the noise power.
The signal power S of the desired transmitted signal received by the receiver can be calculated as
S = Ptd + Gtd + G r - PL,

(2)

where Ptd is the transmitted power, Gtd is the antenna gain
of the transmitted station, Gr is the antenna gain of the desired
receiver station and PL is the path loss. The interference power
of the neighbor co-channels received at the same receiver can
be calculated as

Fig. 1. Frequency Reuse Pattern.

The reuse pattern in Fig. 1 can now be used for the node-tonode communication during the disaster scenarios. The thick
color boundary line shows the size of a single cluster. The reused cells are organized such that the interference from the
cells with same frequency is minimized.
B. Inter-cell Interference
The effective use of resources in a cellular system can highly enhance the capacity of the system. In a cellular network
employing frequency reuse across different cells, inter-cell
interference occurs when neighboring cells use the same frequency band for communication. Reference [8] and [9] show a
general approach of frequency reuse for inter-cell interference
reduction. As shown in Fig. 2, transmitter T1 transmits a signal
to its desired receiver R1. At the same time transmitter T2 also
transmits a signal. Then, R1 receive a signal from T1 as well as
from T2. At the receiver R1, the signals from T1 and T2 are
superimposed and the signal from T2 is interference for R1.
Moreover, higher interference leads to low Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) value which finally implies low
quality of the wanted signal.

Fig. 2. Radio Communication System.

I = Pti + Gti + Grd - PL.

(3)

Here Pti is the transmit power from interfering station, Gti is
the antenna gain of interfering transmit station, Grd is the antenna gain of the desired receiver station measured at the angle
of arrival of the interfering station.
C. Path loss
The proposed node-to-node communication is at the macro
site layer, i.e. the base station antennas are at towers, and thus
the assumption is that the antennas have Line-of-Sight (LOS)
visibility between each other and the Fresnel zone is free.
Hence, free space path loss model can be utilized to predict the
signal strength at the receiver. The equation can be expressed
as

PL ( dB) = 32.45 + 20 × log10 ( D ) + 20 × log10 ( f ) ,

(4)

where D is the distance in km and f is the frequency in
MHz. Free space path loss model predicts that the received
power declines as a function of the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.
D. Wireless sensor network
The role of WSN can be vital for the disaster management
during the disaster scenarios. WSN can be used for object
tracking, monitoring and transmitting environmental information and for object detection as well. The sensor node sends
its data to the sink or the fusion center, which is responsible for
processing and extracting the sensor data. This delivery of data
from the node to the sink may follow multiple-hops. In this
paper, the functionality of sensing and the multi-hop routing
approach of WSN are used to deliver the data to the desired
destination, which can be from an eNodeB to the EPC, or vice
versa. Moreover, the sensor network which is ad hoc in nature

has the capability of minimum dependence on network planning and the capability of nodes to self-organize and selfconfigure without the involvement of the central controller.
Hence, an operational ad hoc network should cope with the
dynamic restructuring of the link. Thus, in ad hoc network, two
different nodes can communicate with each other via other
intermediate nodes.

transmit power, the gain of the antennas and the path loss between them. Then, the SINR value is calculated.

The topology management is a key issue in WSN. Reference [10] states the topology management procedure including
the topology discovery algorithms. In this paper, the WSN that
is formed during disaster scenarios consists of a various number of sensor nodes communicating over the wireless links using a fixed network infrastructure. Thus, the routing protocol
for WSN has to ensure a reliable multi-hop communication.
References [11–13] describe various routing protocols which
can be used in WSN, but this study is not limited to a specific
routing protocol.

IV. RESULTS
LTE technology with OFDMA radio access scheme is selected for the downlink transmission. This study considers
OFDMA for both uplink and downlink in node-to-node transmissions. OFDMA yields to a frequency structure which divides the data over a number of sub-carriers. The spacing between two sub-carriers is fixed at 15 kHz. One Resource Block
(RB) has 12 sub-carriers in frequency and 14 continuous symbols in time. Thus, one RB is 180 kHz in frequency and 1ms in
time. The bandwidth scalability property of LTE allows 1.25,
2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 MHz frequency band to provide the service.
Fig. 1 shows the reuse pattern with 7 different frequencies in a
transmission cluster. In this paper, it is assumed that each frequency band assigned is 2.5 MHz from the total of 20 MHz
LTE band. Thus, 17.5 MHz is assigned for the node-to-node
communication and remaining 2.5 is assigned for the users.
These frequencies can be utilized both in the uplink and downlink directions. User band of 2.5 MHz is reused in every cell
based on 1/1 reuse concept assuming high quality scheduler in
LTE technology. Correspondingly, if 1.25 MHz is used, 8.75
MHz could be reserved for transmission and 11.25 MHz for the
users.

III. EXAMPLE SCENARIOS
The example scenarios are based on the frequency reuse
scheme designed for the node-to-node communication during
disaster scenarios in rural areas but are not limited to them. The
results were calculated for the 800 MHz bandwidth.

The capacity of the resulting node-to-node link is determined from the calculated SINR values. The bandwidth scalability of the LTE network is utilized for the frequency reuse
planning and for the capacity analysis.

The SINR was calculated with (1)–(4) and the resulting
SINR equals to 5.92 dB. Table I shows that the calculated
SINR values are the same because the ratio between the carrier
power and the interference power is approximately the same
for different inter-site distances. Comparing these result values
with the recommended value of SINR presented in [14], it can
be noted that the implementation of QPSK modulation technique with 3/4 or 4/5 coding rate is possible.

Fig. 3. Frequency reuse pattern with 1. tier of interfering nodes.

Fig. 3 shows the frequency reuse pattern with the first tier
of interfering nodes. This study considers only the first tier of
interfering nodes, since they are causing the majority of the
interference. The cells with the frequency reuse of frequency
number 1 are shown by dark grey color. Node A is the transmitting node, B is the receiving node and nodes C, D, E, F, G
and H are the interfering nodes. The effective gain of the
transmitting, receiving and the interfering antennas are included in the calculation. The angle of reception of the signal at the
receiver antenna varies according to the location and the transmission from the interfering nodes. The inter-site distance
(ISD) between neighbor eNodeBs is assumed to be equal. The
carrier power and the interference power is calculated from the

TABLE I
SINR VALUES FOR DIFFERENT ISD.
Inter-site Distance (m)
2000
3000
SINR (dB)
5.920
5.919

6000
5.917

3GPP specification TS 36.213 specifies the MCS and TBS
for LTE. Reference [15] gives the mapping between MCS Index, Modulation Order and the TBS Index. The antenna of
LTE assigns the MCS Index and the RB on the basis of CQI
for the downlink transmission. This CQI value depends upon
the SINR. Reference [15] also specifies the mapping between
TBS index, the number of RB and the corresponding TBS value. From this mapping, the possible peak data rate that QPSK
can provide, based on the calculated SNIR value, was determined to be 1864 kbps. Moreover, the peak rate of 3728 kbps
can be achieved for 2x2 MIMO, and 7456 kbps for 4x4 MIMO
systems.

V. OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK
The framework has been developed for the various events
associated with the node-to-node communication during the
disaster scenarios. These events include the detection of the
disaster scenarios by the nodes, the events related to the establishment of the path between the nodes and the events that
should be triggered from the CN.

B. Events from CN
The sensor mode functionality is activated at the nodes
which are affected by the disaster. But to transport the data
from such nodes to the CN, certain number of eNodeBs with
the active link to the CN should also be initialized with the
sensor network functionality.

A. Disaster Detection and Link Establishment
In this paper, the disaster scenario corresponds to a situation where the link between the eNodeB and the CN is broken.
This corresponds to situations, where the link is physically
broken, but it can also be considered in situations where the
logical connection is temporarily unavailable.
Fig. 4 shows the flow chart for the detection of the disaster
scenario. When the link between the eNodeB and the EPC is
broken, eNodeB should detect this event and then it should
switch its functionality to macro sensor mode. In macro sensor
mode, eNodeB should work with LTE functionality as well as
with sensor node functionality. With this functionality, node
should detect the disaster events, should perform route establishment with neighbor node and should act as relay hop.

Fig. 5. EPC events.

Fig. 5 shows the operation and maintenance entity of EPC
that should detect this fault situation and should locate the
nodes in the geographical areas. Then, EPC should send a
command to the unaffected nodes in the vicinity of the disaster
area to enable the sensor mode functionality. These nodes at
the vicinity will act as nodes between the EPC and the affected
nodes to facilitate the delivery of the data to and from the network.
C. Network Restoration
The maintenance of the network can re-establish a communication link between the affected eNodeBs with the EPC.
Then, the repaired node should act as a last hop for providing
the relay function to the EPC. Once, role of the repaired node
in the node-to-node communication is over, it can notify EPC
and should switch back to the normal state.

Fig. 4. Node-to-node communication flow chart.

The link establishment procedure uses an efficient protocol
to establish the link with the most preferred neighbor node. A
node sends the discovery message (hello message) to the
neighbor nodes. The receiver can reply with the positive or
negative response. If the response is positive, then in the reply
message, the QOS information is also sent to the transmitting
node. The receiver node can be the node with the active link or
with the inactive link with the EPC. If the receiving node has
active link to EPC, then this is the final hop. Otherwise, this
node searches for another neighbor node with active link to
EPC. All the route information can be stored in the cache in
each node.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented the new functionality of node-to-node
communication to facilitate the communication during the disaster scenarios. To enable the node-to-node communication
during the link outage of RAN and CN, the realization of LTE
radio network as a macro sensor network is proposed to maintain the communication.
The results presented in this paper show that a node-tonode communication can be established in LTE during the disaster scenarios. Furthermore, this type of backup node-to-node
communication would be strongly limited in UMTS due to the
frequency constrains. Correspondingly, node-to-node approach
could be implemented in GSM with reduced capacity also due
to frequency constrains.
The device-to-device communication is considered as the
key technology for the future evolution of the LTE technology.
The study of proximity-detection functionality for device-todevice communication is shown in [16–17]. Further, the LTEAdvanced has introduced the concept of Relay Nodes for the
efficient heterogeneous network planning. The Relay Node is

connected to the Donor eNodeB via radio interface [18]. The
future work should take these approaches into account.
The node-to-node communication for the cellular network
has opened a new research area in the field of communication.
The SON technology is also required to implement the sensor
mode functionality, and thus even extends this new research
area. The complexity and bottle neck from the volume of data
generated by the users to the node-to-node communication
should also be studied. The use of maximum ratio combining
or the switched combining can be a good research area to study
the signal reception through two different antenna links.
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